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She Seeks Office
hariscotta Woman Would
fee a Vice President Of
|

State Federation

Is. Philip V. Corey of DamKotta, recording secretary of the*
lie Federation of "Women’s
Is. announces her candidacy for
■office of second vice president
lie organization. The election
peers will be held at the annual
Eng in May or June. M a.
Iv has the endorsement of the
1
tie- Damariscotta Woman’s
I of which she is a paw
jdent.
Ilier club activities of Mrt
lv included the vice presidency
[he Old Bristol Garden club,
|ber of the Skidcmpha Library
Hat on. and member and past
Itar’. of both the Lincoln Couni
pospital association and HosI eague. She is also a metn,i>f Pemaquid chapter, D A It.,
IMaine Writers' Research club.
Is. Corey has been columnist
Ihe Lincoln County News and
1 writer of feature articles and
|-y for State and out-of-state
[cations. She has won t'.v©
lprzcs for Maine in the New
-Herald Tribune press con
fer editorial excellence iri
I publicity, and received fow
lional first prizes for literary'
sponsored by the National
he of American Pen Women,
|sta Branch, of which she is
[ember. Mrs. Corey is th|
[er of three children, two song
la daughter. She succeeded
[Grace King Small of Gorhaid
Yeccrding secretary of the
j/ in June, 1941, when Mi*
was elected second vlcf
pent.
1
_ __________
*
liy bakers average 147.lt
of biead ior every 100
fis of flour.
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En:ered as Second Class MaI! Matter
By The Courier-Gazette. 465 Main St.

NORTH HAVEN BOAT PROBLEM
Mail Craft Will Use Public Landing—Waiver
To Be Asked For Other Privileges
The desire of North Haven resit. nts to have their mail boat, the
j ...ette M made also available
L passengers and
freight, and
•..j; it be provided with a mere
s. isfactory landing place in Rock. :.d. was forcefully expressed at
a Chamoer of Commerce meeting
Wednesday at which the island
.kesmen were Thomas W La:: r.t of New York and C C. Fel•
of Hamilton. Mass., prominent
Summer residents of the island
:and Representative Lloyd F.
C ockett and Herman Crockett of
S rth Haven.
\ half-hour session, which found
•,.e local Chamber «f Commerce in
thorough accord with North Ha
ven’s wishes, resulted in the as
kance that the mail beat will be
permitted to dock at the Public
Landing. while, upon suggestion of
Mayor Edward R. Veazie a waiver
vJl oe asked from the navigation
authorities in Portland allowing
•he mail boat the privileges of ear
ring passengers and freight.
Representative Crockett outlined
N rth Havens case in a brief
statement, which his colleagues,
agreed, covered the situation ad•ii rably. He said that the Juliette
M had carried passengers until a
a eek ago. when her captain was in
formed it would not be permitted
The difficulty in this respect was
to have the boat so papered that
passengers may be carried
North Haven people had been infirmed that the boat could net
use the Rockland Public Landing,
but this idea was promptly disa .used by Mayor Veaz.e

Representative Crockett read a
petition signed by North Haven
citizens and Summer residents
asking that the necessary permis
sion be granted in regard to beat
and landing place.
“Shes a capable boat in every
way. shape and manner. ’ interject
ed Mr Lamont.
There was also some discussion
as to the hours when the Public
Landing would be available, and
delayed mail was mentioned.
T see no reason for delay if the
Juiiette M. can deck at the Public
Landing a: 530,” said Herman
Crockett.
"The proposed service should be
represented to the authorities as
important to the commercial in
terests of Rockland.” said Mr. t*.
mont
"The boat needs a r.ew license
for its tonnage set-up." remarked
Postmaster Connellan, who had
meantime discoursed interestingly
upon the mail angle.
“We say that the boat is ade
quate for carrying passengers.’’
said’Mr Pelton, "and the Summer
people of North Haven have trans
portation uppermost in their
minds.
It should be represented as a
war emergency measure,’’ re
marked Mr. Lamont.
Resolutions from the Mayor.
Post Office Department. Chamber
of Commerce and North Haven
residents will, be forwarded to the
proper authorities.
The meeting adjourned with a
feeling that progresses had been ac
complished.

Deer Isle Bidder

Fresh Fish Fares
fish

Feyler’s
|t supplies are listed for many
kinds of machines.
look under the product for

["Equipment & Supplies.”

EASY TO FIND IN

LEPHONE DIRECTORY
YELLOW PAGES

LUE EVENTS

arrivals for

the

For Construction of Seago past week:
Capt Prank Horr. small boat,
ing Tugs—Stockton
5000 pounds.
Capt. Beryl Wiley, small boat.
Yard Also Bids
Only two bids were received from
Maine shipyards for 150 -foot sea
going tugs, opened Wednesday by
the Maritime Commission.
The two Maine bidders were the
Ceer Isle Granite Corporation at
Sicnington and the W. H. Mc
Pherson Construction Co. of Ban
gor . J. J. McGuire of the Deer Isle
Company was present at the open
ing of bids. McPherson bid to
build the tugs at the Stccktcn
Springs yard.
Deer Isle bid $850100 cacn for
two tugs under Claus? A, which is
fixed price; and $825,000 for each
of two under Cla ise B widen is
aajusted price to cover changes in
labor or materials cost. M-Pherson
oid $800.fh< f. r me tug. of S775<00
for each of two under Clause A and
did not bid undei B.

DEVELOPING
AND

3000 pounds.
Capt. A. A. Bain, Muskegan, 110,000
Capt. Henry Wilkie, small boat,
40000 pounds.
Capt. Elmer Gross. Dorothy and
Betty. 45.000 pounds.
Capt. Fred Gray, smal boat. 6000
pounds.

PRINTING

MELONS

AT

lEN’S to $1.98

IHANDBAGS

OXTON’S

READY TO EAT

MAIN ST, CORNER PARK ST.
AU Work Promptly Completed
Any Size Film,
6 or 8 Exposure.
Developed for

AND ALL FRUITS

29c

Find Class Summer Beverages

NAUM & ADAMS
220 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 627

These "Sentinels of Security" are

tier and fabric bags in
liar shapes and colors! 1

America’s first line of defense

The Ann,’, Need,

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, PRANK A WINSLOW
Busy Shops and Shipyards
Associate Editor, MRS WTI.T j am O fttj.fr
Do Not Help the Aged
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
and Infirm
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874~lhe Courier
The campaign of the Salvation
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1801 changed its name to the Tribune. Army to raise $2500 for its local so
cial. charitable and religious work
These papers consolidated March 17. 1807.
is progressing steadily. A small,
force of workers is being used In
the drive with the thought of dis
[EDITOR,
turbing the routine life of this busy
A Federal representative, who visited
community as little as possible.
Rockland yesterday, stressed the necessity
Brigadier Osmond of Boston is
WHAT
In general charge of the effort and
ROCKLAND of correlation of citizens and the men in the
finds a warm spirit of friendliness
SHOULD DO service. Looking the territory over with the
on every hand toward the Army and
critical and discriminating eye which his
its fine local work. It is a sort of
duties require he reached the conclusion that not only is Rock
paradox to note that*the charitable
effort of the local Salvation Army
land's heart in the right place but its citizenry is disposed to
branch has not been materially re
do all in its power to make the armed forces at home here, and
duced by the great need for work
pass the word along that it’s a jolly good place to be in. What
ing men and women. The fact ’s
our townspeople are doing in behalf of the service men Is
that most of the Army’s local wont
is not with relief cases, but with
already familiar to all who read this newspaper carefully, but
borderline folks, struggling against
to be a complete success the citizens must extend their efforts
age
and other handicaps, and too
beyond what is now being done or planned, for the Federal inproud to accept public aid. They'd
spetor looks ahead to the coming Winter when the armed
prefer to do without. Many beyond
forces here will be doubled, trebled or maybe quadrupled. It
working age. but able to help them
selves to a limited extent, also turn
behooves the community to not only make the service men
to the generous arms of the Sal
feel at home, but to help the community itself. Out of Rock
vationists. Hence, the need is there,
land during tlie coming months will go many letters and the
the work is too well known to need
more cheerful frame of mind they exhibit, the better it will be
explanation, and public contribu
tions are urgently needed and cor
for Rockland’s reputation during the crisis, and beyond it.
dially welcome.
If a letter should tell the young man's Western or Southern
relatives that Rockland is a dead community and doing noth
ing to make him contented, and to uphold his morale, the
Young Boy Drowned
effect is going to be depressing. We want him to write that
the citizens are doing everything in their power to make him
Traha?en°Wreeth2tLadnal’
happy, just as our boys are writing home from the West and
South.
In Portland a colored poster is issued informing the serv
Was Fishing
ice men what the city's attractions are to be for the coming
Gilbert Warren, aged 10. son of
week, and the sample displayed by the Federal man was a
Risty Warren and Mrs. Frances
revelation as to the diversions of the State's metropolis, with
Smith, while fishing. Tuesday aft
ernoon. near the mill stream in
baseball, music and dancing looming very large.
Carver's Pond, fell into the water
and was drowned
That was a fine piece of thoughtfulness
Leland Warren dove after the boy
FOR THE
on the part of Joshua N. Southard,
and with the assistance of Thomas
Polk, recovered the body and
UNIDENTIFIED chairman of the welfare department, when
brought it on shore. Dr. Erroll Mills
SAILORS
he caused a section of the city property to
a
Summer resident, was called
be set aside for the burial of unknown sail
and artificial respiration was tried
ors. whose bodies are brought to this port. Burial in the
for several hours Dr. Mills was as
pauper section he did not consider a fitting end for men who
sisted by Loma Swears. R. N.,
Betty Dearborn. Elizabeth Hop
are serving the country these parlous days, just as certainly
kins. Lucy Skoog. Andrew Gil
as though they were bearing arms and fighting the enemy.
christ. Lawrence Heath. Charles
The men who man the ships which are conveying food or
Mitchell. Nathan Pulling and oth
war materials are heroes in their own right, and it is entirely
ers. but to no avail. Upon the ar
fitting that they should sleep in heroes’ graves. Chairman
rival of Medical BXaminer. Dr. H
J. Weisman of Rockland, the boy
Southard has again exercised judgment that has much to
was
pronounced dead
commend it. When the war closes a suitable memorial may

At]

We read with a great deal of satisfac
THINK OF tion the statement in a Portland paper that
THE GOOD 11 of the 18 vessels built by the Todd-Bath
concern for the British government had
THEY DID
made their first Atlantic crossings safely
and discharged their very necessary cargoes. No explanation
was made as to what fortune befell the ether seven, but the
successful crossing of 11 was worth all of the effort, time and
money which have been devoted to their construction.
Wendell Willkie rises to statesmanship
in his proposal that our war objectives be
kept out of the coming Congressional campaign. He soundly says to his own party
that the war cannot be made a campaign
issue. Only that "isolationist tinge” which he has sought to
purge from party leadership will resist his effort to have his
own party and that of the Administration join in a basic
creed for Amerjcans: That “we must fight until the last
vestige of totalitarianism and aggression is destroyed, with no
thought of appeasement, no matter how long and arduous the
road.” And that after the war we join in international action
to mantain orderly processes in the world.
Mr. Willkie leaves an ample area for debate in suggesting
a thorough discussion of the efficiency of the government's
war effort. His own pointed remarks about certain admini
strative measures make it clear that he means no shackling
of opposition criticism of the conduct of th$ war. He asks
only that the politicians accept th^ great verdict of the nation
on the task to which the country is now committed and see
to it that politics is so handled that it cannot endanger that
national unity of purpose which must be preserved.—Boston
Globe.
LIMIT
TO
POLITICS-

' 65,000 pounds.
pounds.
Capt John Beal. Royal. 15.000.
Capt. Clarence Bennett, Dorothy
M., 28.000 .pounds.
KNOX COUNTY ON PARADE
Capt. Lew Wallace, Iva M., 68 000
pounds.
i Knox County on Parade, a fullCapt. Frank Ross. Helen Mae H, color, full-length motion picture
which shows the life and industry
of Kffox County, was exhibited to
an interested and appreciative
DANCE
' audience at the Hotel Samoset last
i night. The Summer visitors were
Every Saturday Night
as enthusiastic with the picture,
LAKEHURST
, which first appeared in Rockland
after a year of hard work by the
8.38 to 12.00
Knox County Camera Club, as the
DAMARISCOTTA, ME.
3.000 persons who atended its first
Music by
showing.
BUD CLARK AND HIS BAND
60Ftf

to 67c
LADIES’ to $1.98

BLOUSES
OFFICIAL
U. S. NAVY

photograph

fed and sporty models

THE COURiER-GAZETTE

be erected.

Capt. Ira Tupper, Cynthia, 15.000
Capt. L. E. Ames, A. I. & M..
22 000 pounds.
Capt W H. Walker, small boat.
3CO0
Capt. Pearl Trask, small boat,
1000 pounds.
Capt. Donald Joyce. Althea J.,
16 COO pounds.
Capt. W. E. Stanley, small boat,
2530 pounds.
Capt. Ernest Dunn, small boat,
30C3 pounds.
Capt. John Beggs. Misawalka.
10.000 pounds.
OHara’s Fish Fare for the week:
Capt. Carl Reed. Carlannsul. 42,000 pounds.
Capt. Ira Tupper, Cynthia, 5000

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Favorite colors.

A home of your own is
your first line of defense

Inure stock of
[MEN'S AND MISSES’

increased taxes.

Navy Recruiting Officers will be at the

ENING GOWNS

{

Let us explain our convenient,

|

MANSFIELD STORE, 421 MAIN STREET

j FAST SELLING-OUT

(

rent-like home ownership plan.

I

TUESDAY, AUGUST 11

at

% to 30?“

Rockland Loan & Building Association

hat women are ravin?

this season.

Is YOUR COUNTRY!

. HELP SAVE IT!
STAMPS AND BONDS!

from 2 P. M. to 9 P. M.
To interview and conduct physical examinations

MASONIC ST., ROCKLAND
For the Treatment of Diseases—
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
Office Honrs: 1 to 4
and by Appointment Only
Telephone Rockland 1218
66*F*78

ROCKLAND, ME.

KEEP ’EM FLOATING!
-

DANCE AT OAKLAND PARK
Saturday Night, August 8
AND EVERY SATURDAY THEREAFTER
KINO WING AND HIS NEW OKCHESTKA

Tha Patrol boat Nina B. com
manded by Capt. Eugene Loud,
plied along the shores of ‘Hurricane
Island and Vinalhaven Wednesday
while Warden Frank Hallowell
dropped 250000 fourth stage lob
sters into the kelp
Along with them went 300 egg
bearing lobsters, taken from the
Hewett’s Isar.d pound, and liber
ated as nearly as possible on the
grounds from which they were originaally taken. Not so many of
the egg-bearers are being released
nowadays, for the reason that the
catch is being so culled that only
the male crustaceans enter the
pounds
Three weeks ago a similar quan
tity of “fourth-stagers" was re
leased along the shores of Matinicus and Criehaven.
Under the system which was in
vogue for many years it was the
custom to release lobster fry’ from
the U S. Hatchery at Boothbay
Harbor. Skeptical that many of

Al l. MEN—ALL NEW—ALL MUSICIANS

KNOX COUNTY LEAGUE
Benefit Double-Header At Thomaston

Sunday For Dana Sawyer

Totals

__________ 28

4 7 21

72F78

6

Rockland

Drake, cf. rt '......
R. Ellis. If..........
Thompson, c
......
Simpson, ss .....
Starr. 2b ________
C Ellis, p .......
Wink, lb .....
Barnard, rf, cf___
March, 3b .......
Totals

................

ab r bh po a
4 0 0 0 1
2 12 0 0
4 1 1 11 1
4 13 14
2 113 0
4 0 3 1 1
4 0 2 4 2
3 0 10 0
3 0 0 1 0

30 41321 9

BEAN PICKERS-NOTICE!
Employment Office or with Black & Gay, Inc., are
asked to report for work at 6.30 Tomorrow (Sat
urday ) Morning at the Gulf Station, Park Street,
Rockland, where transportation will be provided.
All others who wish to work are also urged to be

None will be accepted less thamU years

of age.

By The Roving Reporter
Sweden has suspended motor
coach transportation on Sundays
to conserve tires. But who wants
to travel in Sweden these days!

The war has not extracted the
Nation’s sweet tooth, for I note by
the Department of Commerce re
port that two and one-half billion
pounds of candy, valued at $400.000.000 were sold during 1941

In Great Britain clothing Is ra
tioned s? that it permits only
about one-half of prewar pur
chases. And walking alo«ng Main
street these days the casual ob
server notes that many women are
wearing considerably less than half
the pre-war clothing.

Pirate» and Thomaston Tie, In Fast Gam<

BLACK & GAY, CANNERS
Fire Inspector, City or

them ever attained adult age scien
tists brought forward the plan of
"planting” fourth-stagers, on the
theory that the youngsters were
able to take care of themselves, and
live to maturity, or until caught.
And so for the past four years
the wardens have been releasing
fourth stagers which were nur
tured at the new Boothbay rearing
station So successful does this
system appear to have been that
the Department of Sea and Shore
Fisheries, determined to have an
other rearing station, and selected
a location at Lamoine. Plans were
being made for the construction
and equipfent of the proposed sta
tion when the matter of priorities
interposed, and no station could
be built this year.
Warden Hallowell told The Cou
rier-Gazette that the supply of lob
sters along the Maine coast is on
the increase, and that the catch
is surprising many of the fisher
men.

Two-base hits. Starr, Simpson.
Base on bails, off Ellis 1. off Eves
2. Struck out. by Ellis 10. by Eves
8. Double play Jenkins to Thomp
son to Kelly. Hit by pitcher, Starr.
Dust From the Diamond
Five times in four games
"Pooch" Starr has been hit by the
pitcher. What are you trying to
do Pooch, establish a record?
Henry Day does get that ball
away quick and the Pirates keep
pretty close to the bag when he is
! catching.
| Les Simpson has around 20 hits
in 25 times up. Figure that out for
an average.
Whenever Eves and Ellis oppose
each other a well pitched game is
in prospect.

A stranger gazed popeyed at a
passing motor 'car which bore the
mystic symbol "A and Z.” What's
that for? he gasped. Patrolman
Eddie Ingraham had his custom
ary ready reply, "Haven’t you
heard." he said, "of people who
know everything from A to Z?
Probably the owner of that car
does.” The stranger went away,
apparently satisfied with the ex
planation.

"I knew I wouldn’t like it, but I
thought I’d give it a try,” says
Walter C. Ladd, referring to the
day he entered the Maynard S.
Bird
insurance
establishment.
That was just 33 years ago "I am
still trying- it." remarked the well
known insurance man yesterday.

Tuberculosis kills more persons
between the ages of 15 and 24 than
does any other disease. Census
For Tool Training
figures reveal. It also causes 14
percent of all deaths of persons aged
School Which Graduates 25 to 44. “White Plague" indeed!
A would-be chicken fancier had
Group Aug. 21, Will Re
some difficulty with her flock and
ceive Another Aug. 24
wrote the Department of Agricul
ture:
The Machine Tool Training
"Something is wrong with my
School is graduating a group Aug chickens Every morning when I
21 and the school is ready to re come out I find several lying on
the ground cold and stiff, their feet
ceive new candidates Aug 24
in the air. Can you tell me what
It is the desire of the local is the matter?” Soon she received
employment office to ascertain the the following letter from the De
number of men and women over partment:
the age of 18 years who would be
"Dear Madam: Your chickens are
interested in obtaining this fine dead."—Winder News.
training and what hours would be
most convenient for them to at
Iron fences which surrounded
tend this school.
stately English mansions have been
It is possible that a eburse will sacrificed in the drive for metals
be started in the evening if enough campaign, and the movement has
people manifest th'eir interest to recently spread to this country,
attend it The day classes run for along with the devotion of old can
a period of 10 weeks, and the eve non to the war cause. Here in
ning class would probably be some Rockland we have few iron fences,
but in the heart of the city is the
what longer.
The courses offered consist of— Grand Army lot on which are lo
1. Operating of Engine Lathe; (2), cated two old Civil War mortars and
Drill press. (3), Machine Attach two heaps of cannon balls, with
which mischievous kids used to per
ments; (4) shaper.
Graduates of this school are be form bowling Btunts before Janitor
ing currently employed with the Thomas had them cemented into
one-piece displays. It would be a
war industries at high wages
A similar training school is being matter of regret, of course to lose
considered for Rockland. There these souvenirs.
fore local training facilities may
Mrs. H.T. Crockett of North
soon be available also.
Haven
has growing in her garden
Those interested in obtaining a delphinium
7 feet. 9 inches long,
this excellent free training ■will and is wondering
who can beat
please get in touch with Charles that.
Page
John Doherty of
Jillson at the United States Em Rockland.
ployment Office, Main street.
As a farmer “Jerry” Burrows is a
Rocky Mountain National Park mighty
good lawyer. Early in the
has an area of 40 square miles.
Spring he bought a large quantity
of broccoli seed, and out of the
YOUR FAVORITE POEM kindness of his heart divided it
with other amateur farmers in his
If I had my life to live again I neighborhood Broccoli is a sort of
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at a cousin to the cauliflower, but it
least once a week. The loos of these was neither broccoli or caulifower
taetee Is a lose of happiness—Charles which proceeded to take possession
Darwin.
of Jerry Burrows back-yard gar
den. From its very’ infancy It
FAIREST AMONG WOMEN
throve and spread and in due sea
Sweeter than sweetest roses far.
son it bossomed and the Burrows
And lovelier than lilies are.
gardens of his
AU. aU that Is most pure, most good. garden and the
In God-created Womanhood.
neighbors are today possessed of
She was—and Is—a Vlrgln-soui;
the finest crop of mustard plants
The stars compose her aureole.
The sunbeams clothe her at her feet in existence.
If you feel inclined
The moonlight gathers soft and sweet; to draw the former county attorney
In her ail excellence meet.
into conversation you had better
—Alfred Gurney
talk law instead of broccoli.

CHURCH-GRANGE FAIR
SOUTH THOMASTON
GRANGE HALL
THURSDAY. AUG. 13

there.

TO BLACK CAT

cane and Vinalhaven Wednesday

All those who signed up as bean pickers with the

REMOVAL ORDER
To the heirs of Joseph Driscoll, late of Rockland, Maine,
deceased, whose names and residences are unknown and cannot
be ascertained by reasonable diligence,
WHEREAS, the buildings owned by you on Sea Street Place,
in said Rockland, by reason of their dilapidated condition, age
and want of repair, are especially liable to fire and are so situ
ated as to endanger the safety of the public.
NOW, THEREFORE, you are hereby ORDERED to remove or
remedy the same before August 10, 1042. If you fail to do so the
buildings will be removed by me and the expense assessed to y®«

75-76

.Number 76.

Warden Hallowell Planted 25,000 At Hurri

for all prospective Navy men

18 SCHOOL STREET,

i REGULAR PRICES!
nating simple and socated models that arC
so flattering.
All the
st style details and col-

Wake Island was discovered by
the British in 1796.

ISSUE

Volume 97.

OVER WENT “FOURTH-STAGERS"

Coming Games
Tonight—Thomaston at Rock
land.
Sunday—Rockland at Thomas
ton; and Camden at Thomaston.
Camden will donate all the gate
receipts when the three teams
meet there one week from Sunday
for the Dana Sawyer fund This
is very sporting of Manager Young
as not many Camden players had
played against Sawyer. Don't for
get the Sawyer benefit Sunday at
Thomaston.
• • • •
Thomaston 4, Rockland 4
In anotbe* exciting ball game at
Thome sicn Tuesday night the Pi
rates und Thomaston battled to a
In Municipal Court 4 to 4 tie.
The Thomaston boys scored all
Maud Mason of Rockland street, the runs in the first inning, when
was in Court Thursday on a charge Robinson drew Chuck Ellis' only
of keeping a house of ill-fame She walk of the evening Jenkins went
pleaded not guilty. The hearing down, pitcher to first. Robbie
was continued
reaching second. Spear singled to
Raymond A. Walsh and 1-IiUd right, Robinson scoring.
Fales
Mason were charged in Municipal reached first safely when SimpCourt Thursday on a statutory of sen threw into the dirt at first.
fense. They pleaded not »: nJty Chuck struck Henry Day out, but
and were acqt fited.
lives then scored Spear and Pales
„ Dorothy Walter and H^'lor A. with a single to right and went to
McDonald were brought into court second on the throw in.
on a statutory charge Thursday.
Don Thompson singled, driving
They pleaded not guilty but prob , lives to third and when Don start
able cause was found and they were ed for second, only to be rundown,
bound over to the November term j lives scored the fourth run of the
of Superior Court, and were ordered ’ inning.
The only . other time
to recognize the sum of $300 ball Thomaston threatened was in ’he
each.
third when Spear, after reaching
second on a single and passed ball
attempted to score but DuckyFor China Relief
Drake with a five peg cut him
Those who have contributed re down at the p late
cently to China Relief are:
In Rockland's .third R. Ellis
Mrs. L. S Follansbee.
$100 reached first on a walk. Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. H. P Blodgett. 3.00 and Simpson singled, and Starr
Mrs. L. S. McElwee,
10.00 scored the three with a long double
Miss Katherine Keating,
100 to left. “Pooch" then scored on
Caroline H. Stanley.
1 00 two outfield flies.
Mr. and Mrs H. P. Bickmore, 200
In the fifth the Pirates filled
Mrs. LeGloahec.
I CO the bases with only one away but
Mrs. Irene Moran.
2.00 did not score.
Sheldons' Drug Store,
2.00
Simpson first man up in the
Carroll's Drug Store,
1.00 seventh walloped a double and
Newberry’s,
1.00 when the ball was not fielded
A Friend,
2.00 clearly attempted to score but was
Mrs. Mary H. Wardewll,
10 00 ■ put out Spear to Day
Itooevik Club,
2.75 i Simpson and C. Ellis with three
E. B. Crockett,
5.00 hits apiece led the teams at bat
Mrs. G. A. Derry,
1 00 while Thompson. Day and Simp
Philip Magitz.
1.00 son starred in the field.
Mrs. M. C. Wotton.
2.00
Thomaston
Miss Margaret Stahl,
1.00
ab r bh po a
Mrs. A. P. Blasdell,
1.00 Robinson. 3b _____ 3 10 0 0
Mrs. Lydia Storer,
.50 Jenkins, ss ..... ....... 4 0 112
Harry Levensaler,
2.00 Spear,
cf ............
3 12 3 1
Mrs. M. E. Cline,
1 00
Mr and Mrs. Harry O. Gurdy, 2.00 Fales. If ............ ...... 3 112 0
3 0 0 10 0
Mrs. Wilson B. Keene,
2.00 Day. c .........
Eves, p .................. 3 110 2
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy, 5.00 Thompson.
2b ........ 3 0 13 1
Dr. B. E. Flanders,
1 CO
Mrs. Austin Moody,
1.00 Robbins, rf ............. 2 0 10 0
1 0 0 0 0
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Holden.
2.00 Watts, rf .........
Robbins, rf ....
2 0 10 0
Helen Carlson, chairman.
Kelly, lb ------------ 3 0 0 3
0

Lester B. Bradford, M. D.

JOIN THE NAVY!

against rising costs and

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine. Friday, August 7,1942

FRIDAY

7.00 to 10.30 P. M.
SALE, SUPPER .AND
ENTERTAINMENT
Comforters, Fancy Work, Cooked
Food, eto, on sale at pre-war
prices.
Supper, 35c, featuring Salads,
Scalloped Dishes, Pies, etc., 35c
pre-war price.
Entertainment, 8 o'clock sharp,
Rockland City Band, Soloists,
farce, “Confidentially Now.”
• Everybody warmly welcome.
• Chinese Relief Table—all for
Chinese.
• Button Plants.
coliteton.

Special

for

“Game called on account of the
dim-out,” That's the latest entry
in the baseball column, due to twi
light games being unfinished when
the hour arrives for dimming out
the lights in the coast defense
zone. I have frequently seen ball
games called on account of fog.
but stranger than that I have seen
warship trials on the Rockland
course postponed on account of
dense smoke from forest fires.
One year ago: Rockport’s 16th
annual regatta and Sportsmen's
show was in full swing. The city
clerks office had issued 180 bicy
cle licenses It was estimated that
there were 500 bicycles in the city.
—Steamers W. S. White and North
Haren were carrying many Sun
day excursionists (oh, oh)—E. G.
Nelson of Rockland died in Cam
den, aged 71. Lewis W. Kaler died
in Waldoboro, aged 80.

Tuesday-Friday
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Ponp Two

TWICE-A-WEEK

The counsel of the Lord standeth forever, the thoughts of his
heart to all generations.—'Psalms
?** ■11

DISPOSING OF WAR RUMORS

WORKING FOR VICTORY

The Courier-Gazette

TALK OF TH

To Honor The Bible

•

Authoritative Answers To Ten Which Many Of

rt

You Have Heard
The Boston Globe’s "Victory For
um." conducted bv Robert Knapp,
chairman of the Division Of Propa
ganda
Research, Massachusetts
Committee on Public Safety recent
ly published comment upon 10 typi
cal war rumors, and it is so inter
esting and so important for our
readers to know that The CourierGazette is reproducing the story:

(By K. 8. F.)
Kellyhoms.

Author

»

SB

Book Review
The

Tuesday-Friday

Bar

bara Cooney. Published by Farrar
and Rinehart, Ine., New York.
This story is located on Indian
Island, off the shores ot» our own
State, as Maine is the seat of most
of the especially interesting novels
of today. So here comes this keen
ly sensitive study of country life on
our coast.
This brilliant young lady, a grad
uate of Smith College and already
an author of charming imaginative
ability in her "King of Wreck
Island.”
Her new story carries with it lo
cal interest by its references to Wal
doboro, Thomaston, South Thomas
ton, Camden Hills, Vinalhaven, The
Courier-Gazette and Rockland. Miss
Cooney lives at her family’s de
lightful home at Waldoboro Sum
mers. and in New York Winters.
The author is also the clever illus
trator of this fascinating story for
the young, but not only youth will
find much to enjoy in the every
day language, heartfelt and real,
in the story of these Kellyhorn
twins. The ins and out of village
life she reproduces on her canvas
with atmosphere and color perfectly
blended. Besides Penny and Pam.
the twins, the diversified character
ization of these rural peoples, their
sorrows, their joys and their quar
rels, one finds many tears that come
near the surface.
The book is dedicated to Barbara’s
twin brother who must, surely, feel
deep pride in the prowess of. his
sister, who besides being an accom
plished artist in black and white,
has a sure future of distinction
with her pen. Young or old, here is
a delightful study full of imagina
tive atmosphere and heart.
K. S. F.

The Peace Rumor
Wall Street is betting 10 to 1
(The Courier-Gazette has inaugurated a new department. by grouping that peace will be here by Autumn,
all news items relating to those from Knox and nearby Counties who are by Christmas, by next Spring.
in the armed service. We will welcome any contributions relating to them).
Comment—This sort of rumor is
I
Private Robert Rackliffe, 259 betes. He served in the National the delight of Dr. Goebbels. It 4s
Talbot avenue. Rockland, has re- Guard here from January 1934 to absolutely false. This office has
centlv been graduated from the 1940. He re-enlisted in the National checked with/ all the authorities
Academy of Aeronautics LaGuardia . Guard' and served from Sept. 16. available and received outright de
Field, New York The Academy of ] 1940. when he was inducted into nial on every hand. Such a story
Aeronautics is one of the civilian active military sendee .during that encourages complacency. instills
schools selected by the U. S. Army time he was corporal in 1936 and false optimism, and undermines the
Air Forces to train enlisted men sergeant in 1939 and served in that will and determination for an allcapacity until he was discharged out war.
as Airplane Mechanics.
from Lowell hospjtal.
The Wedge-drive Against Our
• * * *
Pvt. Charles A. Trask, son of Mr.
Allies
Lawrence Pike is home from
and Mrs. Urban A. Trask of AppleEngland,
Russia
or China will
ton, is enrolled in the airplane Gulfport, Mias., on a 15-days' make a separate peace and leave us
mechanics course at the Army Air furlough which he is spending at holding the sack.
Base in Lincoln, Neb. Upon gradu the home of his mother on Talbot
Comment—This fits perfectly into
ation,, Private Trask will be rated avenue He is a member of the the Nazi strategy of “Divide and
as a fully qualified airplane ground crew in the Air Corps.
Conquer.” Just as earlier in the
mechanic and will be assigned to
war, the Nazis bent every effort to
a permanent Air Force squadron
The Naval Officer Procurement disrupt the loyalty between France
for active duty.
Office of the First Naval District and England, so now, they are try
♦ ♦ ♦ •
explained today that candidates ing the same old game on us. It is
Area Rent Administrator John with actual business or professional not possible to give a factual refu
J Keegan announces that registra experience in specified fields of en tation to this rumor since it is pre
tion of rooms by operators of deavor are especially desirable in dictive in character, but the spirit
hotels and rooming houses, due to the newly authorized’ Women’s Na which inspires the Russian troops
get under way in defense-rental val Reserve, which is intended to today, and the refusal of England I
areas for Sagadahoc and Lincoln release male officers and men for to entertain peace offers, even in
counties within five days, will be duty afloat. Under the plan, 40 the months after Dunkirk, suggest
extended through Aug. 31 Dates New England women specialists that we need have little apprehen
for starting this registration will will be commissioned and assigned sion on this score.
be announced later through the to technical and administrative du
The Wedge-drive Within
press. This registration originally ties and1 another group of 85 will be
The
Jews are taking drugs and in
scheduled for completion Aug. 15, commissioned ensigns after suc
covers such types of living quarters cessfully completing 30 days’ pre jections so that they may escape
draft.
Story and Verse ’ for Children. as hotels, rooming houses, board liminary* training
and
three the
Comment—This is a typical Nazi
houses, dormitories, auto nmnths^ intensive training in a type
Selected and Edited by Miriam ing
of rum6r Like the preceding
Blanton Huber. Ph. D. With Dec camps, residence clubs, tourist Naval Reserve Midshipmen School one
js designed to create suspihomes
and
cabins,
and
trailer
orations by Boris Artzybasheff.
for
women.
Approximately
10,
COO
cion
and
distrust within our own
Publishers. The Macmillan Com camps—even the ground rented as enlisted women will be enrolled.
country, to further the Nazi strategy
space
for
a
trailer.
pany. New York.
of "Divide and Conquer.” Tills
• ♦ ♦ ♦
This highly valuable compila
Pvt. Steve Accardi is stationed at story is a vicious attack upon both
Sulo Vuurd is with the Academy Miami Beach. Fla. His address is the efficiency of the Selective Servtion of story and verse for children
will win as many adult readers as of Aeronautics at La Guardia Field, 579 Tech School Squadron, T. S. No. ; ice and upon the Jewish pecple.
its colossal imp r’,< ice proclaims. New' York, a member of Class 40. 178. A. O. F.T.T.C. Replacement Although requests have been reIt really is a . ■ t.,ry encyclope Glad to hear from friends. v
Trainlng Center. He Is instructing 1 peatedly issued that anyone know• • • •
dia of tiie best selections of prose
calesthenics and sw’imming on 11th ing of such practices report them
Carl H. Kalloch, son of Mrs. street. He would enjoy hearing to Mr. Brandon, United States Disand poetry thru is extant, and is
impressive as iterature of endur Raymond Cross, has enlisted in 1 from his friends.
i trict Attorney, none have been reing value. I the foreword we are the Army Air Corps at Miami
* * * *
ported to date. No figures are
told a deep .uth. "Love of litera- Beach, Fla., and later will be sta
Dr. Wesley Wasgatt is leaving for ] available on the'relative numbers
‘ure cannot be taught, but it may tioned in the Air Corps School, duty Aug. 15 as First Lieut, in the of Catholics, Jews and Protestants
Denver, Colorado.
be caught.”
Medical Corps. He will report at «in the Army at the present time,
• * * *
Interests in reading matter
the O’Reilly General Hospital, But if the record of the Jews in the
Oscar J. Simmons, a Knox Coun Springfield, Mo.
changes too muoh with times, thus
past means anything, it is note
• ♦ * ♦
much that is deeply valuable to ty boy who enlisted in the Coast
worthy that in the last war, they
youth and old alike might easily be Artillery in December, 1940, has
Pvt. Hansen D. Merrill of Rock contributed to the armed forces, aclost. This book ts a great appeti been promoted to sergeant. He is land has been transferred from Co. cording to a recent report published
zer for readers f rom Literay Ref the son cf the late Venson E. Sim B, 6th Q. M. Training Regiment, in the Congressional Record, 50 pererences to Mother Goose Origin and mons and Mary Burke Simmons. Camp Lee, Virginia, to 316th Ord- cent more men than fair represenrhymes.
Then stories and old Sgt. Simmons has just been trans nance Co., M. T., Camp Gordon, tation required.
tales and legends are here again. ferred from Fort Eustis, Va., to Georgia.
The Sensationalistlc Rumor
• • • •
In verse is found/ those best loved Camp Edwards, Mass., and was at
A
laibmarine was captured and
his
home
in
Lawry
for
the
week

poem • from day’s gone, and also
Corp. Edward Williamson, Jr., all the
of the crew were
end.
modern loves. In Fairyland lore
who has been stationed at Kelley found tomembers
• • • • •
have Boston Theatre stubs
one can find a feast of charm
Texas, is in Rockland on a in their pockets. (Another version:
Charles Duff, Kent Glover and Field.
The make-believe so loved by
15-day furlough.
They had bread from a Boston bak
Ellis
Hastings,
who
recently
joined
♦ ♦ • •
the young, then comes animals in
ery
in their larder).
the
Coast
Guard
forces
in
Boston,
the feathers and fur sections, which
Sgt. Maurice O. Carver, U. S.
Comment—This sort of rumor is
were
transferred
this
week
to
Monwill thrill and! delight. Humor is hegan Island, together with Pat Army Air Corps stationed at Moody '
Uy a bit of fclklore
same
aot left out, neither Is our country Welch of South Boston, who is in Field, Ga., is visiting his mother, , story was tojd during the last war,
and guideposts In story and verse. Maine for his first ’ime. The local MrsS R5b»»tS’
iand
has been repeated not only
The making of America, workers boys
were hardly expecting an [ ents, Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Hvland, alj QVer America, but in England as
assignment so near home, but while on leave. H s brother, Arthur well. While it does serve to under
probably are not deeply chagrined S. Carver, who is in the Navy, is on mine confidence in our coastal pro
Chateau Thiery. tection and counter-espionage sysat being located in this popular the U. S. transport
4- ♦ • ♦
Summer resort.
,
tern, it is comparatively harmless.
• • • •
Sgts. Oscar and Russell Simpson
cbjef motive for telling such a
have arrived from Cainp Davis, N. 'story seems to be the universal huVinalhaven
Boy
Scores
rr
Edward *^I. Smith, Vinalhaven, C.. on a ten-day furlough. They inan desire to claim the limelight
spending a few days in Rock- for a moment by revealing some "in
Maine, recently graduated from the are
land
with their sister. Mrs. Carlyle side dope.”
Aviation. Radio School at Jackson U. Brown,
they leave for
ville, Fla., as one of the top-rank Criehaven tobefore
The “Gripe" Rumor
visit
their
mother.
ing men in his class. In recogni
Rationing is not necessary. There
tion of his 97.44 average, he was
Lieut. William Sharpe leaves to is plenty of rubber, sugar and gaso
promoted to the petty officer rating day
enroute for California, with the line.
of Aviation Radioman, 3d Class and
Comment—This sort of rumor is
good
wishes of his many friends in
will probably be assigned to a Navy
a fine demoralizer. The Nazis
Rcckland.
air squadron for further duty. He
• ♦ • •
know that nothing can break down
is the son of Mrs. Leole B. Smith.
a co-ordinated war effort in Ameri
Alfred
Stanley.
U8JI.R.,
of
East
Vinalhaven, Maine.
ca so efficiently as bad faith in
Smith was chosen for specialized Friendship remains stationed at government
regulations.
Their
Brooklyn.
He
is
in
the
Armed
training in aviation radio because
short-wave
radio
regularly
broad

of his aptitude for the work while Guards, tout wall 'be sailing soon casts rumors of this sort. Of course,
These work clothes
with
the
Merchant
Marine
at one of the naval training sta
♦ * * *
this kind of rumor has its founda
tions. At the Navy’s Service School,
tions here at home too. For the fel
Walpas
tSallinen,
U.S.N.
of
East
he went through an intensive course
pass a slick
low
who wants to find an excuse for
in radio theory and procedure, Friendship has been home on not abiding by regulations himself,
eight-day
furlough
from
Norfolk.
semaphore and signal flag com
is a good rationalization to say
munication. aerial gunnery, radio Va. He is on an airplane carrier it
“physical”
that the regulations really are not
as carpenter’s mate.
code and blinker code.
necessary anyway; that everybody
• # ♦ ♦
"I’ve learned a lot about radio
else
is breaking them so why
The men who make these work down here," said Smith. "I would
Lieut. Commander James A. shouldn
’t he It eases his own con
clothes know that the men who say that if a person is interested Lewis who has charge of the Na- science to hear or to manufacture
the field, he’ll find plenty of op yal Training School (local defense) ,
clearlv
wear them haven’t time to mon in
portunities in the Navy-gin Boston, was m the city Tuesday iw
„all
t„ mentallty
key with rips and "button pop
The 20-year-old petty officer at on his way to his former home in
The Terror Rumor
tended the Vinalhaven High School North Haven. The school has a
ping. *
A troopship was sunk off Prov
membership of about 400. Com
If you are working to smash
Mrs Helen Merrill of Georges mander Lewis, a Bowdoin gradu incetown with a loss of 15,000 troops.
the Axis . . . and what American River road reports that her hus ate 1915, has made a fine record Bodies are washing up along the
.shore in such numbers that the
isn’t? . . . come in and let ns band Pvt. Hansen Douglass Merrill since leaving college.
has been transferred from Camp
,
whole Cape is blocked off.
show you the quality of work Lee. Va.. to Camp Gordon. Ga,
Comment—This is one of the
clothing a Jap or a German and would like to hear from his
Not On The List
[fantastic reports which grew out of
friends. His address is Pvt. H. D.
never wore even on Sunday.
the sinking of a ship off ProvinceWhen the fine record of the town town last month which actually did
Merrill.. 316th Co. 2, Qm. M. T.
of St. George in the current US.O. entail a considerable number of cas
Cainp Gordon. Ga.
WORK TROUSERS
drive was mentioned in Tuesday’s ualties,
t _
♦ * • •
odd according to the
issue of this newspaper, two groups ,
artlme censorship preMelvin
Torpaeka,
son
of
Mr.
and
$1.75 to $4.50
Mrs. Mathew Torpaeka, Georges of workers were inadvertantly omlt-|vented the lto^dtate'releaM ofthe
te“eJ.S who/alsed story and so it traveled by the
River (Road, has been promoted to Stamen
WORK SHIRTS
tae lOwns quota was grapevine. The horrifying exaggerchief radio man in the Boston
" '-n
. ' i .
. j ations. which we have in this verFederal C. Office.
The eiror is herewith corrected • sjon testify, both to the inaccuracy
$1.00 to $3.50
.75 LhX
ofU"rutnor "generally^ and
Corp. Tec. Woodrow P. Andersen, i and Mrs. Samuel Archer noted as eration of fear and anxiety in ex
who is home on a two week’s fur the captains of the Wheeler’s Bay
WORK JACKETS
lough. is visiting his parents, Mr. and Spruce Head district’s, turning aggerating the 'losses. Clearly this
$2.00 to $7.95
and Mrs. Willis Anderson, Warren in $20 50. while Etta Hall and sort of rumor-mongering does no
any good It may install need
street.
Gladys Hocking collected $31.45 for one
♦ • •
less alarm in the hearts of the
the
Wiley's
Corner
area.
SLACK SUITS
wives and parents of men in the
Wilson fWhity) B. Ames is dis
_ I| service and the
tends
to faith
destroyQf concharged
from
the
U.
S.
Army
at
Buy
War
Savings
Bonds
and
Stamps
good
QUr
$4.00 to $10.00
Lowell General Hospital at Fort
government censors.
Devens, Mass., on account of diaSPORT SHOES
The Piped mm Rumor
In White, Twc-Tono and Tan
and thqir work, with biographical
Japan cannot last six months.
FINE HOME FOR SALE
sketches. Altogether this certain
Comment—This rumor, which
My property at 4 Gleason St.,
$4.35
ly is a brilliant addition to stories
was current shortly after Pearl
Thomaston,
is
for
sale
at
reason

and verse for children and chil
were $5.95
able price. All modern and in Harbor, has already shown itself
dren of older growth who still hold
to be the product of cczy wishful
excellent repair.
sentiment and romance as neces
thinking. Like the rumors of im
sary for a rounded life.
May be seen by applying at the pending peace or victory, it de
A book beautifully bound and
Hanley house. )ft Gleason St.
lights our enemy, for its elfect is
printed for long use and enjoyment,
Write to me for details.
to assure complacency and overdecorated with charm and taste.
confidence. The Nazis used this
Nothing could be more appropriate
Capt. R. R. Robbins
TEL. 294
sort of rumor with telling effect in
for a birthday present for young or
235 N. W. 41ST. STREET
the case of France. They spread
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
old than this excellent compilation
rumors about rebellion in Germany,
MIAMI. FLORIDA
in one book The Macmillans have
the
impregnability of the Maginot
76*80
■»WRr.
"WW. just brought out,______ K
ling and the inferiority of Qer-

GREGORY’S

I

man
equipment
until
many
Frenchmen really believed them,
that is. until the Battle of
Flanders.
The Supernatural Rumor
According to astrological find
ings, and Biblical quotations in
the Book of Revelations, we will
have victory by Christmas.
Comment—One of the mc^r in
teresting psychological effects of
war is the increase of belief in
stories of supernatural prophesies.
This may be explained in part by
the intensified emotional duress
which war entails. Propagandists
are well aware of this. For exam
ple: In France the Nazis actually
paid agents, posing as astrologers,
to make all manner of disturbing
predictions.
The Atrocity Rumor
A prisoner in Japan wrote his
family that all was well, but asked
that they remove the stamp on the
letter.
Under the stamp they
found the message—“They have
cut out my tongue."
Comment—This storjT of the
cryptic message under the stamp
is very old. It dates back at least
to the last war. 6o far, all infor
mation available regarding prison
ers in Japan indicates that they
have not been subject to this or
to any similar sort of mutilation.
In the last war. atrocity rumors
constituted/ a main line in stock.
In this war, they are comparative
ly rare.

rt \1
Form a tire and gas-saving club in your neighbor
hood, too! Stop “one-passenger” trips. Come to

A&P Supers for super savings!

COMING REI

462 MAIN STREET

Rev. Earl P. Paulk, who will be
guest speaker

ROCKLAND

“Grocery and produce prices also effective at Belfast, and
37 Elm Street, Camden"

The annual Church of God
Convention wiM convene at Ap
pleton, Aug. 13 to 16, inclusive.
“This religious meeting.” it is
pointed out, "will afford a splendid
opportunity to those desiring to
'"nsecrate their lives more com
pletely to God in these difficult
j times and the singing will be of
| the type to thrili your soul.
"Special efforts will toe made to
honor the Bible. Noted preachers,
teachers, pastors, and Bible lec
turers will open to you some sacred
‘ruths, which are certain to enrich
your heart.
“The second assistant general
overseer of the Church of God,
Rev. Earl P. Paulk, will be the
special guest speaker.
Entertainment will be free. A
cordial invitation is extended to
ell.
WEST WALDOBORO
J. Stewart Brlnfield.
Mrs. Alcada McCourt of Somer
State Overseer.
ville, Mass., and Mrs. Evelyn Camp
bell and son of Newport. R. I, are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kaler Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

/bKKEZS

■ f RHCX fWy

H

8 lo '2 lb

IB

4 io 6 lb wg.

FANCY SELECTED
SPRING
BONED & ROLLED
IF DESIRED

LAMB LEGS
LAMB FORES

33

LB 35s
lb21c

BROILERS or FRYERS SIS, 35c
SMOKED SHOULDERS
31c
FRANKFORTS REGULAR oi SKINLESS
ASSORTED COLD CUTS

29'
t» 29'
LB

Minced Ham, Bologna, Veal Loat, Pickle-Pimento Loaf

FRESH SWORDFISH
HADDOCK FILLETS

FILLETS

Think

FLOUNDER LB

MEL-O-BIl
CHE5SE-AMEPICAN
WHITE or
COLORED

?SMENTO

LB

qualify

PRINT

47‘

UXNYFiELD

43c

’i LB PRINTS-LB49c

Lard PURE
Nutley

’pkLgB

15
17

27c

TALL
CA^S
ANN PAGE
PINT JAR
ANN
QT.
BOT
PAGE

Salad Dressing
Cider Vinegar
Salad Oil ANN PACE *b607 25c
WHITE I
Soap Flakes SAIL < PKGS 27C
WHI i E
Soap Grains SAIL
Moonlight BLEACH
WATER
SOS Cleaner
PKGS 25C

VEGETABLE MARGARINE

POTKTOES

before you
Telephone!

v"a-^2L6s

15 LB
peck

B,C

*tv

VIT. A, B, Cz G

your telephone calls briefer.
’’Sure” — you say — "I’ll do my part. I don’t

want to delay any urgent war calls. But,

what’s the story? If telephone lines are so

crowded, why not build some new ones?”

scon PRODUCTS

scon

Well, we can’t build enough of them be

cause copper, rubber, aluminum and other

TISSUE

necessary materfals are just not available.
They’re going into war machines. The tele

phone service that's available now is all there

ROLL

is going to be for the duration. We have

scon

to do the best we can with what we have.
That’s why we’re askjng your help. And

TOWELS

that’s why we’re saying . . . Think before

2bols17C

you telephone.

WALDORF
TOILET PAPER

4e

ROLl

REDUCE THE NUMBER OF

.

■

MAKE ALL CALLS BRIEFER

FOR WAR CALLS
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
-k. . X‘

. ............................

_

CUSTOM
GROUND
1 LB. BAG

Masons are asked
meeting tonight, at 7
Temple in regard
the club room to nq
armed service.

Miss Eliza Steele
annual vacation ai
Strong is supplying
Strong may be call
from 12-1 p in aru
44. Thomaston.
The Courier-Gaze
Iv beautified by ext
flowers, in all the
•brilliant, coloring
by its long time |
Tenant's Harbor.
Hupper, who never
she comes this way ti
office with her gar<

JANE PARKER

c Svga,ed 0O2

PHILIP SU1

South Hop<

Ritz Crackers Ibpkg21c
Cracker Jacks 3 pkgs 10c
Qonea
OdtlUC

A

UUtAN SPRAY

4

cranberry

EVERY SATURI

3 OZ i
BOT ,
LB i
CAN ,

BEA

BOT

AMERIC AN LEG I

44 OZ
PKG ,
44 OZ (

THOMAS]
EVERY MONDi

PK^

pkg

CUT

WOODCOCK’S Ol
with Billy Dean an
Admission 25c and

161>OZ
TINS

Hires
Extract
Cocoamalt
Spick Shoe White
CAKE
Sno-Sheen FLOUR
CAKE
Snnnyfield FLOUR

J Jc

HATS CLE
STRAWS AM) FRI.T
Shoe Shining
<
Opp Strand Theatre

NBC

Dated ’’ Donut*

PKG

10C

PKG

17C

211

8.00 o'elo|
TWO CENTS
Many Special Gand
With $18.00 Speeiat
and $2.00 Dofl
$5 to any winner ij
or less
Auspices Willianis-|

lOO®7o
WHOLE
WHEAT
BREAD
18 OZ tOAf

Jot

HELP KEEP THE LINES CLEAR

RED CIRCLE
COFFEE

bununiuii hulls
FRANKFORT ROLLS
STREUSSEL COFFEE CAKES
POUND CAKESaVARIETIES
vaSe°s

PLEASE

E

All those who havi
bean pickers lor Blac
all those who would
are asked to meet at
morning at the Gul!
street, for transpor
can be accepted unc.
age.

NOTICE 35 HEREB
Gerald O. Beverage
in the <" nnt v of K
Maine has i
Maine Board of B
examination for adm
of the State of Man
of the Board to be
Maine on the first W i
gust, A. D. 1942
EDWARD
Secreta!

CANTALOUPES " 2 29c
TOMATOES avbc 3 Bs 25®
ONIONS °cB39c

to reduce the number of your non-essential

DISTANCE CALLS

Willis R Vinal
been appointed reg
for Knox County. to I
caused by the deatl
Veazie. and the
pointment of John
which was declint
was nominated for
term at a special <
tion recently held

notice!

long distance calls.... Second, to make all

a

Rev. Roy A. Welk
Monday night, spent.
Kiwanis Club at 1

Sarah Linnell Ha
Kettle. Clearance !
Hats, $2 adv.

LBS

FREESTONE

if you’ll please remember two things. First,

YOUR NON-ESSENTIAL LONG

The increasingly pi
transportation seem
bicycling. Last wee
Mrs. Archibald Ron
ton, who were guest/
Samoset, start out
Friendship. The Rf
from Boston by train
all along Maine's
on their bicycles.

Mrs. Hester Ch.i
Farm and Roeklaml
Hospital with her
linen for Room No
has so modestly b
kept supplied with
for many years.

ELBERTA

YOU CAN HELP speed important war calls

Aug 9 Young Fan
Cooper's. Rockville.
Aug 12- Hall fam
reunion at Glen Cov
Aug
20 Gllchrcst
Cleorge Grange hall
Awg 20 Payson Pot
Snow Bowl. Camden

Owing to the cq
gasoline and tire
meeting of the Almq
of 'East Maine Co;
nary, which was to ll
at East Belfast, Au
cancelled.

l.29c

EVAP. MILK

BUTTER
\ icp orade

Lb39'

WHITEHOUSE

I OAf 69c

SILVEilBROOK
OK

1

AtiK
R — Doublp-h
benefit game In Tin
Aug 9 Limerock
arangn Field Day at
Aug.
10 Rockport
Dick" at Town H
Aug 12- -Owls Head
Community Building
Aug. 12
Tenants II
v»ae" of the 100th am
Baptist Church, afte
nlng.
Aug. 13- Rockland <
oert at Church-Gran
Thomaston.
Aug 13 Friendship
on schoolhouse lawn
Aug. 15 — Annual .
reunion at Kents Hi
Aug 19 Martlnsvlll
fair at Orange hall.

Chdoty,---------- guy

u j

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS and BONDS
EVERY DAY
On Sals At All A&P Food Stores
w. .TWY. U». «i«bl 10 U».1 luoui.tie,-

AU j:iu.

FUNERAL
Ambulance

TELEP1K
S90 or 781-1

110-112 LlMEROf
ROCKLAN I

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Auk
8 — Double-header baseball
benefit game in Thomaston
Aug. 9 Limerock Valiev Pomona
Grange Field Day at St. George
Aug
IO Rockport—“Jimmie
and
Pick" at Town Hall.
Aug. 12—Owls Head—Church fair at
Community Building.
Aug. 12 —Tenants Harbor— Obsert «acc of the 100th anniversary of the
Baptist Church, afternoon and eve
ning.
Aug. 13- Rockland City Band Conrert at Church-Grange fair. South
Thomaston.
Aug 13—Friendship P T A. Carnival
on schoolhouse lawn.
Aug. 15 — Annual Summer alumni
reunion at Kents Hill.
Aug 19-Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fair at Grange hall.

lub in your ncighborlger” trips. Come to

COMING REUNIONS
Aug 9- Young Family at Alinon
Cooper's. Rockville.
Aug. 12—Hall family 37th annual
reunion at Glen Cove Grange hall
Aug. 20- GUchrest .family at St.
George Grange hall
Aug. 26—Payson Fogler families at
Snow Bowl, Camden.

ROCKLAND
effective at Belfast, and
imden”

F.LFlTED

LB 35 =
PRING
D 8 ROLLED
t»21c
DESIRED
EPI H NATIVE OCc
Io 3'i lbs - LB
SUNNYFIELD
l«31c
lp29c

P ckle-Pimento Loaf

73F~

H

IS L 29c
.u 27=

WHITEHOUSE

AP. MILK
"JYIC

tall

CANS

Pressing ANN

PINT

nneg:r e™E
Oil ANN PACE
hakes WHITE I

27c

t

WHI i
SAIL
PI E ACH
WATER

trains
Jght
lleaner

PKGS

25C

potatoes
1’a43

Mrs. Hester Chase of Chase
Farm and Rockland was at Knox
Hospital with her fine supply of
linen for Room No. 7 which she
has so modestly but efficiently
kept supplied with needed linens
for many years.

t

BS

Winfield Ramsdell of Portland,
who is manager of the Ramsdell
Packing Company, has moved into
his new home, which is next to his
fathers, on the Owl's Head road.

There is a set of drinking cups
at the city marshal's office. Owner
may have by identifying same.
Alvin C. Ramsdell has moved
from Beech street into his new
home on the Owl’s Head road.
Several of Rockland’s prominent
people who have been spending the
colder months of the Winter for the
past years at St. Petersburg, Fla.,
will not be able to do so this year
according to a letter received frcm
one hotel man from that delight
ful city. He writes that nearly all
of the hotels have been taken over
by the government and that "St.
Pete ’ resembles an Army encamp
ment now, rather than its usually
gay and balmy resort. A word to
the wise—“Fill up that coal bin,
high.”

A fire Thursday afternoon was
confined • to the ell and sleeping
quarters of Arthur Sullivan, who
makes his home with John Sullivan
on Pleasant street. Fire Chief Van
E. Russell said the -fire was caused
by smoking in bed and estimated
the damage to the attic and ell
around $200.

The increasingly popular mode of
transportation scents to be that of
bicycling. Last week saw Mr and
Mrs. Archibald Roosevelt of Bos
ton, who were guests of the Hotel
Samoset, start out on a trip to
Friendship. The Roosevelt's came Mrs. Rufus Hall has employment
from Boston by train, and then rode at Arthur Lamb's Dry Cleaning
all along Maine’s scenic coastline, shop.
on their bicycles.
Mrs. Helen Carlson entertained
Rev. Roy A. Welker will be the a 'Solicitors’ Committee for China
Monday night speaker before the Relief last Friday. Those present
Kiwanis Club at Hotel Rockland. were: Mrs. John Pomeroy, Mrs.
Jerome Burrows. Miss Maude Hall,
Willis R. Vinal of Warren has Mrs. Faith Berry. Mrs. E. E. Stod
been appointed register of probate dard. Mrs. Roy Welker. Mrs. Clara
for Knox County, to fill the vacancy Emery, and Mrs. Oliver Holden.
caused by the death of Charles L.
Veazie, and the subsequent ap
Ray Fogarty of the McLain
pointment of John A. Chisholm, Shoe Store is having a week's va
which was declined. Mr. Vinal cation.
was nominated for the four year
term at a special county conven
State Director E. C. Moran, Jr.,
tion recently held in this city.
yesterday appointed Knott C.
Rankin to the local War Price and
Owing to the conservation of Rationing Board.
gasoline and tires, the annual
meeting of the Alumni Association
Lawrence Hamlin, a World War
of East Maine Conference Semi veteran, has joined the staff of the
nary. which was to have been held Camden Shipbuilding & Marine
at East Belfast, Aug 23, has been Railway in the capacity of fore
cancelled.
man of the fastening crew. Since
the close of the first World War
All those who have signed up as Hamlin has been employed in a
bean pickers for Black & Gay, and number of large shipyards
all those who would like to work,
are asked to meet at 6 30 tomorrow
C. T. Manchester was found
morning at the Gulf Station, Park guilty in Municipal Court Wednes
street, for transportation. None day of taking blueberries from the
can be accepted under 11 years of property of Mrs. Lottie G. Start of
age.
Rockport.
Attorney • Jerome C.
Burrows appeared in court for
Masons are asked to attend a Manchester and told Judge Dwinal
meeting tenight at 7.30 at Masonic that Manchester had been gather
Temple in regard to furnishing ing blueberries elsewhere and saw
the club room to members of the these full bushes and stopped to
armed service.
gather the two or three quarts.
Mrs. Start told the court that she
Miss Eliza Steele is having her had expected to make $30 or $40
annual vacation and Mrs. Ruth but that. Manchester, whom she
Strong is supplying for herin Mrs. said had his car filled with blue
Strong may be called at Tel. 881 berry boxes, ready for commercial
from 12-1 p. m. and at night Tel. use. had put a stop to her profit.
The bushes were tramped and the
44. Thomaston.
patch pretty well cleaned off. Man
The Courier-Gazette was great chester was fined $10 and costs of
ly beautified by exquisite garden $5.78.
flowers, in all their joyous and
BORN
brilliant coloring of mid-Summer
Turner At
Camden
Community
by its long time poet friend of Hospital.
Aug. 4. to Mr and Mrs'
Tenant's Harbor, Mrs. Rose B. Maurice Turner, a daughter.
Hupper, who never forgets when
MARRIED
she comes this way to brighten our
office with her garden offerings.
Young-Coombs—At Rockland, July

MUK F£D
4 IO 6 lb avg

Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. Copper
Kettle. Clearance Sale of Straw
Hats, $2.—adv.
75-76
NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
Gerald G. Beverage of North Haven
In the County of Knox and State of
Maine has made application to the
Maine Board of Bar Examiners for
examination for admission to the bar
of the State of Maine, at the session
of the Board to be held at Portland,
Maine on the first Wednesday of Au
gust. A. D. 1942
EDWARD W ATWOOD.
Secretary of the Board
72-F-76

UMBO O
I' I
FOR ,

L

-Sr-

ID CIRCLE
OFFEE

HATS CLEANED
STRAWS AND FELTS. LIKE NEW
Shoe Shining
Confectionery
PHILIP SULIDES

Opp Strand Theatre.

Rockland
60Ftf

AG

14. Harold Gleason Young or North
Cushing
and
Mildred
Elizabeth
Coombs of Gardiner.—by Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald.
Taylor-Gushec—At Winthrop, Mass.
Aug. 1, Thomas T. Taylor of Marlon.
Va.. and Miss Florence S. Gushee of
Appleton
Brown-True—At Hope. Aug. .2—Lt.
David E. Brown and Miss Katherine K
True, both of Hope, by Rev. Guy C.
Robbins.

DEED
Leach At Fairfield, Aug. 6. Maynard
I,each, age 38 years.
Funeral from
Good Funeral Home Sunday at 2 pm.
Rev. Melvin Dorr officiating.
Teall—At Capens. Aug. 5. Homer C
Teall. Services Saturday at the Lysander (N. Y) Methodist Episcopal
Church.
Kgerto-i—At Waban. Mass., July 31,'
Wallace Egerton. native of Thomas
ton.
Hahn—At Warren. Aug 5. Miss Har
rlet V
Hahn, aged 03 S-’ears. 3
months 12 days. Funeral Friday at
2 o'clock from residence.
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of our Mother
who passed away Aug 10. 1941
Sadly missed by her children. John
and Daniel Kavanaugh. Mrs. Elizabeth
Hamilton. Mrs
Margaret Simmons
and her four grandsons.
*
CARD OF THANKS
We are grateful to all who sent
flowers
and
otherwise
expressed
thoughtful kindness and comfort dur
ing our recent bereavement
Warren C. Noyes. William T. Flint •

"Children Against Raw Nature"
-strange, authentic cases of chil
dren lost in the wilderness who
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
have survived terrific ordeals—see
with Billy Dean and His Violin
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT the American Weekly Magazine
ith the Aug. 9th Boston Sunday
Admission 25c and 35c, tax incl.
76*lt
148-F-tf Advertiser.—adv.

South Hope Dance

ackers Ibpkg21c
Jacks 3 pkgs 10c
|

A

NSHNAT
16• . OZ
PANPERRY £
TINS

1 Extract
jait
|hoe White
len flokJr
lelri

r?o^

3 OZ
Bor

U LB
CAN

44 OZ

25c
21c
21c
10c
25c
16c

BEANO
AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

8.00 o’clock
TWO CENTS A GAME .
Mdny Special Games Next Mon.
With $48.00 Special Cash Prizes
and $2.00 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post
52Ftf

BENEFIT BEANO

Justice William H Fisher, re
tired, of Augusta, was in the city
Tuesday on official business.
Judge of Probate Harry E. Wilbur
has bought from Horace Leeman
Enow cf Calais) the Crie-Knowlton
house on Limercok street, and will
occupy it after some renovations
have been made.
When the Lions Club finished ’ts
session Wednesday the members
were escorted to Park Theatre by
Manager Bill Romanoff, who treat
ed them to 40 minutes of movies.
At the meeting Dr. Gilmore Soule,
also explained the necessity of hav
ing here a blood bank for the stor
ing of dry plasma, not now easily
obtained elsewhere. A campaign
will be undertaken to raise Rockland’s portion of the Knox County
quota and the Lions Club is pledged
to do its share. Lion Gauss of the
Salem Club was again a guest.

SATURDAY, 8.15

»v uyyfcjl

-

........................... .... 2,242

$14.00
$7.50
$800
76"lt

1,115

1,127

2.210

1.113

1.097

CAMPAIGN DRAWS TO CLOSE
Great Heart Of Knox County Again Manifest

As It Pledges $5000 To U. S. 0.

"I MARRIED AN ANGEL”
with
Edward Everett Horton
Binnie Barnes

GEORGE F. RYAN

SATURDAY ONLY, AUG. 8
WALLACE BEERY
MARJORIE MAIN
in
>»

Automatic Sealing
BURIAL VAULTS

BURPEE’S

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

Manufactured by Robert C. Burns
and available through all local

Ambulanoe Service

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

110-112 LIMEROCK KTETFT
ROCKLAND, ME.

Total

SUITS
$22.75 to $41.50

Plenty of Groceries

TEL. 662

Rockland's annual school census shows a decrease cf 32 students as compared with 1941. In the boys' department there is a
falling off of only two, but there are 30 fewer girls. Here are the
comparative figures:
171
149
320
134
178
Ward 1 ......................... ... 312
126
119
135
141
245
Ward 2 ........................ .... 276
211
398
194
403
192
204
Ward 3 .........................
90
114
204
116
94
... 210
Ward 4
196
196
405
202
392
203
Ward 5 .......................
223
469
443
226
237
217
Ward 6
....................
80
186
106
108
90
Ward 7 ....................... ... 198

Ward 5—Mrs. Jennie Bangs,
The UJ5.O. campaign in Rock
land is swinging into the home chairman, Mrs. Jennie Feyler. Mrs.
Saunders, Mrs. Inez A.
stretch in its great $3000 quota Pauline
Ames, Mrs. Ruth M. Ames, Mrs.
drive for this city, a major part of
the Knox County $5000 push. Every
town in the county is making a
splendid' record in this great patri
otic effort and general Chairman
Alan L. Bird has full confidence
that by the middle or at the latest,
Congressman Margaret Chase the end of next week, the full
Smith is expected in Rockland the quota will have been attained.
coming week, and Is to be accom
True patriotism has marked the
panied by Elisabeth Mae Craig, the efforts of the workers and the re
well known Washington correspond sponse of the givers in this drive
ent, whose visit here a year ago Is for the benefit of all the men in
pleasantly remembered.
our armed forces. The work has
gone forward smoothly and with
The go-getters of the ’Keag out extreme effort on the part of
have organized something decided any one group.
Herewith appears a list of the
ly cut of the ordinary for Aug. 13
in a Pre-War-Prices Church- workers of the Rockland UjSO.
Grange Fair to be held 1-10JO at Women's Division who are supple
the Grange Hall at the "Keag. All menting the splendid record made
the usual Fair articles will be sold by the men's group.
Ward 1—Mrs. Gladys Packard,
at pre-war prices and the de
licious salads-bean supper will also chairman, Mrs. Mildred F. Hav
be priced at pre-war level. The ener, Mrs. Evelyn F. Cates, Mrs.
entertainment at 8 o’clock will Blanche B. Shadie, Mrs. Myra L.
feature Rockland City Band and Watts, Mrs. Matilda Leo, Miss
a comedy. Two highights of the Sandra Hallcwell, Miss Margaret
affair will be the Chinese Relief Packard. Ward 2—Mrs. Lucy Y.
Alan L. Bird, under whose ener
Table, with every penny going to Rankin, chairman, Mrs. Bernice F. getic leadership Knox County’s
the Chinese and Novel Button Staples, Mrs. Minnie E. Cross. Mrs. F.S.O. drive speeds on to victory.
Plants, for sale to button collec Thelma G. Stanley,'Mrs. Emma
tors. At least one rare 100-year Hill, Mrs. Bertha M. Thurston, i Edith O'Brien, Mrs. Dorothy Jones,
old button appears on every Mrs. Margaret Adams. Mrs. Ethel . Ward 6—Mrs. Susie S. Morey,
L. Colburn.
! chairman. Mrs. Lydia M. Lindsey,
plant.
Ward 3—Mrs. Dorothy L. Bird, Mrs. Laura M. Buswel, Mrs. DoroPositions are epen for the fol j chairman, Mrs. Ida Dondis, Miss | thy S. Carsley, Mrs. Mildred S.
lowing workers, inquire at the U. S. j Charlotte Buffum, Mrs. Vanessa Ginn, Mrs. Florence McConchie,
Employment Office: Blacksmith, ; Cowan. Mrs. Stella F. Linekin. Mrs. Mrs. Bernice L. Jackson. Mrs.
draftsman, shoe-salesman. Farm , Martha C. Senter, Mrs. Phyllis C. Merle Hutchinson, Mrs. Beatrice
hands, shipping clerks, wood cut Clarke. Mrs. Elizabeth W. Davis. K. Chaples, Mrs. Lydia T. Storer,
ters, poultry farm hands, delivery Ward 4—Mrs. Natalie E. Perry, Mrs. Gladys G. Studley, Mrs. Ida
truck drivers, sewing machine op chairman, Mrs. Eva O. Burgess. I Bradstreet, Mrs. Kathleen D. Conerators, cooks, waitresses and Mrs. Pauline B. Bartlett. Mrs. Ruth , don. Ward 7—Mrs. Rita Y. HolL. Goldsmith, Mrs. Geneva S. i den. Chairman, Mrs. Ruth E. Levkitchen helpers.
Richardson, Mrs. Mary Ethel Weis- ! cnsaler, Mrs. Helmi W. Ranto, Mrs.
The excellent concert given by man, Mrs. Pauline Schofield, Mrs. Gldays Burns. Mrs. Adah C. Rob
the Rockland City Band was well Bernice Wolcott, Mrs. Mary E. erts, Mrs. Bertha White. Mrs.
attended by an appreciative audi j Dinsmore, Miss Maerice K. Black- Charlotte D. Flint, Mrs. Carolyn
Sleeper, Miss Ida Cushing.
ence Wednesday night at the Pub ! ington, Mrs. Alma Stinson.
lic Landing Miss Bertha McIn
tosh sang that lovely old favorite
Returning from the Rocking
Program chairman Dick Bird an
"Moonlight and ptoses” in a most nounces that Rev. Roy A. Welker ham races late Wednesday night.
charming manner. The next con will be the guest seeaker at Mon Dr. James Kent, Enoch Bridges.
cert will be in two weeks
day night’s meeting of Kiwanis. Robert Brewer, Lcuis Benovitch
Last week’s program was furnished ' and George W. Wood had a thrill
John Pomeroy will be guest by the Boothbay Playhouse and was ing experience. They were pass
speaker at the Rotary meeting to greatly enjoyed by all. An invita ing through Woolwich, when they
day.
tion was extended to the club by were forced to halt by a detach
the Management to be guests at a ment of soldiers. The car had
Local sportsmen
who have j performance on the night of Aug. j hardly stopped when it was struck
been guests at the famous Capen’s 12. George Brackett won rthe War i in the rear, with great force, by a
Hotel during their fishing trips at Stamps for last week. The club is beach wagon. Dr.. Kent received
Moosehead Lake, learned with looking forward to having Lieut. injuries which confined him to
much regret yesterday of the sud Governor Doctor Webber of Pitts his bed yesterday, and all five of
den death of tjie owner and man field as a guest at the last meeting the occupants of the Wood taxi
for the month. There will be a Di were -badly shaken.
ager, Homer Teall.
rector's meeting at the Hotel Rock
Randall Winchenbaugh and his land at 6.15 tonight.
The funeral of Homer C. Teall,
cousin, Robert Winchenbaugh, in
company with Roland Call, are
Charles Head of the Inland Fish proprietor of the Capens House,
spending a week at .the Boy Scout and Game Department, who is Mcosehead, who died Aug. 5, will
camp at Chickawaukie Lake.
well known in Knox County, has be held tomorrow in the Lysander.
been promoted from warden to N. Y. Methodist Episcopal Church.
At a special meeting of the City warden supervisor, succeeding Ar
Government Wednesday night an thur O. Rogers of Waterville who
There will be no further meet
increase of $300 a year was made has entered1 the armed service
ings of Scout Troop 202 until
in the salaries of City Clerk E. R.
Sept. 14.
Keene, Treasurer Charles H.
Earl G. Barter of Tenant’s Har
Morey. Tax Collector Carl O. Nel bor. whose interest in baseball will
Dr. Charles Popplestone has re
son, Chief of Police Laurence K. terminate only with his demise, is turned to Knox County and is at
Mansfield, the acting Commission now umpiring in the Piedmont the W. J. Rich estate.
er of Public Works, Clarence League in Virginia. He had been
Wyllie, Joshua N. Southard, chair located in the Canadian Provinces.
BINGO
man of the Welfare Department,
and A. J. Bird, chairman of the
Acel Trueworthy, former Rcck FRIDAY NITE, SPEAR HALL, 7-45
Board of Assessors. Deputy Mar
land
boy. who has been employed
Giver Away, $5.00—1 each
shal Almon P. Richardson s salarv
by
the
Bath Daily Times for sev
Door Prize $1.50
was increased $108.
Patrolmen eral years,
promoted to
Carl Christoff ersen,
Earl
U. the positionhasof -been
Three
Lucky
Games, $3. $4, $6
city editor. Mr.
Chaples. Edward C. Ingraham, Ro
Big
Special
Dinners
land Sukeforth. Frank C Bridges Trueworthy has taken a keen in
ir Bath newspaper affairs,
and Oliver iR. Hamlin, and perma terest
and
will
give to his new duties a
nent firemen. O. B. Brown, Lewis comprehensive
knowledge of their
Phillips, James Gray, Percy Dins
WALDO THEATRE
requirements.
more and Wesley Knight have
$260 a year added to their sal
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
aries. The volunteer firemen are
BIG BINGO
raised from $100 a year to $125.
SHOW TIMES
SAT. NIGHT, SPEAR HALL, 7.15
Single Evening Show at S
Matinees: Weekdays at 2.30
Given Away. $10—1 each
MADE TO MEASURE
Sundays at 3.00
Door Prize $2.50.
Three Extra Prizes $2.50 each
SUITS AND TOPCOATS
Three Lucky Games
FRIDAY, AUG. 7
(all wool)
76* It
MG.M. presents
At Reduction Prices
JEANNETTE MacDONALD
NELSON EDDY
TOPCOATS, $22.50
in

Eternal Protection"

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11

SCHOOL rOfULAliUN ANNOUNCED

Burpee & Lamb, Inc.
MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
76* lt

I. o. 0. F. HALL

LUCKY GAME,
DOOR PRIZE,
FREE GAME,

Joseph E Blaisdell, principal of
Rockfand High School, was over
from his Summer home in Sidney
Tuesday on preliminary work in
connection with the school year,
which opens Sept. 8. The school
is losing two of its well known
teachers—John Pillsbury, Instruc
tor. in science, who is planning to
teach elsewhere; and Laroy Broun,
manual training teacher, who has
been selected for military service.

“Concrete and Steel,

it*

Pane Three
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undertakers.

Robert C. Burns
485 OLD COUNTY ROAD
TEL. 321-R, ROCKLAND, ME.

“JACKASS MAIL

Our memorials are erected on
durable cement foundations, built
with a board form and are guar
anteed to be four feet deep to
guard against action of the frost.
Our prices' are based orr the
quality of work that we erect
and we do business with the aim
that “a satisfied customer is our
best asset.”

Wm. E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
Cemetery Memorials-

EAST UNION, ME.
THOMASTON, ME.

SUN.-MON., AUG. 9-10
Paramount Pictures presents
Cecil B. DeMille’s

‘REAP THE WILD WIND’
(Filmed entirely in Technicolor*
Featuring
John Wayne. Paulette Goddard,
Ray Milland .
with
Raymond Massey, Susan Hay
ward, Robert Preston
and a supporting cast of
hundreds
Admission Prices:
Evenings (adults 55c);
children, no advance

large holes and replace only these
Starting Aug. 3. Murray’s Mar
lengths with new pipe.
ket at 102 Broadway will close every
/
4. Carefully apply a good beat night at 8 o’clock.—adv.
75-76
resistant paint.
Persons Who Have Not Ta
For dependable rad’o service
Visitors in Washington, D. C„ call the Radio Shop, telephone 844.
ken Precautions Advised
can get copies of The Courier-Ga 517 Main street. Complete Philco
What To Do
zette at the Metropolitan News ■ line.—adv.
60tf
Agency. 603 15th street. North
Home and building owners who West.—adv.
58* tf Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
want to keep their heating plants
operating efficiently next Winter!
are advised to take steps at once
“Here’s
to care for stove pipes which were ;
used last season. The War Pro
The Latest!”
duction Board’s Plumbing and
There's a Whole New
Heating Branch said that farms
Cargo of
and rural communities particular
PIPES & TOBACCO
ly will be affected by a shortage
at
of new stove pipe this Winter, thus
extra special
making it dctlbly necessary that
old pipe be properly stored and
PRICES!
protected.
Persons who have not taken
OXTON’S
proper precautions were advised by
the branch to:
Main St.
Park St
1. Thoroughly clean the pipe in- j
side and put with steel wool or
Home cf the Famous
sandpaper.
Super Delicious
2. Apply asbestos furnace ce
PEANUTS
ment, purchasable for a few cents '
and tlic
at hardware stores or from heat
ing contractors, to all small holes i
—x GIANT 10c
and scratches.
MILK SHAKES
3. Remove lengths containing

Repair Stove Pipes

IA-REX.’.,
PICALLILI
2i 25«- '

MONDAV, AUGUST 3-8

LUX
TOILET SOAP

3*~2OC
SWAN SOAP

‘1 |

med

FAIRY SOAP

2 lie
LAVA SOAP

tall I

Pink Salmon.................................
Honey Boy Bread..........................
Sweet Pickle Chunks .
Campbell’s Tomato Juice
Tommy Tucker Dessert Peaches

SNOSHEEN CAKE FLOUR.
25c .

n|

2 ie*.. ,7c
. q' i»- 27c
No 5 ’in

2 'n

Chef Boyar,

I Be

6RTD. CHEESE

39«

•-10c

JELL’D freez,ns m,x • • J3 * '25
j c ‘l
JELL~O all flavors . . J1 19'
jd-IQcv
PRUNES santaclara
-25^
APRICOTS whole peeled
KOOL-AID
. . 5c
TEA BAGS100
T • *' •
. '■ . 83
y cA
KIPPERED SNACKS- 2-25='
SHREDDED WHEAT I2"’23c
BAKED HAM SPREAD »29c
'a?!??.'

7c

CHIPSO
2 45c

MEAT DEPT.
•

.

.

123c

Minced Ham

•

.

>b 23c

Franlcforts

Smoked Shoulders

Money Savers!
Apple-Grape

Jelly

31c

Minute

2^. 23c

Tapioca

OUALITY NATIVE STOCKS
RECEIVED DAILY

21c

2

.

Tomato

lOc

Ketchup

3 29'
PEAS ph,ll,ps del,c,ous
KELLOGG’S
. 2 17'
WHEATIES 7 2 ” 21c
10c
TOMATOES dtuaous
EVAP. MILK - - 3”24c
SPAGHETTI DINNER

Early Morn

q,

Molasses

33c

Elbow

Macaroni
Old Quebec
Pea Soup
B5 M

2 b b«<j

I 5C

2 33c
...* Oc

Spaghetti < hlEtSE
!Ti si
Clappt Strained

*3

19c

Tomato Soup .

-7c

Baby Food
Campbell*
Ph.ll.p,

Chicken Soup

2 19c

Soft
500
Facial Tissues —•

19c

2

Dutch Mill

Crisp Crackerspb’

Our Fresh Caught Native Fish Is The Finest You Can Buy. Specials Every Day

THf NtW

"Bcrdcni

Memo
VITAMINMINERAl
FORTIFIED
PREPARATION
FOR WAITED
DRINKS

59c
1 LB. CAN

S r FS

MEATS

WAY TO DRINK YOUR VITAMINS AND LIKf ’IM‘

JUST ONE glass OF HEMO GIVES YOU:
fhe
in 3 boiled eggs!
VITAMIN A
p/us the
in 4 slices of whole!
wheat bread!
VITAMIN Bi
in 3 servings
p/ut Ihe
of beef liver!
VITAMIN D
in 4 servings
I
plus Ihe
of spinach!
VITAMIN G

BONELESS
BONELESS

lb 39c

Oven Roast
LEAN MEATY

lb 25c

Chuck Roast
WHOLE or HALF

in V2 pound of beef!
in 2 servings of
cauliflower & green ]
beans combined!

plus Ihe

CALCIUM &
PHOSPHORUS
B F T T f K

THAN

T H t

BEST

M ALT C Q ATI IK!

SALE AND DEMONSTRATION AT OUR MAIN STREET MARKET

PORK CHOPS
SWORDFISH
POTATOES

HAMS

lb 37c

Salt Pork

lb 17c

SWIFT’S PREMIUM
WHOLE or HALF

Cooked Hams

CENTER

FANCY
NEW

..... 2 bchs 15c | ONIONS,

lb 43c

39c
39c

FANCY
QUALITY

BEETS,

lb 37c

Pot Roast

PK.

6 lbs 25c | TOMATOES,

3 lbs 25c
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Pace Pouf1

.
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Dr. Edmund Devol of New York,
CUSHING
Park Theatre, Sunday and Monday
were at Mrs. Dora York’s Friday en
Mrs. Sarah F. Seavey is improv
WARREN
WALDOBORO
route to Bar Harbor for the month
ing in health.
of August. It will be remembered
Olson Brothers are engaged in
that Dr Trexler has occupied the
haying at the Peck farms.
ALENA
L.
STARRETT
pulpit at the old Lutheran Church
MBS ISABEL LABE
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Prior were
Correspondent
in town.
Correspondent
visitors Sunday at the home of the
Miss Cora Bell of Wollaston.
latter’s father in \Vashington.
Ma s., is guest of Mrs. Theo Marple.
Tel.
4®
Miss Mary Hanley of Dorchester,
Telephone 73
The Nine Club held a picnic Sun
Mass.,
is guest at the McNamaraday at Bums’ Grove. Back Cove.
Boynton farm.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Victor
Johnson
of
Edvard Stcrer oi Brockton, ; The nine members and their guests
I Mr. and Mrs. Merle D. James cf
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Wil were Mr. and Mrs Hamlin Scho Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
East Aurora, N. Y., their daughter
Austin
Nelson
and
daughter
Shirley
field and son Richard, Mr. and Mrs.
liam Kennedy.
Mrs. Dudley Rockwell and children
of Rockland, are at the Dorman
Wendell
Blanch
and
son
Wendell.
Misses Gloria and Marlene Mon
David
and Betsy, and another
cottage,
South
Pond.
ahan spent the week-end in Port Jr, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mitchell
daughter Mrs. Andrew Wyeth cf
Those
who
have
completed
the
and
daughter
Jance.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
land.
Chaddsford, Pa., are at their Broad
Austin Winchenbach, Mrs. Bessie advanced course in first aid taught
Cove farm for a few weeks.
William Jameson was home from Kuhn,
by Red Cross instructor, Mrs.
and Mrs. Gladys Grant.
Orono over the week-end.
' Robert Wallace of Bath, spent
Mrs. Nellie Bickmore Small, wife Genevieve Wellington, are Mrs.
Mrs. Andrew Currie has as guest of George Small, died July 28 at her Emma Sheldon, Mis$ Muriel French,
Monday with Mrs. Wallace and six
Miss Genevieve Wells of New York. home in Everett, Wash. She was a : and Mrs. Edna Jones.
children at the home of his aunt,
Mrs. Lizzie Tuttle came from
Mrs. Alice Hart where they are
Those from here who attended the
Hope Sunday and is visiting Mrs. native of this town, daughter of
spending
two weeks.
Nellie Overlock. She was accom Charles E. and Syltania Harring- G.O.P. County Get-together Mon
Harold*Goss was called Saturday
ton
Bickmore,
but
had
resided
in
day
at
the
garden
adjoining
the
to Waban, Mass., by the death of
panied by Miss Doris Allen of Washingto nthe past 40 years. She home of Mr. and Mrs. -E. Stewart
Wallace
Egerton.
Mrs.
Leila
Belfast.
beside her husband a son Orbeton, at West Rdckport were
Mrs. Harold Benner, who visited leaves
Smalley,
Stella
Newbert
and
others
Adelbert Small, a daughter Mrs- Willis R. Vinal. register of probate,
of Thomaston, were guests last Fri
her father, S. A. Jones, the past Evelyn
Scrensen of Washington; Mrs. Vinal, Mrs. Silas Watts, Wiiday of Mr Goss at the Egerton
month, has returned to Belmont, a brother,
E. Dayton Bickmore of liam H. Robinson. Leslie Packard
place.
Mass.
and Mrs. Alena Starrett. Announce
‘Men cf Texas” with Robert Stack and an ail star cast
Newton H. Street has returned
Mrs W. T. Spear and Judge Stockton Springs; and one sister, ment was made of a G.O.P. rally
Mrs.
Martha
Benner;
two
grand

from a business trip to his home in
Herbert T. Powers of Portland were
to
be
held
Aug.
19
at
the
Orbeton
children, and several cousins re
Woodbridge, Conn., bringing with
week-end guests at B. G. Miller’s.
UNION
siding
in town, among them Mrs. Garden, with Governor Sewall, and
him, his children, Roger and Mary,
Mrs Lucy Woodbury is visiting
'
Wallace
White
the
prospective
Miss Carlene Belden -of Liberty, who are soon to be joined by Mrs.
her brother, Allan Hassner, in H. Maude Orbeton.
is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Lawrence Street, also her mother and sister,
It is with regret that the towns speakers.
Springfield, Mass.
Joseph Stickney observed his
Hannon.
Mrs. Millspaw and Miss Millspaw of
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau spent the people hear of the closing of the birthday
anniversary Tuesday at a.
Gay store. Starting with Thomas
Mrs. James Curtis and two chil Summit, N. J., to spend a vacation
week-end in Portland.
dren of Camden were guests Sat I at the Street shore cottage.
Miss Myrtie Reever of Newton- Gay, the business is approximately, family party held at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. John Carter of New
urday of Mrs. Carrie Esancy.
ville. Mass., is guest of Mrs. Nellie 100 years old. A son, J. Tyler Gay, Mrs. William Stickney and w ith
was t he next in line, and on his these present: Mr. and Mrs Joseph
York, were recent guests of Mr. and
Reever for the month of August.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lewis
Lane
of
East
Dr. G. H. Coombs is in Boston for oi st hirthdav his son John T Gay Stickney and their guests, Mr. and
Mass., and Mrs. Lydia Mrs. W. G. Maloney.
was taken mto the business, which Mrs^Willlam Stickney and family
Maine 4-H Club members are Gardner,
Mrs. John Wheelcck, children
a few days
Layr
of
Union
were visitors Mon
Miss Una Clark, R. N., of Au he carried on until his death, a HUto^ Mrs Cl’ara Erid ”heir raisin’ 749 pigs and 847 dai7 and day at Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Perry’s. Gretchen and Carol, of Auburndale,
^jlUa^Stickney all
calves this year’ a substaun’
gusta, is spending a vacation with matter of 43 years. Since that time
At the Nazarene Church worship Mass., returned Monday to Pilot
the business has been carried on by mother, Mhl Wimarn Stickney afi tial
over the number
Mrs. Nellie Reever.
will be held Sunday at 10 o’clock. Point, accompanied by Miss Priscilla
Mrs.
and MPS i raised in 1941.
Rev.
Mrs. George
George Brown
Brown ana
and aaugnier
daughter his widow, Mrs. Maude Clark Gay. J ^®rly Mass
Rev. and
and Mrs. Duncan of North Peabody of Boston, for a vacation
i with Mrs. Charles Bailey.
Isobel, who have been guests of Mrs. All employes of the firm nave had
stickney of Rockland
One and a half P°unds of
Waldoboro will
..... play _a trombone______
Mrs. Mary Olson, with several
Browns parents, Mr. and Mrs. Os- (steady employment from 10 to 20
H
who hm I aluminum bands must be returned trumpet duet. The pastor w ill
1 others, has employment at Albert
borne Welt the past month, re- years. The selling of the stock is
Mrs cnaries sau a _
o
s
the manufacturer for every 1000 speak On the subject, "Thou Sha
Shalt
surgical
Orff’s, helping on blueberries.
—
_ *v,,ppatient
turned, Thursday
to their home 5r>
in unaer the supervision of Edward L. Maine Osteopathic
Hospital in wing bands used for poultry. The |Love the Lord thy God,” second in
Miss Ida Olson, of Rockland,
Ripley of Augusta.
department
of
bacteriology
at
the
a
series
of
four
messages
on
the
Boston.
Portland,
has
returned
home.
spent
the week-end with her par
Mr and Mrs. Edward Genthner
Mrs. Carl Becker of Portland is
At 11.13,
Mrs. Loana Shibles of West Rock- University of Maine is assisting in Ten Commandments.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Olsen.
and son Wayne went Saturday to passing a few days with her father, uort
specialdemonstrator ofcan- collection of scrap bands and aid- Sunday School hour, the lesson | Mrs. Carl Gray spoke Sunday at
Portland where the latter will enter W. C. Flint
E°ng’ a£dpreserving
and with the ing P^ree breeders who need study will be "Abraham’s Intercesthe Methodist Church, in the ab
State Street Hospital.
££ SST5a*Si..,‘* In getting bands.
>ry Prayer/’ Young People’s’ hour sence of the pastor. Rev. Walter
Genthner-Newbert
Willie Mank of Waterbury, Conn.,
dav afternoon
Miss Phyllis Newbert and Wen- demonstration Tuesday
afternoon I Maine potato acreage is now will be at 6. Sermon at the Smith. The annual Sunday School
has been vis ting his mother.
--at the dining room of the IO O F estimated at 5
percent higher ; evangelistic
service atGod
7 o.»’clock
will picnic will be held at W. G.
be ,lThis Our
Prayer
Russell Winchenbach was home dall Genthner were married Sun- at the dining room of the I.O.O.F.
Maloney’s Thursday at 11, dinner
from Camp Edwards over the week day night at the Methodist par- , Tblrty three members of Ivy 1 set at 275 bushels to the acre com- service will be Thursday at 7.30.
served
at 12. All who attended
ated^usin^'th^double^ring °ceS- Chapter O.E.S. attended the supper pared with 286 last year U S.
end.
church or Sunday school, are in
Fred
Chute
went
to
Bedford
Fred Chute went to nearoru, ,-vu
““dsed by P^nic held Wednesday at the Al-, acreage is about 2 percent higher
HOPE
vited as well as any who are in
Mass.. Saturday. returning the
i Mi&s praxes Weaver and Reginald bert White cottage in Cushing.
| than a year ago. considerably less
terested in church activities.
Mrs.
John
Wilson,
Jr.
is
in
New
lowing day.
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. j than the 8 percent increase set up ; York fcr a vis:fc witb Capt Wilson
Mrs. Gladys Orff
Mrs Ida Stahl and Mrs. Isabel Spence.
„----- -were
---- Mr. and Mrs -mder the Food for Freedom pro- who is stationed at Governor’s
Mrs. Genthner is the youngest Edwin Boggs,
Labe were in Damariscotta Monday.
Mrs.
Gladys
(Burns) Orff, wife of
am.
Inland
^^2.a
George Howard was a recent daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. M.
Albert
Orff,
died
July 14 at her
citnr m Horuann.
—.....................
The sum of $HL25 was taken
Application forms for pullorum “Mrs Rita Dudley spent the week- home, after several
Newbert.
She graduated
from
visitor
in Portland.
months cf
Mrs Gra'-e McCabe of Bath was Waldoboro High School after w’hich ^atu5day at,tb® card party ^Hd,,a I testing and flock approval work end at Mrs G A Dunton’s with suffering, having been cared for the
week e.S guest of her son Charles she remained at home with herthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Phi lip j win be maiied early in August to her son, Charles, who has just repast few weeks, by Mrs. Helen Hahn
Mo-se
guest of her son. una
Genthner whQ .g the Simmons to secure funds for the , pouitrymen who tested their breed- j turned from a YM.C.A. Camp.
of Thomaston. Mrs. Orff was the
Mrs.' Gretchen Simmons and two son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Genthner.
j ing flocks las£ Sum™erv Ot?erS ! Mr’ and Mrs’ Walter Brown of daughter of Levi Burns, Friendship
children of Waterville are visiting is employed at the Bath Iron muT™y picnic ground.^
I may secure these blanks_ from I Waltham, Mass., and Mrs. Arthur in which town she was born. Her
d°Seph„GM,y„^?’ I county agents of the Maine Exten- g Waldron of West Somerville, mother
Mrs. Simmons’ parents, Mr. and Works.
is now Mrs. Gertie Studley
a tie in themotor
cake eat g sion Service. Applications are due Mass., returned home Monday after
The young couple went on a few niston
co were held
of Glen Cove.
Mr. Guy Waltz.
An. in Orono before Sept. 15 for test a vacation with the R. E. Browns
Everett Welt of Boston was home days wedding trip and enroute dat Glover haU
Deceased was married to Albert
heme will callon friends m New other speciafty was the banjo duet ing at the regular rate.
at Orchard House.
Orff of this town about 25 years
over the week-end.
American poultry flocks turned
Miss “Jackie” Wilson is spending ago. To them was born one son.
Raymond Witherell of the De Hampsnire.
played by Kenneth Wing and John
out nearly 2% billion dozen eggs a few weeks at the Camp Fire . Kendall, who was married to Miss
positors’ Trust, and family, are en
nxxnixiiii i iDurrell.
Jeanette Overlock of Warren, last
joying a week’s vacation in LewROCKVILLE
A Hill Billy dance is planned for during the first five months of Girls’ Camp in Winthrop.
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
1942. This was more than half the
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs and Fall.
iston.
te^Bet^oT ^kkud^srem^the canted unit^irwuVbe^a Costume goal set for the entire year. Egg- j Mrs. Maye Robbins attended the
Mrs. Orff was an untiring work
Mrs. G. F. Penniman and three
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
children, and Miss Marcia Blaney wprk-pnrt withher daughter-in- affair. according tewtentative plans, drying plants in this country can Pomona Grange Saturday in East er. capable and diligent. She was
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
a
loyalmember
of
the
Methodist
■ ere in Rockland Monday.
law
Mr<;
Almon
Conner
Miss
and
specialties
wnl
be
planned,
now
turn
out
30
times
as
many
i
Warren.
Mrs
h
h
. . _
........................
, Mrg. Mildred Dunton is at hcme
Mrs.
Almon Conner.
Cooper. Miss
,
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
Aid, and did much strenuous
Margaret Ashworth, Anne Ash law
Young of Camden was also recent fha;rma£ o the local canteen unit dried eggs as cculd be dried a year after a surgical operation at Cam- , Ladies
small words to a line.
and helpful work for that organiza
worth and Charles Ashworth came guest of Mrs. Cooper Next Sunday 15 TMrs- B*r^a ^wett.
agp. Millions of .These eggs are
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
She was also a member of
frrm St. Johnsbury, Vt., Saturday, the Young’s reunion will be held at
James Halll«an took a 31'* P°und mew going to the British in five- den Community Hospital. She is tion.
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierAcorn Grange, and likewise did her
re’ .’..ing Sunday. Anne remained Mrs Coclr’s
Strip€d baSS frOm
GeOrges River ounce packages of dried whole-egg recovering nicely.
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
share for that order, too.
mts. vocipers.
^recently, at the prison narrows.
at home.
powder. Present ration is one
Brown-True
Besides her husband and son, she
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller of MilEdward Wilson has an apprentice- package a month for a family of
Charles and Sara Ashworth and
The wedding of Miss Katherine leaves a brother, Almon Burns of
Miss Madelyn Genthner dined Sun ton. Mass., moved to their home ship at the Whiting Machine three, plus one shell egg a person
King
True, daughter, of Mr. and
WANTED
FOR SALE
day with Mrs. Frances Quiner, But here recently and plan to make it Works in Whitinsville, Mass,
each month during the Winter, Mrs. Elmer L. True and Lt. David East Friendship, and her parents.
She will be missed not only in the
ter Point.
their permanent residence.
| Music lovers will be pleased to and four each Summer month.
Eaton B^own, son of Mr. and Mrs. | home but in the community in
Dr. Samuel Trexler, president nf
YOUNG man wanted at FLINTS
Miss Nancy Bowman who passed knew that Rand Smith, popular
1934 Chevrolet tudor sedan ; good
Ralph Brown, took place Sunday in general, as she had always been MARKET. 276 Main street.
76-lt tires. TEL 970 M.
76-lt
the United Lutheran Synod, and several weeks with Mrs. Inez baritone of Boston, who haS made
the little white church amid the known for her activity and ability.
ORFF’S CORNER
BEANS and fresh picked vegetables
Bronkie and Mrs. Edgar Hallowell a number of appearances in this
JUNK and metal wanted, of all
and most impressive ;
STILES FARM
Tel
kinds. Send card to P. O. BOX 862. for canning.
notice offoreclosure
returned Wednesday to Worcester. town at the mid-Summer concerts.
Plans are being made for a simplest
decorations.
city.
76*78
____________
76-78
whereas, Elston
f.Luce,
of
Miss Lucille Quinn who makes
and who now is vacationing at Daily Vacation Bible School to be
White flowers, white candles and
FIVE large rooms, fireplace, for
VICTORIAN carpet wanted. 15’xJ5»/2” sale.
^XU,oft0M»1’nCe0U^tyh. °mnI?nox
her home with her grandparents
*iU be a soloist Aug‘ 21 held at the church the last two even
Salt water. 12 miles from Bath.
the
dresses
of
the
bride
and
Rev.
Henry
VanDeman
of
Damari

mu'
t
be
in
good
condition.
ERNEST
Price $1000. part down; easy terms.
weeks in this month.
dated February 6. 1934. recorded in °n North Haven has been visiting
fconreri.
C
DAVIS
76-78
her attendants carried out the note scotta,a former pastor here, and a
The fire department was called
11 CLIFTON ST. Bath.
76*78
the Knox Registry of Deeds, Book No. her father Albert Quinn
Daniel Ccllins is the guest of sweet simplicity, and with the friend cf the family. Bearers wen
A warm room with board wanted,
early Monday morning to a truck of Mrs.
235. Page 528. conveyed to the Home
$150
Vega
tenor
banjo.
$50
cash
Canning
Demonstration
friends in Pittsfield this week. groom in his full dress uniform of , I. A. Fales, Homer Marshall, Red for an elderly lady. North End pre $125 Beuscher C Melody Sax, $50
Owners' Loan Corporation, a Corpora
ferred. Will furnish the room myself. cash; Spanish guitar, $5 for sale. TEL.
An interesting and instructive
"ear th®
tion duly established under the laws
Mrs. Nora Ludwig of Gardiner, a Lieutenant in the Army, there ney Jordan, and Nelson Fogarty.
Write “R" care Courier-Gazette. 75-77 1351-M.
of the United States of America, hav- canning
_____
___________ __ was
_
_____________________ _7 g. 7 8
demonstration
given
morct„
rC" is spending a few days at Percy was formed a picture of beauty and
Mondav
at
tiaii
iHv
urc
suited,
merely
the
brakes
being
on
ELECTRIC sewing machine wanted.
tng its office and principal place
of Mondav at iRockvillp" Hall 'hv°M~r< SU1P
SMALL
house
shed for sale? 2
Ludwig’s.
bu-lness in Washington, District
of aaonaay a? '±WCJCV1“? nau Dy Mrs fire.
distinction.
Most of the 6,760 languages in Write MRS. R B. KUZOT. 12 Knox St. lots land, price and
$350; also another
Columbia, the following described Lester Shlbes.
The hot pack
sermon tonics qnnriav at the
City.
75*77
The bride’s attendants were her the world are “dead” languages,
Mrs. Ardell Day of Augusta is
large camp, 3 lots land, price $200 at
rea' estate, .situated in Thomaston, method of canning was used for BantS? Chnrfh Win he At 10 ?n
USED electric refrigerator and used Pleasant Gardens. Rockland. To be
In oe County of Knox and State of fr1lita ar,j
Baptist Church Will be. At 10.30, making a week’s visit with Miss three sisters, Wilma Pauline and since only 2,796 now are spoken.
kitchen range wanted at once. Write sold rent plan
V. F. STUDLEY 283
fruits and vegetabies. fihe em- -Refigion Necesary to Character,” Mabelle Borneman.
Maine
Joye True, and Miss Virginia
P. O. BOX 356. City.
75*77 Main St.. City. Tel. 1164 or 330 .
76 tf
ployed turnip greens and npe to- and at 7 p. m f .<The Mountain-top
A certain lot or parcel of land,
Sharkey,
a
friend
from
Portland.
Mrs. Mabelle Porter was week
BLUEBERRY rakers wanted at once.
NEW milch Jersey cow for sale.
bounded and described as follows,
matoes as representatives of the Experience of Infinitude and Forti- end
The
groom
’
s
best
man
was
his
South Hope, near Sweet RALPH PEASE Hope.
guest of her daughter, Mrs.
SUMMER COTTAGES WINSTON,
Tel. Lincoln
to wit: Beginning at a granite post
vegetable group and blueberries as tude.” Special
SDecial music at the
the morn
mornShop.
74-76 ville, 11-3.
brother, Walter -Marsh Brown of
76-78
on the south side of Erin Street,
Owen
Luke
in
South
Portland.
a fruit subject and processed them ing service will feature a mixed
so-called, and at the southwest
Waltham, Mass.
HOUSE1KEEPER
wanted.
middleSTANDING
grass
for
sale
or
cut.
on
4 ROOM cottage for sale at Cole aged. PHILIP A. DYER. 91 Tillson Ave. shares. Large or small lots. CHARLES
Henry Meyer was at his home
corner of Elm Grove Cemetery;
in the hot water bath in a canner quartet section which will be
Mrs.
Helen
Wentworth
was
the
man
Pond
Inquire
AUBREY
CLARK.
thence South 9° West, magnetic
SMITH. Washington, Me.
Tel
used by many also showed the use sung by Mrs, Helen Yeo, Mrs. Avis here for the week-end, returning organist.
After the ceremony, High St,. Camden. Tel. 2185.
75*77 City; employer home Sundays. 73*84 E.
hearing and along the south side
12-19.________________ _____________ 76-78
FAMILY
of
the
late
Lewis
C.
Smith
of a pressure cooker as a time and Norwood, Chester Wyllie, and Sunday accompanied by Mrs. Meyer which was performed by Rev. Guy
of said Erin Street, two hundred
TWO small furnished cottages to
formerly lived at 18 Brick St.,
NICE Sweet Peas, sprays, and bou
twenty-three
and
three-tenths
fuel saver. Pamphlets were given Charles Wilson, also the anthem bv and son Leonard, and Miss Helen C. Robbins, the young people held let at Hosmer's Pond, one $6 a week who
Rockland, wanted to communicate quets for sale, also leaf save
C A
■223 3) feet to land of one Keat
McGrath
who
has
been
here
for
and
one
$7
a
week.
EDWIN
A.
DEAN,
to
everyone
the
choir,
“
Great
King
of
Nations,
”
an
informal
reception
on
the
immedlatedy
by
writing
to
P.
O
BOX
VOSE.
Brooklyn Heights, Thomaston
ing at stake and stones; thence
Tel.
671-J,
Rockland.
75-78
x
38S. Rockland
74-tf Tel. 150-11,____________
76 78
Mrs. Shibles stressed the need of by Hunter. Church school will two weeks.
S uth 88 East and by land of said
church lawn and then returned to
at Lermond Pond to let
Keating, one hundred seventeen
Mrs. Lida Creamer and Miss the E. L. True home where they 3 COTTAGE
canning, drying, salting or storing meet at 12.
LISTINGS wanted for small houses
32
FT.
-boat
for
sale.
Inquire
I J
rooms, sleeping porch, all new 5 to 7 rooms. Have several customers
and three-tenths (117.3) feet to
76*78
all vegetables and fruits possible
“A Plan for. Living”, will be the Cora Merry are employed at the received intimate friends.
LUCRETA PUSHAW, East Union. 74*76 to pay cash for dseirable residential MCRSE, Friendship, Maine
stake and stones: thence South
of the late Alvah J. Lineken
for the Winter as canned foods are sermon topic Sunday morning at Canning Center.
79
East one hundred seventvLt. Brown has recently received
and farm property. L. A THURSTON. forHOME
sale, 17 Dunn St.. Thomaston. Ex
nlne and three-tenths (179 3) feet
Tel. 1159.
70-tf cellent
sure to be scarce at the markets the Congregational Church.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
B.
Hoch
and
son
his
commission
from
the
Officers
condition
Ten rooms. S'ate
to stake and stones at land of one
with the heavy demand by the
The address of Howard Kenniston, Flovd spent Sunday in Appleton. School at Camp Davis, N. C. and
LOST AND FOUND
PE1RMENANTS given at your home roof
Garage
Price reasonable. Ap
Comery; thence North 15° 30’ East
bv experienced operator; $4 to $8. Tel. ply to FRANK D ELLIOT.
76 tf
government for it for army and now in training in the army, is
and by land of said Comery. one
Miss Jean /laclcscn has re is to be stationed at Camp Ed
EVA WEAVER. 67-R
69 tf
hundred thirty-one and eightPvt. Howard Kenniston, 439th In turned from a visit with her aunt, wards on Cape Cod for a few
navy consumption.
HOME of the late Dr Heald for
NOTICE
—
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
tenths (131 8) feet to an iron pin
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, sale; 151 Main St., Thomaston. Ten
Miss Ellen Dean Tolman, Mrs. fantry, Co. L., 88th Division, Camp Mrs. Winfield Havener at Black months.
of deposit book numbered 392S6. and called
at land of said Elm Grove Ceme
for and delivered. T. J. FLEM rooms, two baths. Garage. Excellent
the
owner
of
said
book
asks
for
du

Maria Kalloch of Auburn, Mags Grouber, Oklahoma,
tery; thence North 76° West and
The gifts received by the young plicate In accordance with the pro ING, 19 Birch St.. Tel 212 W
Island.
75-tf condition
Slate roof
Price rea
by land of said Elm Grove Ceme
sonable. Apply to FRANK D ELLIOT
and Mrs. Mildred Philbrock of
Miss Ruth Darrah of Springfield,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
Overlock
couple
are
beyond
description,
both
vision
of
the
State
Law.
ROCKLAND
tery, two hundred sixty-one and
76-tf
Camden were guests Monday of Mass - arrived Tuesday to spend a of Thomaston and Mrs. Gardiner in beauty and number.
SAVINGS BANK. By Edward J. Helller,
seven tenths (2617) feet to the
Treas.,
Rockland,
Me.,
July
28,
1943
HOUSE
and
cottage
lots
for
sale,
at
TO
LET
Dr.
E.
E.
Lamson
and
mother
week
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
point begun at.
They are honeymooning not too
Walter of Waldcboro, were guests
Ingraham Hill. G A. TARR, Emerv
74*P-78
__________________________ *
E. A. Starrett.
Also a certain lot or parcel of
far
away,
as
both
are
fond
of
this
Tuesday
of
Miss
Enah
Orff.
Star Rt... City.
75*77
land together with the- buildings
ANTIQUE pin, stone In center, lost.
section of the country and desired Thursday
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
J ~
~
FURNISHED apartment to let; 2
thereon, situated In said Thomas
night at Dorman's on New
TWO male hound puppies for~sale.
ton. and bounded and described
WHEREAS. .William E Adams of t S
F' CoPeland’ Flre' Au"
nothing better than a vacation near County Rd. Reward. TEL. 260 75*77 rooms, flush, portable bath, 2 large RONALD MESSER. Oyster River Rd .
LAWRY
closets; also 3 extra large rooms. Warren. Tel. Thomaston 169-12 75-77
as follows: Beginning at an Iron
Bostun in the County of Suffolk and ^urohhe & War Risk Insurance.
where they had spent many happy
Suitable for some one with small in
pin on the northerly side of Main
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, by Tel. Warren 12-5.
66-F-tf
Mrs.
Josie
Lawry
and
daughter
childhood
days
together.
BAND saw for sale. 48" wheels; also
come. DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant St.
Street, at land of one Cook;
his mortgage deed dated the twentyEda
of
the
village,
were
visitors
MISCELLANEOUS
76-tf one-horse Deering mowing machine
thence westerly and by the nor
Walter Brown tendered a party
sixth day of September. A. D 1938
H H WALDRON. TeL 68-W
75-77
thern line of said Street, one hun
Monday at the home of Mrs. B. Saturday to Lt. Brown at which
and recorded In the Knox County
SIX-ROOM furnished apt. to let at
WEST ROCKPORT
dred twenty-six and five-tenths
FLEIXOID Tire Preserves. 6Oc bottle?
Registry of Deeds. Book 257. Page 124,
P.
Miller.
56
Talbot
Ave.
Inquire
at
86
SUMMER
members of the wedding party were
Ladles—Reliable hair goods at Rock
(126 5) feet to land of the Starr
conveyed to The Thomaston National
Blueberry picking is in Pull
76tf will seal tiny cracks, will protect
Mrs. Lester A. Simmons spent entertained.
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders STREET.
Estate; thence northerly and by
against blowouts, deterloriation and
Bank, a banking corporation duly swing Most of the”jrrBwpra
solicited. H. O RHODES. Tel 519-J
FURNISHED room to let.
MRS curb scuffing. Apply once a year.
land of said Starr Estate, two hun
chartered and existing under the laws
,■ 7.'x?.
e ®rowers report the week-end w'th her father.
Among
those
from
out
of
town
76-F-tf CHESTER STEWART, 88 Summer St. JOHN A. KARL & CO., opp. Park
dred eight (208) feet, more or less,
of the United States of America and a
Cr<>P this year."
Wilbur Allen at Clark Island.
present at the wedding ceremony
to a stake at the corner of the
Theatre.
75*77
ON and after this date I will pay Tel. 279-W.
having its office and place of business
The Tuesday Club met this week
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
E.
Wotton
and
were
Pliny
Allen,
formerly
of
fence; thence South 79° East, one
only those bills contracted bv myself.
In Thomaston In the County of Knox with Mrs Henrv Keller
SIX-ROOM
furnished
apartment
FOX
Terrier
pups
for
sale,
all
males.
hundred seventy-nine and threeand State of Maine, a certain lot or
, er’
family and Mr. and Mrs. W. T. tbe Rock]and Unlversalist Church, CHARLES F RICHARDSON. Rockland. with bath, electric refrigerator and MRS ANDREW OLSSON. 261 Park St.
tenths (179 3) feet to land of one
parcel of land, with the buildings
”
-is --at - the Delano passed Sunday with Mr.
_____ Miss Dorothy Keller
74*76 garage to let for Summer. Inquire 7
now of North Adams, Mass., and Dr. July 31. 1942
75*77
Comery: thence southerly and by
thereon,
situated
In
St George In ssaid
_____ ___
_ her Parents **
LAUREL STREET or TEL 1050 W
Cmi
r
mv
'
of
tU
K^«
ln
^
!d
home
of
indefiand
Mrs.
Myron
Wotton
on
CranDENTAL NOTICE
land of said Comery. fifty-seven
and
Mrs.
Pl.ny
Allen
of
York
5-GAL. oil cans for sale 25c: 5-gil.
Ccuntj of Knox, bounded and de- nite time TVTr ona AjCi-l Tama /-*
76-78
(57) feet to land of one Cook,
During the Summer and Fall will
ribed as follows, to wit:
wit;
time
Mr'- and
aIul J^rs- J«sse
scribed
nue “
me Mr
Jesse G. berry Island.
paint palls. Bring In your windows,
Harbor.
aforesaid; thence North 79’ 3O‘
make appointments for Tuesdays and
let us replace broken glass
Imrer's!
Beginning on the shore of Turkey Keller who have recently moved
Mrs.
H.
W.
Burns
of
South
West, forty-two (42) feet to a
Fridays. DR J. 11 DAMON. Dentist, Inquire 12 Warren St. or 11 James St. wall paper sample books. J A. KARL
Cove. SO called, by the line of land from Milton, Mass., to Mrs Keller’s Waldoboro, was guest Monday of
75-tf & CO., opp Park Theatre
stake: thence South 70° 15' West,
office over Newberry's 5 & 10 cent
74*76
of the heirs now or formerly of the former hcme
W€rg
EAST FRIENDSHIP
nine and nine tenths (9 9) feet
Mrs. Mary J. Simmons.
store. 362 Main St.. Tel. 415-W.
71-tf
late James Henderson: thence South
ROOMS to let.
FIjORA COLLINS.
IN
Union,
small
furnished
home
for
to stake; thence South 47° 15'
easterly by said land to land formerly guests Sunday of relatives here.
Ruth McGlauflin of Boothbay
Mrs. Mary Wotton of the village
75-tf sale, excellent water supply price ve-y
REV. RUTH MATHIAS MEDIUM, 15 Grove St., Tel. 579-W.
West, nine and nine-tenths (9 9)
of John Snow, or owners unknown;
Misses
Hazel
Nutt
aha
Virginia
five
questions
and
reading
by
letter
spent
the
past
week
wth
her
grand

Inquire of 81 E BROADWAY,
visited Thursday with Mrs. Blanche
ROOMS and garage to let. MILLI- low
feet to stake: thence South 26°
thence Northeasterly by said land to
$1, stamped envelope to 12 KEN HOUSE. 34 Spring St . City 75*77 Derry. N. H.
74*79
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mc- Send
45' West, nine and nine-tenths
land cf A. H. Bond; thence North Deane who are emp’.poyed as wait K. Wallace.
THIRD
ST..
Bangor,
Me
Prompt
(9 9) feet, to stake; thence South
THE
fine
modern
8-rocm
house
of
wester'.}- by said land and land of E. resses at the Samoset ;Hotel are
Norman Benner, son of Mr. and Glauflin. Her parents. Mr. and reply assured.
GARAGE to let. dry, convenient,
' 70T81
20 30 West, nine and r.ine-tenths
S. Jones to the Shore of said Turkey frequent visitors at their homes Mrs. Perley Benner has enlisted in‘Mrs. Donald McGlauflin came for
good location.
MRS FRANZ SIM the late Judge L. R Campbell, cor
(9 9) feet to stake, thence south
LIGHT trucking,
waste
removal; MONS. Tel. 489-R. at 96 Pleasant St.
ner Granite and Union streets Is for
Cove: thence Southerly by the Shore , u.„
the Naval Reserves.
I her Sunday.
sewing machine repairing.
LEROY
erly and by land of said Cook and
of said Cove, as said Cove runs, to j
75-78 sale. Hot water heat, newly reno
74»79
by the dividing fence, ninety-two
vated. attic to cellar Apply EDWARD
Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Simmons | Frank Miller accompanied' by S. WATSON. Tel 314-W.
the bounds first mentioned ContainMr. and Mrs. Fred T, Parker
F*URNISHE3> apt. to let. by week or OB GONIA. 467 Main St.. Tel. 710.
(92) feet to the place of beginning
and family and Robert Spence, Sr. E. Hyler of Cushing, spent the past
my fight, “due Tnd toteTSt ffi^and ®Pe^1?ke
month, heated In Winter. Apply 7 Rockland.
The above described parcels of
73 78
Elliot St , Thomaston. TEX. 24 66-tf
land are the same conveyed to
to any and all flats adjoining said as 8ues<s of their daughter, Mrs. were business visitors Monday in week at Matinicus with Mr. Millers
FARM,
100
acres,
on
Bog
road
for
Elston F. Luce by Mary A Luce
Augusta.
i daughter, Mrs. A. E. Philbrook.
property to low water mark.
Being “
- -AN INVESTMENT
UNFURNISHED apt to let, 4 rooms sale, double-deck hen pen. three
Bernice Cushman. -Mr. and-Mrs.
by Warranty Deed, dated May 3.
the same premises conveyed to this Keith Crockett took Gadys Parker
and bath. Inquire 12 Knox St., TUI, brooder houses
Located at 49 Talbot Avenue,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Paul
Wotton
have
'
A
canning
school
was
held
last
GEORGE
NEILD
9
1930 recorded In Knox County
grantor by Watson T. Barter by war
156-W.
62-tf Maverick St.. City. •_____________ 71*76
sits the so-called Dr Woodside resi
Registry of Deeds. Book 224. Page
ranty deed dated October 9. 1900 and to be a guest Sunday at the Cush returned to Lynn, Mass., after a Friday at the V.F.W. hall,
dence. There are five rooms on the
3-ROOM furnished apartment to
<53. The said Mary A. Luce ac
DESIRABLE property for sale in
recorded In Knox Registry, Book 188, man home and on the return trip week’s vacation spent with their j Mrs. Russell and children of Verfirst floor; there are S rooms on the
let, bath. No children. 57 PACIFIC Camden, to settle estate J HERBERT
quired her title to the premises
Page 121.
second
floor,
there
Is
one
bath,
parents, Mrs. Mary Wotton and j mont,, are at their camp at Wadsthey
were
accompanied
by
Mr.
and
ST.
74*76
tinder the wEl of Irvllle E Luce,
GOULD, Tel. 2306 or 2170, Camden
AND WHEREAS, said The Thomas
several hardwood floors. An ele
worth's Point.
f
late of said Thomaston, deceased.
They also visited Mrs. Blanche K. Wallace.
________________________ 69 tf
ton National Bank did assign all its Mrs. Parker.
ONE large nicely furnished front
gant rock wall basement with ce
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
E.
Philbrook
of
WHEREAS, the condition of said fight, title, and Interest In and to Mrs. Crockett's mother, 'Mrs. Rob
bedroom to let, central location TEL
D & “H? hard coal, egg, stove, nut
ment bottom.
House Is heated
Mortgage is broken:
i said mortgage and the note and debt
Matinicus. were week-end guests at with a Hot Air furnace.
970-M. City.
75 76 $15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
Now. therefore, by reason of the i thereby secured to the undersigned, ert Nutt in Fairfield.
TENANT’S HARBOR
The land extends from Talbot
Frank Miller’s. Guests Bunday were
TWO furnished apts. to let
Tel. of mine New River soft, not screened
Daniel Andrews is employed at
breach of the condition thereof, the by its deed of assignment, dated May
Ave . to Granite Street, thereby af
330 or 1154. V. F. STUDLEY. 273 $10 25 ton del. M B & C. O PERRY
Mrs.
Roy
Vcse
and
daughter,
Betty
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Leach
resaid Home Owners' Loan Corporation. 25. 1942 and recorded in said Knox the
fording
entrance
from
either
Maine • Blueberry Growers turn Sunday to Pownal State of Pleasant Point.
75 tf
Main St.
74-tf 519 Main St.. Tel. 487
by Elisha W
Pike
its Attorney Registry of Deeds in Book 270. Page
street. There also is a large front
headquarters here.
thereunto dnly authorized bv its 310;
lawn. Also room for your home
School,
after
a
pleasant
vacation
of
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Richards,
power of attorney dated October 1.
AND WHEREAS, the condition of
Invitations have been received two weeks at their home. While son, Manville and Miss Sadie Davis garden.
1936. and recorded in the Knox said mortgage has been broken:
Now you have read this Ad. If
ASH POINT
County Registry of Deeds. Book 249.
NOW THEREFORE bv reason of the here to the marriage of Ruth, here their residence was improved of Rockland were visitors Sunday
Buy War Bonds
you are Interested in such a place,
Page 313. claims a foreclosure of said breach of the condition thereof, we. daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Philip C. with a coat of paint, Cliff Marshall at the Davis homestead.
A
meeting
will be held Monday at
ask for an inspection of this prop
mortgage, and gives this notice for the undersigned, do hereby claim a Hughey and Joseph Bubar to be
See lt In your own way.
Every Fay Day
1 o’clock at Ash Point chapel to
and Frank Avlward of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Peppicello and erty.
that purpese.
foreclosure of said mortgage
The price will not be given over
Dated thl3 twenty-third day of July.
daughter of Holiday Beach visited the
make
surgical
dressings
for
the
Red
_ . at _the Wadsworth .Avenue
.
being the workmen.
Dated this 8th day of July, A. D. held
»★ ★ ★
telephone
A. D 1942
Baptist Church, I'A’w York City, j j£r and j^rs. Gilbert Auld return 'Sunday at R. A. Doe’s.
1942.
Cross.
All
interested
are
asked
to
FREEMAN
S.
YOUNG
HOME OWNERS' LOAN
WILLIAM BECK ADAMS
Let's Double
Sept. 5. Rev. Mr. Hughey was a Sunday to Pcwna! State School to | Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Barry of
be on hand and ready to work.
TEL. 730
COPJ»ORATTON.
MIRIAM M ADAMS
By Elisha W Pike.
former
pastor
of
the
Rcckpcrt
and
;
resume
their
duties
as
attendants'Augusta,
are
vacationing
in
their
ALICE A. ADAMS
163 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Our Quota
73-P-76
74-F-7I West Rockport churches,
after a two weeks’ vacation.
trailer.
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

L
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Fnews

Miss Bernice Cal<|
piston, Mass, is ’.
iiother, Mrs. Maurice
Mrs. Ada Joyce i.s I
vacation at “Camp Rej 1
Acres.
Floyd Robertson, :< I
for a visit in Belmont
A group oi young |
Tliursday to Seba°c'.).
Mrs. Ann Can,
Barbara Webster.
Mrs. Keith Kittredge
IWorce.ster, Mass., are |
aid Mrs. Ned Kittieu
Mrs. Ivan Arey and
(home from Springiiek
;ch. Muttie, Captain
Has in the harbor
night with a group cl
pie cn board.
H Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mad
daughter. Edith, visite,
goakiand.
!
Mrs. Nellie Biasclik
|;aiid, Ohio, arrived
JiCamp Alyosea, Shore J
I Mr. and Mrs. Gilbei I
Jjave been visiting her :
|j s. Black, returned j
rfpownal.
l Joseph Headley ret J
»|day from Rockland.
B, Mrs. Kendall Hat, I
<■ fred of Portland, are I
| and Mrs. F. K. Ccomij
Union Church: SmJ
v kill be at 10 Tlie pa
* [or the 11 o’clock sei 1
Assurance to the belaj
t Is a child ol God."
Biprvice will be held |
(Stand at 7 p. m. Ur. T
>n will speak. The I
land will play severJ
ith R. Mont Arey .s i
;roup of children will |
The Bridge Eight m< I
ht the Red Lien, in liJ
(Andrew Cassie, a mein
ioine from Worcester. I
eek.
These boys have nj
ailed to the service: .]
lyfeble Allen, Kenneth I
|tlmer Martinson.
Avis Johnson cl Bosi
■cf Mr. and Mis W Y

I

llie Staples ol Harbor LiJ
I Rockport. Other gue J
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As Acting Steward

VINALHAVEN
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ANF/S

Widow of Vinalhaven Man
Gets University of Maine
Assignment

MBS. OSCAR LANE
Correspondent
x\
XX XX ^x
Telephone 8-5

\jjs.

’READS

I
Bernice Calderwood of
fij,. utor. Mass., is visiting her
, _-.it: Mrs. Maurice Calderwood.
T jjr.s Ada Joyce is passing the
L,'a;;on at “Camp Rejoyce,” Shore
Robertson, left Thursday,
visit in Belmont. Mass.
F
.oup of young people wem
ML
ay to Scoa-co, accompanied
K Mrs Ann Carver and Miss
B.jbu.a Webster.
| ',1. Keith Kittredge and son of
.; , ter. Mass., are guests of Mr.
.Mrs. Ned Kittredge.
! ?

- '•«<.,

.Ri-S'fs,

.1

r

jj.

Ivan Arey and children, are

k. ;l:t. from Springfield, Mass.

Mattie, Captain Parker Hall,
in the harbor Wednesday
with a group of young peocn board.
f \ir and Mrs. Ted MacDonald and
, . er. Edith, visited Monday in

Ff s •
fcr,.,5

K.

y. Kmnd-

Mrs. Charlotte O Fifield, a na
tive of Orono and formerly dieti|ian at Westbrook Junior college,
has been appointed as acting
steward at the University of Maine
to serve during the leave of ab
sence of William C. Wells, who has
been called to active duty with the
Army, it was announced here
today.
Mrs. Fifield, a graduate of the
university in Home Economics
with the class of 1926. taught that
subject a South Portland high
school fcr some time. Later she
served as house director fcr the
women’s co-operative dormitory,
Eouth hall, at the university. She
was married to the late Herbert
W. Fifield, Jr., of Vinalhaven, who
died in 1324. She is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
As acting steward, Mrs. Fifield
will have charge of university
dormitories, food planning, and
purchasing. She will serve during
the absence of Mr Wells, who as
a reserve officer has received a call
to active duty.

Nellie Blaschke of CleveOhio, arrived Tuesday, at
S , ,aip Alyosea, Shore Acres.
I M: and Mrs. Gilbert Auld. who
k,.e been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Goodbye Plates!
■ S Black, returned Thursday to
mwnal.
r Joseph Headley returned Tues- Windshield
Stickers Will
, irom Rockland.
Replace Them the
Mi
Kendall Hatch and son,

Mi.

- cl ol Portland, are guests of .Mr.

98 values

ZpZ

Coming Year
. i Mrs. F. K. Ccombs.
F union Church: Sunday School , Secretary of State Harold I. Goss
be at 10. The pastor’s subject said Wednesday that due to the
>-• tiie 11 o’clock service will be scarcity
of steel there would be no
Kusurance to the believer that he more motor
vehicle registration
t t child of Gcd.’’ A patriotic
plates
in
lf.13
instead wind
ice will be held at the Band shield stickers ofbut
the
Decalcomania
.and at 7 p. m. Dr. W. J. Hutchitype
would
be
substituted
to validate
,,i will speak. The Vinalhaven
the 1942 plates. The department
Yanil will play several selections was authorized by the Legislature
} / ,:ti R. Mont Arey soloist and a to provide a substitute for the steel
J up of children will sing.
plates, if necesary.
The Bridge Eight met Wednesday
Goss said the stickers would have
he Red Lion, in honor of Mrs. the State of Maine seal in the up
, ptlrew Cassie, a member who is per left* hand corner, with the
j-v:ine from Worcester, Mass., for a
yarfeek.
’ These boys have recently been and Mrs. Gilbert Auld, Naomi
Li cd to the service: Walter Gray, Chapter of Tenant's Harbor; Flora
ri?ble Allen, Kenneth Hildings and Savage, Golden Rod Chapter,
Rockland: and Ora Burns of Rock
• kikner Martinson.
The work of the Or
| Avis Johnson of Boston, is guest port.
der was rendered effectively. Mu
Mi and Mrs. W. Y. Fossett,
j Marguerite Chapter, O,E£„ was sical numbers included contralto
■ ptc ’.ed Monday by D.DG.M. Nel- solo by Blanche Kittredge; also two
r / Staples of Harbor Light Chapter, vocal solos by Gilbert Auld, accom
■?.;ckport. Other guests were Mr. panied on the piano by Mrs Auld.
Mis. Staples was the recipient of a
fine gift. Preceding the meeting a
banquet was held, with Ruth Brown
in charge of the dining room. 'J'he
visiting officers. Flora Savage and
Ora Burns, were entertained while
in town by the Worthy Matron of
Marguerite Chapter, Ida Libby.

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

or 50 cents. Additional
its for three times. Five
called 1. e. advertisesent to The Courieradditional.

FOR SALE

“Keeping Ccol" is usually sug lieve in some measure the impossi
gested in time of crisis but “Keep ble demands upon tank cars.
ing Warm” seems to be the crisis
Aerial Patrols For Maine Coast
with which Maine and New Eng
The call for one thousand addi
land is now faced. To readers of
tional
small boats to keep constant
this column it will net be news
watch along our Atlantic coast
that this coming Winter is going together
the rapid expansion
to present one of the most serious i of the with
program for an aerial
problems in our leng history to
keep our economy functioning. ' coastal patrol seems to promise
measure of the protection
Even during the last World War ! some
that
is
so vital for our waterborne
there was no major interruption of
our transportation system as is supplies.
Governor Sewall, an old flyer of
presented now.
Hitler seems to have had a far the last war, has taken the lead in
keener appreciaticn of the part urging aerial patrols and convoys
that New England played in our and Wing Commander Guy P.
American industrial picture than Gannett of Portland of the Civilian
some of those in authority who Air Patrol is extremely hopeful
failed to provide adequate safe that the system now in operation
guards for the transportation to along the South Atlantic and Gulf
New England of the essential sup Coasts will shortly be extended to
plies of fuel to keep our industries Maine with the Governor in train
ing to take his turn at the controls.
going and our homes warm.
It is no use crying over spilled
The Youth Movement
milk or spilled oil but it is import
The Youth Movement is being •
ant that we take thought and that brought home to Maine as Maine
without delay.
farms and fields are being filled
with Boy Scouts to help out in the
Governor Sewall
Enchanting Ann Sheridan plays
mio
a
oi i ,n
harvest. This is democracy in ac th.
the
role of a mckel-a-dance girl in
Governor Sewall is holding a tion as Maine boys turn their Warner
Bros.’ exciting film, “Juke
conference of New England Gov boundless energies to supporting
°
ernors or their representatives in the boys at the front.
Augusta this coming week to con
Senator Brewster inspected one
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
sider means of meeting t^p situa of these battalions in action this
tion and Congressman Margaret past week at Dexter where they
Miss Beulah Barbour of Rock
Smith has been one of ten mem were engaged in picking the bean port was guest Sunday of Miss Arbers of a House Committee from crop and at their evening mess the line Nelson.
New*England selected by Majority Senator expressed to the boys the
Miss Ina Anderson of Batli spent
Leader John McCormack and appreciation of their elder brothers the week-end at her home here.
Minority Leader Joseph W. Mar on the fighting fronts.
John Nivala returned Monday to
tin, Jr. to make recommendations
The Senator pointed out that his home in Gardner, Mass., after
for alleviating the fuel shortage. with a son with McArthur in spending two weeks witii friends in
Senator Brewster received as Australia and a nephew in the
Cove and here where he stayed
surance this past week from the Navy somewhere around Iceland Long
with Mr. and Mrs Fred Anderson.
Transportation Director for the and another nephew training for
Mrs. Hannah Ruu'ka and son,
Northeastern area that solid trains glider service in Minnesota he was
of tank cars would begin moving simply and solely interested in Mrs. Pirttinen, Mrs Lena Elgland
to Maine the first of August and winning the war in the quickest and Miss Helen Weed are helping
blueberry harvest at Herinsure an additional1 daily ship and “cheapest w“ay and‘proloi^dly ' with
ment of 5000 barrels to build up so appreciated the contribution of the man Erlckson s
Thirty members and friends of
far as possible reserve storage boys here at home in backing up
the Harjula family enjoyed a picnic
against Winter needs.
their brothers at the front.
and sail Sunday on the Georges
The Maine Delegation
As To Rationing
river. The youngest was Eric An
Senators and Congressmen can drew, aged eight weeks.
This is gratifying but still in
adequate and all possible means get a liberal education by coming
The business meeting of the
and methods are being explored by home occasionally to learn at first Finnish Congregational Church was
the Maine delegation in Congress hand of the problems on the home held Tuesday at the church.
front. Rationing in all its ramifi
to meet this menace.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harjula and
After much agitation plans are cations is a matter that invites family, who have been staying at
announced this past week for con closest examination at this time Harjula’s the past two weeks, are
version of barges to fuel tranporta- and particularly the possibility of leaving Saturday for their home in
tion in order to furnish additional permitting our fellow Americans in Quincy, Mass.
means of transport It is believed the West to share our system in
Eva Johnson and members
that very great expansion along order to achieve equality of ofMiss
the Christian Endeavor hiked
this line is feas ble in order to re- | sacrifice.
Wednesday to Dorman’s.
Grange Corner

• o • •

VITAMIN A
.CALCIUM

Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
will hold a Field Day, Sunday at
St. George. Open air church serv
ices will be held at 10.29 with tne
sermon by Rev. Sidney Packard cf
Camden. A picnic lunch will be
enjoyed, each taking his own. end
coffee will be served by the St.
George Grange.
All Grangers,
families and friends are invited
and there will be stunts and games
arranged by the St. G-’ofge Grange.
Those desirous of transportation
may contact Harold Nash. Pictures
will be shown by Orett Robinson
of Thomaston.

and Ihe other vital
element* of fresh "n»lk

//»#» Srnaatlooal
Paste that

Flaror for Aaguat

cool, refreshing tang of real

black

raspberries. You won’t wonder that Sealtest Black

Raspberry Ice Cream was an outstanding best
seller last season. This year it’s even more deli

rious. Top off family meals with this delightfully

“summery” ice cream. Enjoy it in those thrilling
[ Sealtest Radio Specials . . . Black Raspberry Sodas

ind

Sundaes ... at

Sealtest

SYNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

(From the office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)

Owing to war conditions Good
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal Will Grange Circle of South War
haven office from the arrival of ren is not making plans for a fair
the boat Monday afternoon until
this year out an occasional getits departure Wednesday.—adv.
together of the members is held,
and a very enjoyable day was spent
Wednesday at the Winchenbach
home in Thomaston. A bountiful
dinner was served and much en
joyed. tables being set up in the
large barn and bouquets of cut
flowers being much in evidence.
Those present were Rachel Over
lock, Jeannette Rcbinson, Lula
Libby, Laura Copeland. Nettie
Copeland, Annie Bucklin
Eva
Delano and daughter Cynthia.
Grace Leavitt, Mary Creamer. Isa
Teague. Ro'e Cutting. Mattie Kal
loch, Inez Mathews, Lillia1. Math
ers and daughter Joan. Dcrc Mcx, Cora Rcbinscn and Bertna
Lovejoy and the hostesses Mrs.
Frank Winchenbach, Mrs. Estelle
Newbert and Mrs. Leila Smalley.
• * * *
Hope Grange Sewing Circle fair
was held with a supper and enter
tainment.

;o exceed three lines in-

Chevrolet tudor sedan ; good
970 M__________ 76-lt
S and fresh picked vegetables
lining.
STII.ES FARM. Tel.
___ _________ 76-78
large rooms, fireplace, for
til water 12 miles from Bath.
aMX)
part dewn; easy terms.
TON ST . Bath.
76*78
/■■;a tenor banjo $50 cash;
Pu<cher C Melody Sax. $50
panlsh guitar. $5 for sale. TEL
_____________________ 76-78
house and shed for sale. 2
rd price $350: also another
|mp. 3 lots land, price $200 at
. Cnrdens. Rockland.
To be
It plan
V F. STUDLEY. 283
. City. Tel. 1(54 or 330
76 tf
milch Jersey cow for sale".
PEASE. Hope
Tel. Llncoln2________
76-78
31 NO grass for sale or cut. on
^Larg or small lots. CHARLES
™’
Washington, Me.
Tel
_76-78
Sweet Peas, sprays, and bouir sale, also leaf saae. C. A
Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston.
21________________________ 76-78
boat for sale. Inquire I J
Friendship, Maine.
76*78
the late Alvah J. Llneken
li Dunn St . Thomaston Ex-'onditlon
Ten rooms. S’ate
ar.igf
Price reasonable. ApWANK D LI 1 TOT.
76-tf
of the late Dr. Heald for
Main St., Thomaston. Ten
two baths. Garage Excellent
i
Slate roof
Price reaApply to FRANK D ELLIOT.
__________ 76-tf
and cottage lots for sale, at
n Hill
C. A. TARR. Emerv
JNtv._________ __ ________ 75*77
male hound puppies for sale.
MESSER Oyster River Rd .
Tel Thomaston 169-12 75-7T
saw for sale. 48" wheels; also
Deering mowing machine.
Ai DRON. Tel 68-W
75-77
>ID Tire Preserves. 60c bottle.
1 tiny cracks, will protect
blowouts, deterioration and
ailing
Apply once a vear.
KARL & CO. opp. Park
_ __________________ 75*77
errler pups for sale, all males.
!DREW OLSSON, 261 Park St.
75*77
oil cans for sale. 25c: 5-gpi.
Bring In your windows.
-place broken glass
Imrer's!
or sample books. J. A. KARL
PP Park ^Theatre
74*76
n. mall furnished home for
silent water supply price ve-y
quire cf 81 E BROADWAY.
_H
_________________ 74*79
hie modern 8-roem house of
’udge L. R Campbell, cor•
>nd Union streets Is for
water heat, newlv renoto cellar Apply EDWARD
NIA. 467 Main St.. Tel. 710.
___________________ 73 78
I acres, on Bog road for
e-deck hen
pen. three
ses. GEORGE NEILD. 9
City,_____________ 71*76
E property for sale in
settle estate J. HERBERT
2306 or 2170. Camden
69 tf
rd coal, egg, stove, nut
del. Nut size and run
River soft, not screened
M B & C. O PERRY.
Tel 487.
75 tf

STRAND THEATRE

vehicle registration number in the
upper right hand corner. Each
sticker will be about four inches
long and two inches wide.
For nasseneer car» the sticker
will be black numerals on a cream
background; fcr commercial ve
hicles. black on red: for buses,
coaches and convertibles, black cn
green; for motorcycles and trailers,
black cn blue.
Goss said that 1942 plates would
be issued with stickers in 1943 to
all motorists who did not have
their cars registered this year.
•
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps

Albert Harjula returned Sunday
from Portland where he visited
fr.ends and relatives. He was ac
companied on his return by his
Fred Green Gives His Ver sister. Mrs. Eino Partinen. who re
turned Monday to Portland.
sion of the Lawson’s
Miss Katherine Gilchrist was
hostess to the Sewing Club last
Seven Masts
week. This week the club was en
Editor of The Courier-Gazette :— tertained by Mrs. Mary Harjula.
Always reedy for an argument,
and deeply interested in the yarn
NORTH HAVEN
you printed about the Thomas W.
Mrs. Gertrude Warren of Port
Lawson. I wish to interject my bit land, is visiting at the home of
about the names of her masts. I Mr. and Mrs. James Tabbutt. ,
recall that at the time she was
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Amesbury
building the controversy arose and !Of gcjt,Uate, Mass., are spending a
one suggestion was that they be !vacation at their Summer home at
named after the days of the week Amesbury's Point.
But no matter how .they were
Miss Ellen Wooster has returned
named, I was assured by Arnold from a visit with friends in Lincoln,
Lawson, the aftermost sail was al N. H.
ways called the spanker.
Rev. and Mrs. Samuel Johnston.
Captain Arthur Crowley, brother Sr., of Monmcuth, N. J , are at the
of Captain John, is still living—a home of their son. Rev. Samuel
resident cf Attleboro, Mass., and j0hnston, Jr
with some fine pictures and models | Mrs. Clifford Parsons is visiting
of ships in his attractive home. I (^er sister. Mrs. LeRcy Pierce, in
visit him once in a while and next old Orchard.
time Ill try to get the actual _ John Stahl and daughter, Jean“dope” on the Lawson’s sticks.
! nette, of Rcckland, were recent
Getting back to the spanker, I guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leigh
know that in six-masters the spars ■ Witherspoon.
were named fore, main, mizzen, I Miss Beatrice Mills, cf Rockland,
jigger, driver and spanker. In'-'The visited her grandmother, Mrs. Agnes
Courier-Gazette article? spanker is Mills this week.
Almond Ames returned home
placed before driver. Was that an
Monday from a visit with relatives
error?
Maybe this would, be a good in Ipswich. Mass.
Mrs. Joseph A. Boyd, Jr., went
chance to propound the teaser of
how many ropes are there on a six- Monday to Virginia for a visit with
masted schooner? Also, how many her husband, Sgt. Boyd.
Mrs. Leslie Spurrier of Decorah,
of your readers can name the
headsails on a vessel of that size Iowa., is visiting Mrs. Lester Stone
and other friends in town.
and rig?
Fred1 Green
Boston, Aug. 4.
One employer reports that afteV
supplying one--fifth of his employes
Four “Very Good”
with needed glasses and installing
an improved lighting system! outRound Top Farms, Damariscotta, put was increased by 19 per cent
has recently had its herd inspected and uality was improved by 16 per
and classified for type, The cent.
Holstein - Friesian Association of
, .......
„ .
America announces. The inspec
tion was conducted by T. E. Elder
of Alton, N. H„ one of the seven
officials appointed by the Associa
tion tc do this work in the United
States. Among the animals classi
fied in this herd, four were desig
nated “Very Good”—the second
highest score an animal can re
ceive. The type classification, com
bined with a production testing
pregram, is used as a means of
proving sires and locating outstand
ing brood ccw families in an own
She helps us win
er’s herd.
by feeding us the

j Names Of The Sticks

Page Five
Mrs. Harry Farley and son Rob
ert, who were guests for a week at
Elmer Fulton’s have returned to
Rockland League of
Hartford. Conn.
Women Voters
Mr. and Mrs. Iral Smith of
Owl s Head, were callers Sunday at
Withholding Tax
Mrs. Bertha Jordan’s.
The Treasury Department has
Dorethy Beane and Merrick
A toad’s tongue points down its
now made a recommendation to the Beane have returned froai a visit throat.
House Ways and Means Committee
for mandatory collection at the
suorce of part of income taxes—10
percent of income in excess of per
sonal exemptions' and exemptions
for dependents. The Committee
has deferred action, apparently
waiting to sound cut public opinion.
The argument currently advanced
against the proposal relates to the
AND SAVE THE
burden it would place on individuals
the year it is put into effect. Be
low are a few answers:
Stretch your food dollar to the
By the time the tax bill is en
limit. (Jet all that’s cominv to you
acted those who are paying last
in quality fond value**
Save at
Kir«t National Super Market* and
year’s income taxes in installments
huy war ilamp* w ith ihe di(Ter« nee
this year will likely be threequarters paid up. (Sept. 15)
The amount proposed to be with
held would in most cases be less
than the individual’s total tax bill,
very much less in the case of mid
dle and higher income groups, thus
leaving a considerable portion of
the tax to be paid as usual during
331 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
the year after the income is earned.
FREE PARKING SPACE
There is no way of eliminating
all the pain of putting a with
FOR CUSTOMERS
holding tax into effect, but once
i done it is easier on everybody to
income is earned
FREESTONE ELBERTA------ VITAMINS A, C, G
S ’ Tn as income is earned
rather than in a lump sum or four
installments later.
The Treasury proposal compared
with the need of drawing off pur
chasing power promptly is not a
burdensome one; on the contrary it
is puny. Heroic problems demand
California
heroic solutions.

« MOST (orYour MONEY

VlFFCRlHClf

FIRST NATIONAL
SUPERMARKETS

PEACHES

Mrs. Andrews Writes

Rockport, Aug. 4.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Knowing that the many friends
cf the Orrin Jackson family would
be glad to hear from them, I am
writing to say that Mr. Andrews
and I called cn them Sunday at
their home in Union. We found
Mr. Jackson to be in a cheerful state
of mind regardless of the illness
through which he has just passed.
He was interested in their home
which they have been renovating
and in which they have been in
stalling a water system also adding
a big shed for storage. Making an
attractive home. We all wLsh tiie
Jackscns success in their farm life
in Union, as they were once own
ers of a fine heme in the Richards’
Hill neighborhood, and they were
neighbors of the dependable kind,
social and always ready to help.
We miss them
Coming home frcm Rockland re
cently we passed the Roving Re
porter walking toward Rockland.
We thought he must be “out of
gas.” But when we noticed he was
just beyond Witham’s we figured
that the temptation to be there and
the results of his visit bad been
strong enough to draw him here
i and back, gas or no gas.
Mrs. John H. Andrews

LARGE SIZE
Vi,.min. A. B1.C.G

DOZ

IO BROIL. FRY OR POAST - Vitamin, B C. G

apples
.'?Se5t»s45<
FANCT

NA’IVE

V'».

0 8Cs13C

FANCY NATIVE - Vitamin, B. C, G

FANCY NA"*t
Carrots
avcg

SHOULDERS

> 31<

FANCY BRISKET - 3K

2«cs15c

F/SH DEPARTMENT VALUES

Celery
2- .25c

HADDOCK FILLETS
MACKEREL

NEW POTATOES
MARVO

GINGER ALE

lb 27c
lb 10c

1 .15 S Me
3 LB TIN 62C

GRADE

BOTS

29c

2bag 8

8Z«

Price lor Content. *

BREAD FLOUR

FINAST

PASTRY FLOUR

OLD
HOMESTEAD

i2GLB 77t

TOMATO JUICE

CAMPBELL'S

2 BOTS 25c

FINAST PURE
CONCORD

GRAPE JUICE

2 BPorTs 27C

TOMATO SOUP '7C

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
GRAPEFRUIT

46 oi TIN

FINAST FLORIDA

MARMALADE
BVAHGEL1HE
EW APOBATED

MILK

PINK

salmon
►ancy

ALAS**

1 LB
TALL TIN

2

??ns

25c

25c

I LB JAR

15c

PRESERVING NEEDS
Fruit Jars E Z SEAL 12 ^.'s 63c
bots
Fruit Jars E-Z SEAL 12
________
__73i
Jar Rings
2 DOZ 9<
Parowax
2pKGs25<
Vinegar

CLOV£ff^AL£

17C

UN

FINAST KETCHUP

PT BOT

8 or Bor 21 (
6c
Ql BOI 9c

— HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLE
Dole's Gems
30» >.n
Dole's Tidbits
i?Ns 27c
Finast Crushed

ENRICHBD

bread

Maple Walnut Cake ea
Oatmeal Bread
LOa’p
Sunshine cracnVrs
PKG
X-Pert rTo'i Mix
PKG

19<
15c

16c
19c
Raleigh Cigarettes PKG 15c
Old Dutch
Cleanser
un 7c

OFFICIAL FAT COLLECTION STATION
Bring Us Waste Fats For Explosives

good source of Vitamin Bi, per
ounce, as eaten. It*s extra good
with peaches. In ordering, say

1 Saving Prograat

tbe full name — Nabisco
Shredded Wheat—the Original

Niagara Falls product.

IVORY SOAP II PAG SOAP
LA,r 10e
1
2 bars

2

baos

20e

■

1 Ivory Flakes BI

ICE CREAM
Witt Ins Ink - Swltwt Frafriw. Ttauton. M E.

3U

LB

S.V.5KID MILD SUGAR CURED - Vitamin, B, G

native white

FRO-JOY

ViIIn.

4 TO 6 LB AVERAGE

MILDLY CURED CORNED BEEF - Vitamin, A, B. G

fountains.

Seallaat, Inc.trul thia company
art under tho tame oirtiorahip

«33*

CHICKENS
FOWL

BEETS

RtMember Bataan

U.S.Wor Bonds

> 21<

LAMB FORES

Certo
Invest
A Dime Out of
Every Dollar in

lb35c

GENUINE I942 SPRING
TENDER LIGHT MEAT
VITAMINS B, G

BONED AND ROILED IF DESIRED - Vitamin, B. G

PANCT COOtONG

LINCOLNVILLE
Miss Wealthy Richards of Bos
ton. is guest of her sister, Mrs. H.
A. Miller for a few days.
Several members of Union Ceme
tery Association met at the yard
recently and painted the fence.
The Paint was donated by Jcsiah
H. Hobbs of Camden, whe has
always been interested in this Asso
ciation owing to the fact that his
grandparents, the late Judge and
Mrs. Joseph Miller had a lot in this
cemetery.
Edgar Allen of Bath is ill at his
home here.
Pvt. Leland McIntire of Chanute
Field, Ill., has been transferred to
Bakers Field, Calif.
Dr. Caswell of Belfast was called
Sunday to attend Mr. and Mrs.
Melvin Dickey.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Miller mo
tored Sunday to Ellsworth.
Samuel Robbins who has been a
patient at Waldo County Hospital,
Belfast, has returned home.
Donald Weymouth of Portland,
who has been a helper at the
Dickey home, has returned to
Portland on account of Mrs.
Dickey’s ill health.

5 - 25c

LAMB LEGS

Oranges

proper foods
Include whole grain foods each
day. So say U. S. Nutritional
Authorities. Wise mothers start
the family off each day with de
licious Nabisco Shredded Wheat
— 100% whole wheat with all
of whole wheat’s energy—a

! at the home of their aunt, Mrs.
E. W. Haskell, Deer Isle.
Miss Alice Fuller of Rockland,
has been recent guest at M. P.
Orne’s.
Lloyd Maxey, who went to Fort
Devens July 24. is now at Atlantic
City, N. J.

SOUTH WARREN

Follow The Trend

i

LARGE
PACKAGE

DUZ

I SpAC^sASC

j

THOMASTON
ft ft ft ft
ADELLE M. ROES
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 94

Mr. and Mrs. S. P. Wadsworth
and Mr. and Mrs. Edson Spear for
merly of this town, attended the
recent Maccabees banquet at the
Columbia Hotel in Portland.
Mrs. Garfield Doliver has been
elected the new President of the
Women’s Auxiliary of St. Johns
Church to succeed the late Mrs.
William Loucks, and Mrs. Hollis
Young will be the new vice-presi
dent. The Auxiliary meets to
night at 7 30, in the parish hall.
All women are urged to attend.
Mrs. Florence Gardiner returned
Monday, after spending a few days
with her brother and sister-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Hunt, Lake
Tacoma.
Wallace Egerton of Waban, Mass.,
vice-president of the New Amster
dam Casualty Co., of Boston, died
at his home July 31. He was 70
years old, a native of this town.
Surviving are his wife. Mrs. Jose
phine Egerton, a daughter, Mrs.
Richard Savory of Wellesley, Mass.,
a brother. John Egerton of New
York City, and two sisters. Mrs.
George Patterson of Fairfield, and
Mrs. E P. Ahern of this town.
Miss Mabel Brown, who has been
spending the past month in Ports
mouth, N. IL, returned home
Wednesday.
Mrs Earl G. Linsley and daugh
ter, Mrs. Harold Oundason and
Mrs. Gundason’s son, of Oakland.
Calif., arrived Wednesday to visit
Mr, and Mrs, Frank Elliot for a
few days.
The Beta Alpha will have a pic
nic supper at 6 o’clock Tuesday at
the home of Mrs. Leila Smalley,
Knox street. Those attending are
asked to take their own sandwiches
and sweets. On the committee are,
Mrs. Gertrude Linekin, Mrs. Anne
Day, Mrs. Leona Starrett and Mrs
Leila Smalley.
Harold Goss of New York City,
who is spending the Summer at the
Egerton farm, South Cushing, at
tended the funeral services for
Wallace Egerton, held Monday in
Waban, Mass.
The amount of work completed
during the months of June and
July at the Red Cross Sewing
Rooms is: 14 bathrobes, 12 boy's
shirts, 10 dz. diapers, 2 dz. baby's
shirts, 6 baby blankets, 5 baby
nightdresses, 10 baby slips. There
has been a good attendance, but
there is room for more and all those
who have not yet attended are
urged to do so.
Miss Lena Shorey went Wednes
day to Augusta where she will at
tend the Price Fixing Conference.
Miss Shorey, home economics teach
er at Portland High School, has
been asked to give a re]K>rt on
Food.
Mrs. Francis Tillson returned
Wednesday alter being guest of her
daughter and son-in--law, Mr. and
Mrs. Francis Busynski, Portland
for a week.
Misses Annie Gerry and Cath
erine Harding, who have been at
“Rockledge,” Spruce Head for sev
eral weeks called on Mrs. Carolyn
Thomas, Wednesday, enroute to
their home in Cambridge, Mass.
Miss Doris Kennard, who has
been visiting Miss Christine Moore,
for several days, returned Monday
to Boston.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Rolyrt MaeFarland
Returned Monday after spending the
week-end in Boston and as guests
of Mrs. MacFarland’s sister. Mrs.
George Ferren, Andever, Mass.
Their daughter. Winnifred. who ac
companied them, remained for two
weeks to visit with Mrs. Ferren.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brazier,
who have been guests of his mother.
Mrs. Olive Brazier for a few days
returned Thursday to Portland.
Mrs. Bowdoin Graftcn entertained
the Rug Club Thursday. Dinner
was served at noon and those par
taking were. Mrs. Doris Spear, Mrs.
Olive Brazier, and Mrs. Rachel
Overlock, all of Thomaston. Mrs.
Laura Copeland, Mrs. Doris Maxey,
Mrs. Olive Fales, Mrs. Lula Libby,
Mrs. Jeanette Robbins and Mrs.
Adna Barrett, all of South Warren.
Edward Galligan, James Murray
and Coleman lee returned to Attle
boro. Mass. Monday after being
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Russell Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Price ar
rived Thursday form West Rox
bury, Mass., and are guests of Mrs.
Scott Young and Miss Margaret
Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Donohue,
son. Richard and daughter, Virginia
of New York City are guests of Miss
Anna Donchue.
The annual Knox County Field
Day of the Eastern Star will take
place tonight at Masonic Hall. All
those atending are asked to take
dishes, silver and sugar.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark enter
tained at their camp at Lermond’s
Pond, Sunday, with picnic lunch at
noon, others present were Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Knights and daughter.
Constance, Mr and Mrs. Edgar
Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Irving Condon,
and Mrs. Edgar Libby and son.
Roger.
There will be a special meeting
of Orient Lodge A.F. and A M. Tues
day night when the Master Mason
Degree will be conferred upon two
candidates. Supper will be served
at 6 30. This will be a District
Meeting.
A group of friends enjoyed a de
lightful shore dinner at Cresoent
Beach Inn Saturday night, followed
by dancing at the Lodge. Those in
the party were Edward Galligan.
James Murray and Coleman Lee,
all of Attleboro. Mass.. Mr. and Mrs.
J. Russell Davis, Mrs. J. E. MacChesney of Colorado. Miss Gladys
Doherty, Mrs. Eleanor Feyler, Clif
ton Felt. Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
Freeman of New Britain, Conn., Mr.
and Mrs. George D. Sleeper of
Rockland and Mrs. Jennie Banville.
Mrs. Ellis M. Thorne arrived
Thursday from St. A'.bansto to be
the guest of her mother, Mrs. Scott
Young and her sister. Miss Margaret
Young.
The annual parish meeting of the
Baptist Church was held Monday
evening The following officers were
elected: Moderator, Alfred M.
Stfcut; trustees, Charles M Star-
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H. A. Small has returned home
from Boston where he has been
receiving surgical treatment at the
Deaconess Hospital.
Lieut. H. H. Coleman, U.S.N.R. of
the Naval Training School at Dart
mouth College, was week-end guest
of Mrs. Coleman.
Lynton Lane who is employed by
the Central Maine Company in
Lewiston, is spending a two-weeks’
vacation with his parents, Capt.
and Mrs. George W. Lane.
The Trytoheip Club will meet
Monday night at the home of Mrs.
Evelyn Crockett for an outdoor pic
nic. Each one attending is re
quested to furnish her own hot
dogs and rolls.
Glenn Smith, who, since his
graduation July 16 from the Keesler
Field Army Air Corps Mechanic
School, Miss., has been stationed
at Kelley Field, Texas, was this
week appointed Assistant Crew
Chief in 667 Squadron. Mrs. Smith
(Elizabeth I^ane) plans to leave
soon after Sept. 15 to join him
there.
Muss Hazel Lane, who is having
a two weeks’ vacation from her
duties as Knox County Director of
Rural Religious Education, is now
visiting friends in Old Orchard and
Gorham.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Cunning
ham of Whitefield and Mrs. George
Noyes of Jefferson were guests Sun
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cunningham. They were
accompanied here by Misses Nancy
and Hope Cunningham, who were
returning home after visiting a
week at Whitefield.
Invitations have been received by
friends in town to the wedding of
Miss Ruth Hughey and Joseph
Bedell Bubar, which will take place
at the Wadsworth Avenue Baptist
Church in New York City, Sept.
5 at 4.30 p. m. A reception, will
follow in the Church Club Rooms.
Miss Hughey is the daughter of
Rev. Philip C. Hughey, a former
pastor of the Rockport Baptist
Church, now pastor of the Wads
worth Avenue Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples were
recent dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Roper in Camden.
Miss Fern Whitney and Mrs.
I»auise Tolman Rawley of Tenants
Harbor, both of whom are em
ployed at Belle Haven. Alexandria.

rett, Alfred M. Strout and Edward
B. Newcombe; collectors, Miss A.
Mabel Fernald, Mrs. Marie B. Sing
er. and Mrs. Lucy Sillery; treasurer,
Mrs. Marie B. Singer; auditors,
Mrs. Elizabeth W. Walsh and Mrs.
Minnie H. Newbert; clerk, Mrs.
Minnie H. Newbert; pulpit commit
tee, Mrs. Elizabeth Walsh, Mrs.
Clara Sawyer, and Mrs Bessis L.
Rowell; music committee, Mrs.
Clara Sawyer, Aaron A. Clark and
Alton Poster; agent of parsonage,
Millard Gilmore, nominating com
mittee, Mrs. Ruby Hall, Mrs. Grace
Andrews and Mrs. Hilda Paulsen.
Mrs. Emma Stackpole entertained
several friends at the Walter Stackpole cottage. Spruce Head. Wednes
day. A picnic lunch was served at
noon. Those invited were Mrs.
Nellie Starrett of Brockport, N. Y.,
Mrs. Byron Hahn of Somerville.
Mass., Mrs. Earl Starrett, Mrs.
Letitia Starrett, Mrs. Abbie Shaw,
Miss Frances Shaw, all of Thom
aston and Harris Shaw of Boston.
At the sub-committee of the
Knox County Blood Donors, held
Wednesday evening at the Ameri
can Legion Club Rooms, it was de
cided that a dance should be given
at Watts Hall. Thursday. Aug. 13,
at 8 o'clock. There will also be
specialty numbers. The proceeds of
same will be used towards the fol
lowing: To Purchase a suitable regrigerator to store 100 units of
blood plasma in the Knox County
Hospital, to.share in expenses in
curred by I«ewiston and Auburn for
setting up the plant and to pro
vide money for local expense in
Knox County. Thomaston’s quota
is $125.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron rilahn and
son. David, who have been at the
Hahn cottage, Gay’s Island, are now
guests of Miss Frances Hahn until
Tuesday when Mrs. Hahn and son.
David will go to Martinsville to
visit with Mrs. Thankful Harris for
a few days, while Mr. Hahn will
return to West Somerville. Mass.
The class of 1906, Thomaston
High School held a reunion at
Witham’s Lobster Pound Thursday,
with lunch at noon. Those present
were Byron Hahn, Alice Healev
Hahn, Somerville. Mass., Nel’ie
Healey Starrett of Brockport. N. Y.
Marie Brown Singer. Annabel Wil
liams, Lynn, Mass.. Christine Moore,
Miss Edith Bicknell, (an assistant
teacher during the senior year of
the class), cf Rockland, and a guest
Mrs. Ernest Durost of South Port
land.
The latest information on can
ning meats, vegetables, fruits, using
less sugar, and also on salting and
drying foods will be given Aug 13
at the Methodist vestry at 1.30
Mrs. Helen P. Dana, special home
demonstration agent will have
charge, will have literature to give
out and will be glad to answer
questions during her demonstration.
This project is sponsored bv the
State and University of Maine.
In the Churches
Federated Church: Sunday School
at 9.45; worship at 11, the subject
being “Companions in Travel.” the
anthem being “Cast Your Burden
on the Lord” (Price).
Baptist Church. Worship will be
at 11, subject “Liberty.” Sundav
School meets at 9.45. There will
be two choral anthems, to be
selected. The evening service will
be at 7. the subject being continued
from last week. "True and False
Religion.”
St. Johns’ Church (Episcopal):
Rev. E. O. Kenyon. Priest-lncharge. Services for the 10th Sun
day after Trinity, Holy Eucharist
and sermon at 10.45.
St. Georges’ Church (Episcopal).
Long Cove: Fvcnscng and sermon
at 4.
St. James’ Church (Catholic):
Mass at 9.

Va.. were recently luncheon guists
of Rep. Margaret Chase Smith in
Washington, D. C.
\
Richard Warren, who has been
receiving treatment at Knox Hospi
tal the past month fcr injury’ to his
hand, returned Wednesday and is at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Upham, Highland Square, while re
cuperating.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett,
who are residing for the Summer
at Boothbay Harbor, spent Sunday
in town.
Approximately 50 boys and girls
from Rockport and Camden are
e mployed in picking blueberries at
Beach Hill. Conveyance is furnished
by Staples’ bits. Mr. Staples also
makes a trip each day to and from
Un on. carrying a large number of
boys and girls who are picking
beans for Black & Gay Canning
Co
Mrs., Philip Spear and infant
son Peter Alan have returned from
Knox Hospital to their home on
Main stre et.
Mrs. Arthur Crawford and daugh
ter? Judith and Nancy will return
from Sebois today to spend two
weeks with her sister. Miss Lill an
Brann, before going to their home
at Metuchen, N. J>
Miss Jane Wooster of Bangor is
visiting this week at the home of
her grandfather, Benjamin P.
Wooster.
Mrs. Faire Blum, who has been
visiting her son-in-law and daugh
ter. Mr. and Mrs. »Vladimir Sokoloff for two weeks, returned this
week to Washington, D. C.
Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith
have received word of the birth of
a granddaughter at Waltham, Mass.
The child was born Aug. 3 to Mr
and Mrs. Murlin H. Smith (Dorothy
C. Jacobs) and has been named
Sandra Gail.
Nancy Cunningham, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George S. Cunning
ham. celebrated her tenth birthday
anniversary by entertaining a
group of friends Monday afternoon
at a party at her home on Union
street. Games were played with
Ronald Young as prize winner in
the gum drop contest. The table
decorations were carried out in a
color scheme of yellow and white,
with a birthday cake as the centerpiece.
Sandwiches, cake, punch
and ice cream were served. Nancy
received many nice gifts. Those
present were Darlene Young, Ron
ald Young, Arlene Daucett, Carolyn
Richards, Doris Richards, Henry
Brown, Hope Cunningham and the
hostess.
Mrs. R. C. Trimble returned
Tuesday to Bradenton, Fla., after
spending a few weeks in town.
Ralph Foster is at home from Ft.
Lyons to spend a five days' fur
lough with his mother, Mrs. Fred
Cook.
Word has been received from
Walter Annis, sen of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Annis, who has been stationed
with the Air Corps at Miami. Fla.,
that he has been transferred to
Roosevelt Field Training School,
New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Spear, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Spear, Mr. and
Mrs. L. True Spear, Mrs. Fred
Holbrook, Mrs. Herbert Sylvester
and Mrs. Nellie Ballard were
among those who attended the
Brown-True wedding Sunday in
Hope.
The Wednesday meetings of the
Baptst Ladies’ Circle will be dis
continued during the month of
August.
One of the pleasing events of the
Summer season was the Puppet
Show held Tuesday on the beauti
ful grounds at “Marylea,” the Sum
mer home of Madame Lea Luboshutz, Beauchamp avenue. About
75 were present to enjoy the pro
duction of “Hansel and Gretel,”
presented by Miss Nicolette Ysaye,
who resides with Madame Luboshutz and is a voice student of
Madame Schumann. Miss Ysaye
arranged and manipulated the dolls
and also painted the scenery, the
entire affair being a work of art.
and she was highly complimented
on the results. Others who assist
ed in the afternoon’s program
were Miss Dolly Aronoff, Mrs.
Macheme and Herbert Wortreicht.
all members of the Summer colony.
No admission was charged but de
fense stamps were sold and the
entire supply was quickly ex
hausted.
Rev. F. Ernest Smith, pastor of
the Methodist Church, will speak
Sundav morning on “Jesus becomes
Audible,” continuing a series of
sermons on the life and work of
Jesus. Miss Annie Richards will
speak at the evening service at 7
o’clock on “Sowing and Reaping.-'
•The Pastor »will hold sendee at
South Thomaston at that hour.
“Jimmie and Dick” will make
their fourth appearance here Mon
day night at Town Hall under the
auspices of Harbor Light Club
Always a strong drawing card, a
full house is expected on this
occasion.
Mrs. Emma Torrey and mother,
Mrs. Cacilda Cain, went Thursday
to Bayside where they will occupy
their cottage for two weeks.
Mrs. Charles King returned Wed
nesday from Orono where she had
been visiting relatives for ten days.

Rand Smith, baritone, is to sing.
This will be thd fourth or fifth
time he has given his services for
CAMDEN
this undertaking, and in those ap
Miss (Ruth Draper of New York,
pearances has completely won
famed as a monologuist and read
everyone, both by his fine voice and
er was in the city Tuesday enroute
NAOMA MAYHEW
his own personal charm. Now it
for Dark Harbor, where she will
seems as if an old friend returns,
Correspondent
spend the season.
and he will be greeted with greater
enthusiasm than ever—and particuChummy Club met with Mrs.
Tel. 713
►larly so after he Is heard, for just
Frank Fields at her home on Water
in the last year Mr. Smith's voice
street for cards this week. Bridge
and art have made tremendous
by Gladyt St. Clair Heistad
Mrs. Almond MacDonald and honors went to Mrs. E. W. Freeman,
strides ahead. Mr Wyllie who is
daughters Ele anor and Shirley have IMrs- Herbert Muden and Mrsarranging the concert and con
been visiting a few days in Vinal- Harold Marshall.
ducting
the chorus writes that des
The National Federation of Music • ductors and distinguished soloists.
haven.
pite
the
tire and gas situation sev
Donald
Brewer
pf
Ontario.
Calif.,
Capt. Leon Shepard and his crew
Clubs will work in collaboration , ^h year 300 or
and public spirited citizens of the eral out of town singers have signiof Maine State Police will be at the formerly of Rockland, arrived here
their desire to sing in the
Opera House Tuesday night to for a brief stay with Mrs. Brewer w’ith the American Legion and community become guarantors of ded
chorus,
so that it now appears the
"
fingerprint and record all defense and their daughter who have been American Legion Auxiliary in the j (he expenses of the season's con- l_l
guests in this city for some time. collection of used records to be ex-! certs, thus ensuring the finest-of chorus will be of a goodly size and
workers from 7 o’clock on.
therefore capable of doing some
Rev. and Mrs. Lewellyn Diplock Mr. Brewer is a deputy sheriff ’changed for new record* in the | music at less than Its actual cost really
ambitious numbers.
under Federal direction.’
„
, „
_ ...
The program carries a brief artiare visiting on Elm street.
The
program is to be dedicated
------Records
For
Fighting
Men
cam
"
|
c
]
e
about
Gregor
Piatigorsiky.
which
Miss Constance Bowden is em
Grover C. Knight, proprietor of (palgn, which is being undertaken Ls of interest inasmuch as Mr. Pia- to the boys in service and the pro
ployed in a hospital in Portland.
these organizations. Mrs. Guy j tigorsky has recently been appoint- ceeds (silver collection) will be
Mrs. Harold Kalloch and chil the South End Market goes today
tn
the Massachusetts General 1_
_
.. of ______
■ National
_ 4/v ed to the ’cello ztanartmonf
department at.
at given for work among them—a
dren, James and Carolyn Lee of to
P. Gannett,
Portland,
most worthy cause. A full list of
Hospital
for
treatment
Curtis
Institute
of
Music
to
suc
Auburn, Mass , are visiting Mrs.
Federation president, states that ceed the late Emanuel Feurmann. soloists will appear in this column
Mildred Philbrook.
Miss Gloria Lundell spent a few the efforts to secure used records Bom in Jekaterinoslaw, Russia, in the near future.
A daughter was born Aug. 4 to
Last week’s copy of Life carried
days
at her home on 29 Beech for use of the fighting forces paral- piatigorsky’s talents were so reMr. and Mrs. Maurice Turner at
street and has now returned to lels that of the Federation in its markable that at 15 he was made an interesting and detailed article
Community Hospital.
Miss Joan Hopkins of Hyde Park, Hartford. Conn., where she is em war service program. The difference first violincellist of the Imperial about James Caesar Petrillo, who
Mass., is visiting her grandparents. ployed as Junior inspector of air is, that whereas1 usaoie old records Opera in Moscow. He was well on heads the American Federation of
plane motor parts at the Prattthe way to a brilliant career in Musicians. Little Caesar who is
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cucinotta.
were sent directly to the camps, Russia when the revolution termi- hardly less than a gangster has run
Frank Tranquillo has been ill at Whitney plant.
new the old recorsd are exchanged nated all his plans.
Smuggled i^P against trouble, according to
his heme the past week and has
for
new records so that the men across the border into Poland. Pia- bhe, Asscoeiated Press story winch
Opportunity Class of the First
been unable to return to his work
Baptist Church met at the home of now get the newest and finest mu tigorsky made his way from War broke on Aug. 3. It said that
in Pittsfield.
Miss Helen Thorndike of Allston, Mrs. Ethel Colburn Thursday night sic. The Records for Fighting Men saw to Berlin. There, poor and un Petrillo who was engaged in litiga
is a non-profit organization known, he played in cafes and tion with many opponents during
Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs with 17 membocs prresent. Follow Inc.
sponsored by recording artists for moving picture houses to make a his long career as a union chief
Helen Martin.
ing the business meeting there was the
purpose of supplying army,
1
.bare
living. Fortunately he met was faced now by the biggest of
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges of a social hour and program of
all—the United States Gov
Portland spent the week-end at readings by Mrs. Nellie Magune, navy and jnarine posts, camps and'Artur Schnabel, who introduced them
While space does not
•ases with record players
a mem.5er of the Berlin ernment.
Harold Corthell's cottage. Hosmer Mrs. Helen, McKenney andi Mrs. overseas
permit
full
detail
of the injunction,
and
record
libraries,
and
the
Philharmonic, who in turn brought
Pond. Mr. Bridges returned to Lillian Joyce, also a Bible quiz. Re
are such outstanding hl’ to the attention of the con Petrillo has many counts against
Portland, but Mrs. Bridges has freshments were served by the sponsors
one of which is violation of
been spending the week in town hostess assisted by Mrs. Magune artists as Lily Pons, Kay Ky^er, ductor, Furtwaengler. Invited to him.
Kate Smith. Fritz Reiner, Benny enter a competition for the coveted the Sherman act. He has squeezed
Judge and Mrs. Curtis Bok and and Miss Alice McIntosh.
Goodman, Nelson Eddy, and others post of first ’cellist of the Philhar out of many tight places but it, is
daughter. Wilma of Guelf Mills. P^
of equal importance.
monic, Piatigorsky eagerly accepted not so easy when Uncle Sam gets
are visiting Mrs. Mary Louise Bok.
Miss Harriet Bird is home from a
Co-operating
fully
with
this
pro

and won the position. His rise be his clutch on you!
The Baptist Church School will few days spent in Portland.
gram and bending every effort came rapid, he was featured again
convene Sunday at 9.45. Worship
service will be at 11 with sermon
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert C.. Mur towards the collection of records is and again as soloist. Outside en
Probate Notices
bythe pastor. Union evening serv- phy of Baltimore, and Mrs. Lillian the War Service Committee of the gagements began to come in great
STATE OF MAINE
Maine
Federation
of
Music
Clubs.
numbers,
and
he
soon
resigned
ive will be held at the Baptist B. Murphy of Portsmouth. N. H .
To all persons Interested In either
Miss
Louise
H.
Armstrong
of
Port

church at 7. Thursday, Prayer and who have been visiting relatives land, State president, and Mrs. from the orchestra to devote his of the estates hereinafter named
At a Probate Court held at Rock
praise service at 7.30.
and friends in this city have re Marian H. Brosseau, also of Port time to concerts, for his fame as a land.
In and for the Countv of Knox
soloist
had
become
international.
turned home.
New Scrap Drive
land1, chairman of the War Serv In many parts of the world he on the twenty first day of July In the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
To meet the nation's war needs
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood recently ice Committee, are urging music played, demonstrating ‘that the hundred and forty-two and by ad
clubs
of
the
State
to
intensify
for scrap iron and steel and other entertained' a workers' committee
'cello could be as brilliant and journment from day to day from the
salvage materials, a new intensive for China Relief in her heme. their campaign in the next few sensitive an instrument as the twenty-first day of July. The fol
matters having been preset!
drive will be launched this week, Those present were Mrs Oliver weeks and break all previous collec violin, as noble and powerful as lowing
ted for the action thereupon herein
it is announced by Percy Keller, Holden, Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs. tion records. Mrs. Brcsseau’s com the piano, as rich and expressive after indicated It is hereby ORDERED:
mittee includes: Portland District, as the human voice.
That notice thereof he given to all
town manager.
persons Interested, by causing a copy
A collection depot has been es Helen H. Carlson, Mr. Russell, Mrs. Irwin Lawler, of Kittery;
His
first
American
tour
was
in
of
tills order to be published three
Lewiston District, Mrs. Marion 1929; it was an immediate success, weeks
tablished next to the Fire Station, Lloyd Daniels and Alden Allen.
successively In The Courierand scrap iron and other salvage
a newspaper published at
Miss Marguerite Mahoney, a Payne Louisfell, of Auburn; Au and now he is a prominent figure Gazette
In said County, that they
materials which people wish to student nurse at the Maine Gen gusta District, Mrs. Grace M. in the musical life of the country. Rockland
appear at a Probate Court to be
donate should be taken to the Fire eral Hospital is home on a three Strout of Rockland, and Miss Serge Koussevitsky calls him “the may
held at said Rockland on the eigh
Station where there is always weeks' vacation with her parents, Caroline Fenno Chase of Augusta; greatest ’cellist of our day.” Pia teenth day of August A D 1942 at
someone on duty who can receive Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mahoney on Bangor District, Mrs. Linwocd M. tigorsky is now an American citi nine o'clock in the forenoon, and be
Jones of Bangor; Aroostook. Miss zen and makes his permanent home heard thereon If they see cause
It. This scrap will be sold to the Otis street.
MARY L CLOUGH, late of Rock
Virginia Ames of Presque Isle.
waste materials trade and the pro
in the Adirondacks.
land, deceased. Will and Petition for
♦
»
•
»
ceeds go to local charitable funds
The instrument Piatigorsky plays probate thereof asking that the same
Cards have been received in
conected with the war effort, such Rockland from Mrs. Samuel Wat
From an *unknown friend comes is a Qiagniflcent Montagnana of the may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Alan
as the Red Cross, U.S.O.
son Gillespie of Sumpter. South a program of the Ravinia Festival year, 1739, conservatively valued at L. Bird of Rockland, he being tlip ex
Persons wishing to sell their own Carolina, announcing the marriage Which is held annually on the $30 000. Besides possessing a fa ecutor
named in said will, with bond.
scrap iron, metals, and rubber may of her daughter Margaret Ella to Chicago North Shore. The season mous instrument, he also has a re
LHLAND J. JOHNSON, latP of Appleleave word ot the Chamber of Com John Alden Ecker, Monday. Aug. this year runs from June 30 to Aug. markable collection of bows, num ton. deceased. Will and Petition for
probate thereof asking that the same
merce Information Bureau at the
Tampa. Fla Mrs. Gillespie is a 16. and the array of musical offer bering 17. His latest acquisition is may be proved and allowed and that
Elm Street School (tel. 8461) and 3,
ings
is
inspiring.
Guest
conductors
Letters Testamentary Issue to Grace
a
dnique
specimen
by
Francois
of Miss Alice Chase Erskine
H. Johnson of Appleton, she being the
if there is sufficient scrap to war niece
include
Dimitri
Mitropoulis,
Pierre
Tourte,
the
most
famous
of
bownamed in said will, without
rant the trip, the junk dealer will and has spent much time in Rock Monteux, George Szell. Eugene Or- makers. Piatigorsky usuallly travels executrix
bond.
be notified and will call at the home land. Mrs. Ecker was here some mandy and Artur Rodzinski. Among with at least four bows, including
ELLA M EATON, late of Rockport,
on his next visit. Small amounts years past. They both have many i the scheduled artists are Gregor one to which he attaches great deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
friends
who
will
be
interested
with
bate
thereof asking that the .same
may be taken to the Fire Station.
Piatigorsky, ’cellist; Joseph Szigeti, sentiment, since it belonged to the
be proved and allowed anrr that
While filling stations are no long best wishes.
violinist. Orchestral offerings are great Italian ’cellist of the 19th may
Letters Testamentary Issue to Theo
er receiving rubber, this is still
! from the works of Handel. Sibelius, century whose name somewhat re dore B LaFolley of Rockport, he be
much needed and may be taken to
Ing the executor named tn said will,
Dvorak, Wagner, Bach, Beethoven, sembles his own—Piatti.
without bond.
• * • *
the Fire Station, or sold direct to
Brahms, Mozart, Haydn, Schubert,
EDWARD C. PAYSON, late of Rock
the waste dealers.
Antiques Wanted
etc. Kcrngold's “Suite from the Good news about the annual con land,
deceased
Will and Petition for
Fats are also needed, but these
Music
to ‘Much Ado About cert to beTield at the Warren Bap Probate thereof asking that the same
must be taken to the grocery stores
Nothing’ ” had its first performance tist Church on Friday, Aug. 21— may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Ger
Highest Prices Paid for
in amounts not less than a pound,
in Chicago on July 26.
trude A. Payson of Rockland, she be
and the prevailing price will be
* * * *
Good Merchandise
ing the executrix named In said will,
Notices
of
Appointment
paid for these. Fats must be in
without bond.
Have You a Nice Old Carpet ' The Ravinia Festival Association,
wide mouthed, clean cans, strained
I. Margaret I. Crockett. Register Pro
BETSEY J. EASTMAN, late of War
an Illinois non-profit organization Tem
with
Colored
Flowers?
Probate Court for the ren. deceased. Will and Petition for
so it is clean, and not rancid. They
was organized in 1936 to provide Countyofof the
Knox, tn the State of Maine, Probate thereof asking that the same
will be accepted by the grocers on
the best of symphonic and concert hereby certify that In the following may be proved and allowed and that
If so, write—
any days except Friday and Sat
the persons were appointed Letters of Administration with the
music for the Chicago North estates
urday.
Administrators, Executors. Guardians Will Annexed Issue to Doris B. Scott
Shore.
For
the
past
six
seasons
and
Conservators
and on the dates of Bangor, without bond.
W. J. FRENCH
There is at present no scrap
and again this year, the Association hereinafter named:
HILDEGARD
VON
STETNWEHR
market for paper, but this may de
MARTHA MAKER of South Thom HENRY, late of Cincinnati. Ohio, de
10 HIGH ST,
CAMDEN, ME. has presented the Chicagb Sym
velop later, so paper may be held,
aston.
Joseph
Baum
of
South
Thom
Exemplified copy of Will and
72Ftf phony Orchestra for a six weeks’ aston was appointed Conservator on ceased.
though the fire hazard must be
thereof, together with a Pe
engagement w’ith noted guest con- June 4, 1942 and qualified by filing Probate
tition
for
Probate of Foreign Will, ask
carefully considered.
bond on July 1. 1942
ing that the copy of said will may lie
Call the Information Bureau
RHODA R. CURRIER, late of Rock allowed, filed and recorded tn »he
8461) to put your scrap in the scrap.
land. deceased.
Minnie Pettee of Probate Court of Knox County, and
Rockland was appointed Administra that Letters Testamentary Lssue to
Governor Sewall Present
trix on July 8. 1942. and qualified by Charles Wolcott Henry of Cincinnati.
Ohio, without bond.
filing bond on same date.
An evening launching of the A.
EDWARD
WINFRED
HAVILAND,
JOHN B. CROCKETT, late of North
P C. 18 was witnessed Thursday at
Haven, deceased. Malcolm R. Crockett late of Port Deposit. Maryland de
7.45 o’clock and Miss Hazel Wither
of North Haven appointed Adminis ceased. Exemplified copy of Will and
spoon, former secretary to Richard
trator on July 7, 1942, and qualified Probate thereof, together with a Pe
HONOR ROLL
tkt ton for Probate of Foreign Will,
by filing bond on July 13. 1942.
V. Lyman, broke the bottle over the
tnat tne copy of said will mav
PRANK E. BEGGS. Ute of Vinal asking
bow as sponsor. Miss Witherspoon
haven,
deceased
Mina
Thornton be allowed, filed and recorded in the
QUALITY
was accompan'ed on the platform
Beggs of Vinalhaven was appointed Probate Court of Knox County.
In war or peace, everyone wants
ESTATE CORYDON S
STAPLES,
by Mr. and Mrs Charles Dwinal,
executrix on July 13. 1942 without
late of North Haven, deceased Petl
full value for money spent on
boqd.
VARIETY
Mrs. James Carswell, Jr. (Dr. Cars
for Administration asking that
household needs, but when yeu
AUBERT E. JONHS, late of Wash tion
well was unable to be present). Mr.
INTELUGENT
ington, deceased.
Burtell R Side- Leon C. Staples of Stamford. Conn •
cannot
be
certain
about
future
and Mrs. Clinton Lunt and Miss
linger of Washington was appointed or some other suitable person, be ap
replacements, you have to he
Evelyn Mayhew as the sponsoring
executor on July 21. 1942 without pointed administrator, without bond
SERVICE
sure the goods you buy will stand
ESTATE WALTER F. RICH, late cf
bond, w
party.
Isle au Haut. deceased Petiti n for
up
as
long
as
you
will
need
them.
Juho
Tobis
Helnonen
also
known
as
A special feature was the presence
VSWPRICE
John Helno, late of Owl’s Head, de- Administration asking that Ava M
You can count on our four point
of Gov. Sumner A. Sewall. Follow’oeased. Elno Anderson of Owl's Head Rich of Isle au Haut, or some other
merchandising policy of Quality,
lng a buffet luncheon the Governor
was appointed executor July 21. 1942. suttabie person be appointed admin
istratrix. with bond
Variety, Intelligent Service and
without bond.
made presentation of a beautiful
ESTATE FRANCIS SNOW of Rock
Ix»w Price to see you through.
LAWRENCE H DUNN, late of Thom
clock to Miss Witherspoon on behalf
Petition for License to Sell
aston. deceased. Elizabeth Pendleton land.
Check
our
values
today!
of the Camden Shipbuilding & Ma
Dunn of Thomaston was appointed certain real estate situated In Rock
rine Railway.
Executrix July 21, jl942. and qualified land and fully described In said Pe
tition. presented by The First Na
by filing bond on same date
This was the last of a series of
PICNIC SPECIAL
tional Bank of Rockland. Conservator
PRANK D. ALDEN, late of Rock
A. P. C’s and w‘ll be followed later
ESTATE MARCELLUS M CONDON,
land, deceased. Annie B Blacklngton
Petition
by barges which are under con
of Rockland was appointed Executrix late of Rockland, deceased
struction.
July 21, 1942. and qualified by filing for License to Sell certain real estate
situated in Rockiand and fully T

Social Matters

Realm of
Music

CARROLL-NORWOOD FAMILIES
The Carroll-Norwood Reunion
will mftt at Linwood Carroll’s in
Union the third Saturday of Au
gust. This being the old Carroll
Homestead, it is hoped there will
be large attendance.
Bessie M. Carroll Beane.
Secretary.
APPLETON
76-77
Mrs. Emma Saywood and Mrs
Phene Ripley of Union were guesL
PAYSON FOGIAR FAMILIES
Sunday of Miss Fannie Gusher.
Mr and Mrs. Sherman Ames cf
The annual Payson-Fogler Famiy
Tenant's Harbor made a visit Sun- reunion takes place on Wednesday,
Aug. 26. at the Snow Bowl, Camden.
Please take dishes and s’lver Please
advise your secretary if you need
transportation from bus line to the
Snow Bcwl.
Everett E. F. Libby,
PROMPT
Secretary-Treasurer.
AND

3

RELIABLE

T5

RADIO

i

Rockport.

TEL. 721

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442 MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND, ME.

COLORFUL

PLASTIC

FLASHLIGHT CASE
f

$1.00

cently.
Harry Fogg, who worked in hay
ing for Clarence Amec, is now
boardjog at Merr.li Bsancy's,

LA.7N HAKE
$1.00

A sturdy h* , tk? with ’4
Built for years of service: can teeth. Iw b u ;
1 a :' -fr t
be taken apart easily—no riv stia’rht !« - . ' .lies l-.m
ets. Prefocused Mazda Lamp. and d„:sa. , r.. ir .1 c g.3ss.

FLOOR SANDER IO LET
CHECK OUR LOW PRICES

Emma Gilchrest, Sec.
76-78

day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Ames.
Mrs. Madeline Ripley of South
Hope visited Sunday with her
mother. Mrs. Mary Ness.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hall and Miss
Fannie Gushee were in Belfast re

COOKIE JARS
$1.00

Colors to match your kitchen
in these jolly looking hand
painted jars. Urn shape. Ca
A roomy, durable and con pacity three quarts.
venient basket—s:ze 7"xl0”xl7”.
GREEN DIP
"Just what you need for an en
joyable picnic.

PICNIC BASKET
$1.00

7S&80

GILCHREST FAMILY
The Gilchrest family will hold its
annual reunion at the St. George
Grange hall. Aug. 20.

SERVICE
c<z//. . .

1- 1- -J7

Family Reunions

MRIN ST HRRDtURRES
PAINTS-STOVES -KITCHENWARE Sn
-FOAMekLY VCAllE'i"

f'

•

441 MAIN Si.

ROCKLAND

''nca

bond on same date
LUCY J CAUDALL. late of Appleton, deceased
Gilford B Butler of
South Thomaston Was appointed Ex
ecutor. July 21. 1942 and qualified by
filing bond on July 22. 1942.
FRED E. RANKIN, late of East
Union, deceased. Addle F Rankin of
Bast Union was appointed Adminis
tratrix July 21. 1942, without bond.
WILLIAM W. SPEAR, late of Rock
land. deceased.
Louise Chase Spear
of Rockland was appointed executrix
July 21. 1942. without bond
LEONARD SWEARS, of Vinalhaven.
Lola M. Swears of Vinalhaven ap
pointed Guardian July 21, 1942 and
qualified by filing bond on July 21.
1942
LUCY E POOLE, late of North
Haven, deceased P06tena M Duncan
of North Haven appointed acftnlnlstratrlx July 21. 1942 and qualified by
filing bond on same date.
WILLIAM F WOOD, late of Rock
land, deceased. George B Wood of
Rockland
appointed
administrator
July 21. 1942 and qualified by filing
bond on same date.
ARTHUR E. MARTELL. late of New
ton, Mass., deceased
Joseph H Ams
bury of Scituate. Mass, appointed ex
ecutor July 21, 1942 and qualified bv
filing bond on same date, Irven E
Slmpeon of North Haven appointed
Agent In Maine.
PETER PROCK. .late of Rockland,
deceased. Milton M Griffin at Rock
land was appointed
administrator
July 21, 194B and qualified by filing
bond on July 25, 1942
LUCY A. VENNER. late of Thomas
ton. deceased Edgar Libby of Thom
aston was appointed Administrator
c t.a. on July 24. 1942, and qualified
by filing bond on July 28. i942
F1X5RENCE S ATKINS, late of Weet
Hartford,
Conn..
deceased
The
Travelers Bank and Trust Company
of Hartford. Conn, was appointed Ex
ecutor July 21. 1942 and qualified by
filing bond on same date
Alan L
Bird of Rockland appointed Agent In
Maine.

Attest:

MARGARET I. CROCKETT.

Register Pro Tem

74-F-76

scribed in said petition, presented by
Kathleen D. Condon. Administratrix
ESTATE HYALMARI AUTIO. late f
Friendship, deceased. First and I
Account presented for allowance by
Melvin Lawry. Administrator, d h n
ESTATE EMMA HOLBROOK late
of Tenants Harbor, deceased
First
and Final Account presented lor alowance by Orris E. Holbrook. Admin
Istra tor
•ESTATE ALMON BTRD. late
‘
Rockland, deceased
First and E’nal
Account presented for allowance by
Adelle L Bird, Adanlnlstratrtx.
ESTATE EUGENE G YOUNG late
of Camden, deceased. First Account
presented for allowance by Annie G.
Young. Executrix.
ESTATE SARAH M WYMAN
of Newton, Massachusetts, deceased
First and Final Account presented for
allowance by Gladys W Pride. Ad
ministratrix.
ESTATE MERTIE L SIMPSON
Rockland. Third and Final Account
including private claun of Guardian
presented for allowance by E'.tsha «
Pike. Guardian.
ESTATE ALMON BIRD. la’e
Rockland, deceased
Petition for u
tribution presented by Adelle L ‘1111
of Union. Administratrix.
ESTATE MERTIE L. SIMPSON
Rockland. Petition for Authority
pay expense of Funeral and Head presented by Elisha W. Pike, Guard.a:
EUNICE TOLMAN MORSE formerly
EUNICE BROOKS TOLMAN. late Thomaston, deceased. Will and Pp
tion for Probate thereof asking ’11'
the same may be proved and a n
‘
and that Letters Testamentary ■ 'to Ellen D. Tolman nt Auburn.
she being the executrix named in a •
will, without bond.
ESTATE PETER PRO' K.
R'dCland.
deceased
Fourth
anFlnal Account presented for alio*
by Milton M Griffin. Guardian
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR F '
quire. Judge of Probate Court •
Knox County, Rockland. Maine

Attest:

MARGARET I CROCKETT^
Register Pro^T

This is Ilie season when oi
Summer visitors arrive and
will be a great favor to TI
Courier-Gazette to have the
reported as promptly as po:
sible. The host may not cot
sider that such information h:
any special value, but the gue
like to have friends know tl
are here. Phone, wr to or bru
’em—we want thu e items

I Miss Jacquelyn Snow, Fi
’ street. is the guest this wee
'► relatives in Freeport

I
Miss Janet Stone, who lias
| visiting relatives in Cornish
turned home Sunday. She wa
i compan ed b\ het eon in,
| Charlotte Chick, who will be
guest.
I
•Lynn Tibbetts Of Iloultoi
, visiting his g: and parents, Mr
| Mrs iRajph H Tibbetts, Ma
. street, and Mi atd M
l>
' Hodgkins. Camden street

Mr. and Mrs. Austin W. Si
are visiting their son Arthu
Portland, while Mr Sindh is i
ing his annual vacation from
Glover Conipain s store.

j

Mrs. Margaret Raekliff ci
tained friends Tuesday afte
at her home on Berkeley street
the benefit of the Edwin Libbv
lief Corps. Those present wen
Nellie Hall. Mi Ada Payson
Elizabeth Murray, Mrs ,h
Griffin, Mrs I,co Lacroix.
Beulah I.arrabbee, Mrs
Thomas. Mi
James ll
and Mrs. Patten

E.F A. Club was entertained
nesday afternoon by Mrs Eraij
Newbert at her home on Ma
street. Mrs. Lizzie French,
Choris Jenkins and Mrs. Bei
rhilbrook received the bridge
crs. Luncheon was serve I
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Rug Club’s Exhibit
Featuring the Tea Given On
Wednesday At Home of
Mrs. Harriet Frost

The annual “Smith in Maine”
This is the season when our picnic, sponsored by the Eastern
Summer visitors arrive and it Maine Smith Club, was held Wed
will be a great favor to The nesday at the home of the Misses
Courier-Gazette to have them
Adeline and Caroline Wing in Ban
reported as promptly as pos
gor. Special guest for the occasion
sible. The host may not con
was Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow, wife
sider that such information has of late ambassador to Mexico and
any special value, but the guests mother of Anne Lindbergh. Mrs.
like to have friends know they
Morrow spoke on the manner in
are here. Phone, write or bring which Smith College is adapting
’em—we want those items.
itself to the training program for
the “Waves,” the Navy women, who
will soon take up their studies
Miss Jacquelyn Snow, Fulton there. She told of arrangements
street, is the guest this week of for the housing of the Waves and
relatives in Freeport.
something of the Intensive course
of study which will be offered.
Miss Janet Stone, who has been
visiting relatives in Cornish, re
Mrs. Carl Ladd entertained at
If Life carried
turned home Sunday. She was ac dinner Tuesday night at her home
[letailed article
rompaned by her cousin. Miss on Pleasant street. Her guests
Petrillo, who
Charlotte Chick, who will be her were Mrs. Howe Glover, Mrs. Sam
Federation of
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Glover Company’s store.
feounto against
she Is improving from her recent
lis violation of
illness at the Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Margaret Rackliff enterIf has squeezed
places but it is tained friends Tuesday afternoon
Mrs. Arthur Doherty entertained
at her home on Berkeley street, for with seven tables of bridge at her
Ride Sam get ,
the benefit of the Edwin Libby Re home on Pleasant street, Wednes
lief Corps. Those present were Mrs. day night. The home was attrac
Nellie Hall, Mrs. Ada Payson. Mrs. tively decorated with seasonal cut
Elizabeth Murray, Mrs. Jennie flowers and delicious refreshments
Griffin, Mrs. Leo Lacroix, Mrs. were served at the close of the eve
IAINB
Beulah Larrabbee, Mrs. Nellie ning. Bridge honors went to Mrs.
tatted In either
f Thomas, Mrs. James Hanrahan H. C Voorhees of Medford. Mass.,
|fter named
held at Rock-■ and Mrs. Patten.
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thousand nine
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pereupon hereinC
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rrehy ORDERED:
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(with added iron) have helped
thousands of girls to relieve func
tional monthly pain and weak
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Miss Jacquelyn Snow returns to
day from Freeport, where she has
been the guest of her cousin. Miss
Necia Jellison, since Saturday .

The smell of baked beans and hoi
dogs filled the air Wednesday night
when Sherwood E. Frost enter
tained a grou.p of friends at his
out-door fire-place on North Main
street. Those present were Mr.
and Mrs, Carl D. Griffith, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Huntington, Mr. and
Mrs. William E. Cummings, Mr.
and Mrs. Donald G. Gummings,
Myron Cummings, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Kelsey and son Donald, Jr..
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest P. Jones, and
son Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Lang
don C. Crockett, Mrs. Waldo C.
Leavitt, Mrs. L. E. Frost, Mrs.
Marguerite Johnson, Mrs. Herbert
Waldron cf Glen Cove and Miss
Mildred Demmons, of Thomaston.
After partaking of a delicious sup
per. the crowd played horse shoes,
crcquet and cribbage. At the close
of the happy party everyone was
loud in praise of Mr Frost’s kind
hospitality . anti also extended
heartiest congratulations to Mr
and Mrs Ernest Jones, who were
celebrating their 34th wedding
anniversary.
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The home of Mrs. Harriett S.
Frost made an attractive setting
for the delightful tea which was
given by t^e finance committee of
the Woman's Association of the
Congregational Church Wednes
day afternoon. An exhibit from
the three rug clubs did Rockland
proud These fine pieces of art
were made under the direction of
Mrs. McElwee of Union, who is an
expert at the work Miss Medora
Thorndike, who is visiting in
Rockland, from her duties as kin
dergarten teacher in East Boston,
had an excellent display of dolls
on exhibition.
Doll collecting
happens to be Miss Thorndike's
hobby, and most of these prizes
have been gifts from her many
friends Some were unique dells
of cornstalks and cotton balls,
others were made of sponges.
There were also elaborate Eu
ropean and American character
dolls, some of which had won
prizes in exhibitions at Boston. At
the tea Wednesday the guests were
asked to vote again on the most
attractive, or most interesting doll,
and it may be of interest to note
that the French Flower girl was
voted most popular.
Mrs. Charles A. Emery Is also a
collector of dolls and has a good
start made on an Indian group.
In the lovely walled-in garden
with its bright umbrella tables, re
freshments of ice cream and fancy
cookies were served ' 'by three
charming young ladies, the Misses
Grace Bowley. Louise Smith and
Ruth Spear. Mrs Rhama Philbrick was in charge of the refresh
ment table, Miss Polly Spear was
at the door in charge of tickets.
The ladies in charge of the gen»
eral committee were Mrs. William
Graves. Mrs. Ralph Smith. Mrs.
Eva Sleeper, Mrs. Archie Bowley,
Mrs Donald Fuller. Miss Mabel
Spear and Mrs. Roy Welker.

u

Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
Mrs. Arthur E. Bingham enter Goode. New York; and Miss Mil
tained at dinner Mr. and Mrs. Carl dred Ccvicchi, Atlantic, Mass.
Mrs. Jchn Blakeley entertained at
ton B. Wicart. Mrs. Robert E. Koch
cocktails Mrs. Thomas J. Berry,
and Miss Brook Wicart.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew McBurney, Miss Florence Holland. Mrs. George
junior and master Sloane McBur- Snow, Mrs. Charles W Baker. Miss
ney of New York have returned ’o Dorothea Chandler and Mrs. B
their home following an extended Wilmsen.
Joseph I. Young will be ho't at
visit with Mr. McBurney’s mother,
cocktails tenight to Judge Victor
Mrs. Andrew McBurney.
The former Vice Consul from Hol B Woolley, Mrs. Woolley. Mr. and
land to the C ty of New York J Mrs. W lliam E. Farnham and Lieut.
de Horst Rozendaal. and party, left Randolnh Eddy.
Mrs. Thomas J. Berry had in her
on a cruise in Penobscot Bay a'ter
spending a few days at The Samoset. party lact evening Mrs. William
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. A. House. Mrs. G. C. Trcnholm and
T. Mann, New Rcehellc; Mr. and Miss Florence Holland.
Ensign Edward O Donnell and
Mrs. John J. Shea. Bronxville; Mr.
and Mrs. W. H Pouch. New York: Mrs. G Donnell and EnsigiGW. J
Miss Kitty Baker. Baltimore; and Schultz were dinner guests last
Mr. and Mrs. I. E. Finke, Brookline, night. Mss Frances Pearson was
dinner guest of Mrs. Stephen Brown
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. French while Miss Letitia Pearscn was the
were hosts to Arthur B. Smith of guest of Mrs. B. Wilmsen.
Lieut. Com J. A. Lewis was guest
Southwest Harbor.
Arrivals include Peter Sedgwick. of Leiut Com. Jchn L. Merr 11 and
New York; Thomas P. Fitzgerald. Lieut. Randolph Eddy fcr lunch
Francis J. Sherry. Joseph L. Cur M ss Marie Berry was the guest of
ran. M. E. Munley, Philarielplra; Richard Collins. T W. Lamont.
Miss Eleanor M. Harker, Belleville. Herman Crockett, Lloyd Crockett
N J.; Mr. and Mrs. W. G Simpson. and C. C. Pelton were also guests
Floral Park; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. at lunch.

»»
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SHORTS AND NEWS

BUY WAR STAMPS HERE

Hint: When you use Chamois
leather for washing your car <r
ycur windows, clean it when
through in warm soapy water to
which a pinch of baking soda has
been added and you will keep it
soft.
• • • •
A new term already has taken
its place with the general public
and vou will soon hear it whispered
aboiA the streets—“Gas hog.” Not
a nice bounding name, is it?
• • • •
Driving mittens with their backs
chemically treated to glow in the
dark have been introduced for mo
torists. Besides being useful for
giving hand signals, the mittens
provide enough light to show up
the keyhole in a car or garage
door.
«
• * * *
State Chat says;
“According to Henry Beston,
speaking at the Arundel Garden
club in York county, herbs prob
ably were introduced into Maine in
1607 by the Pcpham. colony for
Maverick’s records of 1650 indicate
that on his visit tb Pemaquid he
found “walk and old herbs.’’ Mr.
Beston defined a herb as a plant
which is cultivated for its utility,
but which has beauty as well. Its
outstanding characteristic is its
fragrance which has an emotional
appeal.”
• * ♦ •

St Valentine’s Day was the day
on which birds began their Spring
mating, according to an ancient
belief.
• • • •
It was John Adams, 1774, who
said, “Swim or sink, live or die.
survive or perish, with my country,
was my unalterable determination.’’
♦ • ♦ ♦

James C. Petrillo seems to be a
bad influence fot the music of this
country and is quite the most
quarrelsome and arrogant step sign
Americans have had for advance
ment in recording of excellent mu
sic. He now faces government ac
tion and has been asked by Elmer
Davis to withdraw the ban as a
patriotic duty.
* * * *
Teacher: “Jackv, spell ‘straight.’ ”
Jackv: “S-t-r-a-i-g-h-t ”
Teacher: “Correct. Now tell me
what it means.”
Jacky: “Without ginger ale.”
• ♦ » *

^It has been said that “Art is the
terms of an armistice signed with
fate.” Let Americans work for
freedom in music that is worthy
thoughtful regard and build always
for the best in this highest of all
arts.
• • » *

Mrs. Della Thompson Lutes ‘is
dead and a fine novelist has passed
out of the picture. She was a suc
cessful editor of American Mother
hood and several ether small maga
zines and a number of high class
stories, her latest, “Country Schoolma’am” published in 1941.
• • • •
What. to. you, adds up to the best
day you ever knew? Isn't it today
and its possibilities? Because in
spite cf this World War, eyes are
open to try for a better and more
worth while future in America.
There is only one day better than
today and that is tomorrow.
• * * *
“Old Faithful,” the world’s most
famous geyser, has proofed reeularly about every 65 minutes ever
since white men discovered it in
the Yellowstone region.
• • • #

London, Aug. 1—The dea'h today
of Jchn <Jack) Horner of York
shire marks the passing of another
member of the family whose name
is a nursery byword.
Mr. Horner was a descendant of
Sir John (Jack) Horner, who
gained his title and estate for de
livering an important pie to Lon
don centuries ago The ^irst John
Horner, hungering en route to the
great city, cautiously opened a cor
ner of the ,pie for a tidbit and dis
covered under the crust the title
deeds of Abbey lands. These he
succeeded in getting vested in his
name, or so the story goes.
Six Horners have been Mayors
of Rinan, one has been a judge.
The Horner who died today cele
Miss Dorothy Spear of Waldo brated his golden wedding with his
boro has returned home after a spouse two years ago.
• • • •
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Rackliffe. State street.
The quiet humor of that gentle
essayist. Charles Lamb, touched
everything he did.
Fcr many
years he earned a meager living
for himself and his sister in a hum
drum job which one of his blithe
some imagination could scarcely
have enjeyed—clerk in the India
Office. Yet. when he departed
from that place, he left cn the fly
leaf of one of the ponderous
ledgers of the establishment this
simple tribute: "This book is full
of interest.”
• • • •
Crumpets! Is anv name more
full of desire for one than this
confection in the dessert line, and
who has a good recipe for the very
best make?
**
• • •
Every person in the United
State should be fingerprinted who
is above the youth age.

you ate none.”
, Ovemighter;
either.”

BROD CRAWFORD

ADDISON RICU4?DS

sented the third concert in its
Summer series Sunday night at
the Eells Boat Barn, be'ere a large
and distinguished audience. The
musicians were in fine fettle and
their program, shown belrw w"s
of unusual content, varied and in
teresting.

Landlady: “Of course I won’t
charge you fcr your breakfast as

and

lACKIt COOPER ANNE GWfNNt
PV.PH BELLAMY JANE CASAtL
LEO CARRILLO

Curtis String Quartet Again Given In Honor of Mrs.
Delights a Large Audience
Verna Thomas On Her
Birthday
The Curtis String Quartet pre

• ♦ • •

irb.l'urUf

“I

couldn't

sleep,

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
»
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THE JCAE MURRAY
(NURSING HOME
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A Surprise Whist

This Ami That

By K. S. F.

Wallace O’Hara

MISTER V

Third In Series

By Pauline Ricker

TAYLOR-GUSHEE
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Rrblshrw
of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., are guests
The marriage of Miss Florence
of Mr. Robishaw’s parents, Mr. Sherman Gushee. daughter of the
Betty O'Brien was hostess at her and Mrs. Haymond Rcblshaw, Co late Lindley M. and Helen Jhome on Berkeley street, Thursday lumbia aver.ue.
Gushee of Apolcton. to Thomas
night. Those in attendance were
Faith Long. Ruth Robinson. Virginia / Mr. and Mrs. John Gallagher of Tate Tavlor of Marion. Va., took
Witham. Betty Holmes, Christine Billerica, Mass., who have been place Saturday evening. Aug. 1. at
Newhall. Louise Veazie, Elaine spending their vacation in Olt^ the home cf the bride’s aunt Mrs.
Poust, Joyce Mitchell, Ruth Emery, Orchard, and who visited Mrs. Arthur Tripp Bliss n Winthrop.
Ruth McMahon, Joan Look. Shelby Gallagher’s mother. Mrs. A I.. Vose Mass.
The candlelight ceremony was
Glendenning, Dorothy Havener, over the week-end returned yes
performed at. 8 o’clock by Rev.
Pauline Havener. Marie Berry, and terday.
Ralph M. Harper, rector of St.
Gloria Witham. Games were played
John's Fn’sconal Church, Winthrop.
and a social evening was enjoyed
Mrs. Carrie Waltz of Boadway
The bride who was given in mar
by all the girls. Dainty refresh
ments were served by the hostess. and 'Mrs. iRoland H. Grant of 38 riage by her brother, Harry Nelson
Purchase street are looking for Gushee. wore a gown of pale yellow
Mrs. Catherine Libby has re ward1 with much interest to <iext crepe with a short veil attached to
turned from a trip from New York month, when they will make a trip a coronet of geld leaves and car
ried a bouquet of gardenias and
and has as a guest. Miss Edna to Arizona.
stephanotis. The maid of honor,
Baggerly cf Brooklyn.
Mrs. Elcnia Tuttle entertained MiQs Rosa Cynthia Gushee. it sister
------\
Miss Ione Louraine is home from with a dinner and two tables of cf the br de, were a gqwn of powder
Washington, D. C., on her annual contract ai her hcme on Broad blue and a corsage of yellow roses
way Wednesday night, honoring 'and maiguerites.
vacation.
«.
Mis. Henson Bird and Miss Made
The bride’s path to the altar was
Richard Irving, who was a favo line Bird, who are leaving the last gtrewn with rose petals by little
rite with a large group of the so cj the month for Trenton, N. J.
fcur-year-old Cynthia Ross, daugh
cial circle of Rockland and an art
ter of Lieut.-Commander and Mrs.
Mrs. Isaac Young, Mrs. May Richard Ross of Staten Island, New
ist in floral work, recently em
ployed at The Silsby Flower Shcp, nard Carter of Thomaston spent York. Mr. Taylor had Edward Codis in the news twofold, for he was Tuesday with Mrs. Cl fford Blued, man cf Newton. Mass., as his best
lately married to the charming a small birthday party was held in man.
Miss Mary Calderwood of Johns the afternoon, the occasion being
Following the reception the bride
town, N. Y. Word has come of his Mrs Blood’s Birthday. Ice cream and bridegroom left for a wedding
trip to the Great Smoky Mountains
promotion to First Lieutenant in and cake were served.
in Tennessee. Upon their return
the Navy and the surprise is not
Mrs. Geneva Huke is vacationing Mr. and Mrs Taylor will make the r
great as this is just what we ex
with her mother, Mrs. Charles A. home at 93 Pinckney street, Boston.
pected of Dick.
Rose at Boothbay Harbor.
MAYNARD LEACH
Miss Katherine Veazie, secretary
Maynard Leach died at the Fa’rto the Mayor, has been ill at her field Sanitarium yesterday, after an
home on Shaw avenue.
illness extending nearly a year.
Although in ill health, lie appeared
Fred Leach and family of to be gaining and the end came
NOW SHOWING
Wakefield are enjoying; a month’s very suddenly.
j
First Knox County Showing
Mr. T each was born in Rockland,
vacation at Christol Camerons cot
PAT
BRIAN
Sept. 22. 1894, son of the late Fred
tage at Holiday Beach
E. Leach and Mrs. Edna Leach. He
O’BRIEN
DONLEVY
Mrs Alice Redman spent Wed received his education in the local
“TWO YANKS IN
nesday afternoon With Mrs. Alice schools, being a graduate of Rock
land High School and the RozkM. Spear, Old County road.
TRINIDAD”
land Commercial College.
The deceased was formerly em
Mrs. Alice Dunbar Levitt is visi
Plus
ting the Henry Birds a.t their cot ployed by the R. T. <fe C. Street
KAY
WALTER
tage. Battery Beach. Her sister, 1 Railway and with the Marine Rail
FRANCIS
HUSTON
Mrs. Mabel Dunbar Doughty is way Company cf Camden.
and a new singer
expected soon for a visit with the 1 Survivors are his mother, Mrs.
Edna Leach; his wife, Harriett;
Birds.
GLORIA WARREN
two sisters, Mrs. Pparle Dodge, and
Mrs. Virginia Stoddard and a
“ALWAYS IN MY
brother, Laurence Leach, all of
HEART”
Boothbay Playhouse Rockland.
Tlie funeral services will be held
from Good’s Funeral Home at 2
FRIDAY CASH NIGHT. $75.00
Sherwood Keith presents
o’clock Sunday, with Rev. Melvin
Dorr, pastor of the Baptist church
the premiere production of
officiating.
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
“He Grew To Grow”
Principal Joseph E. Blaisdell. who
The Year’s Greatest Thrill
is vacationing at his Summer home
by Douglas Manning
Entertainment
in Sidney, has been in Rockland
Starring
on business this week.
LESLIE HOWARD
in
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Chronic Invalids and Elderly People
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F. MAE MURRAY, R. N.
Camden, Maine
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Mrs. Verna Thomas entertained
the Weatc Club at bridge Wednes
day night at her home on Brewster
street, with what turned >ut to be
a surprise party for her birthday
which also leu on tne same date.
A lovely luncheon of moulded
sandwiches, chips, iced tea, rel'shes,
sweet heart cookies was much en
joyed, as was a beautiful daffodil
birthday cake, which’was mnde ny
Mrs. Carolyn Stewart. The color
scheme in the dining room was
rather unique in green and yellow
with a lovely colored Queen Anne
lace table cover which made an ef
fective centerpiece, flanked by vari
colored candles in star shaped glass
holHbrs.
Bridge followed and honors were
won by Mrs. Phyllis Leach, Mrs.
Clara Curtis and Mrs. Susan Spear.
Traveling prize was won by Mrs.
Dorothy Baxter.
Just before luncheon was served
Mrs. Thomas was presented with a
lovely basket of gifts, even being
remembered by Rusty, the 17-yearold clear black cat which Is a
mt’Tnber of this household, but no
relation to “The Black Cat."
The guests wished Mrs. Thomas
many more happy birthdays. Others
in attendance were Mrs. Audrey
Teel, Mrs. Elizabeth Gilbert, Mrs
Evangeline Sylvester. Mrs. Virginia
Crockett. Mrs. Bowley substituted
for Mrs. Thomas.

Quartet in F flat major, cpflfc 33.
No 2.
Haydn
Allegra Modemto
Menuetto Scherzando

Largo
Presto

Country Dance.
Beethoven Jaffe
TIJuca (Brazilian Tango).
Milhaud-Jaffe
The Little Negro.
Debussy-Jaffe
La Oraclon del Torero.
Turlna
(The Invocation of the Bullfighter)
String Quintet in G major
opus 111,
Brahms
Allegra non troppo
Adagio
'
Un poco allegretto
Vivace
Herbert Wortrelch, violist,
collaborating

The so-called “Russian" quar
tets of Haydn comprising' Opus 33
are the lightest of all the master's
nature comedies. In keeping with
this thought Mr. Cole, cellist of
the Quartet, prefaced the playing
with a story that is told of Haydn
and this particular work (No. 2).
It seems that Haydn was vexed
that many ladies to show their
friendly feeling interrupted his
quartets with applause, and decid
ed to play a trick on them in the
final movement cf Opus 33, No. 2,
the ending of which eloquently
demonstrated Haydn’s intention,
One felt he wrote it with his
tongue in his cheek. In any event
Mr. 'Cole’s jolly story and the
lightness of the work itself put the
audience. In a mood of gayety and
relaxation, full ready to enjoy the
remainder of the program in its
entirety. It has to be said, how
ever. that the Quartet did not play
this particular Haydn number with
the usual devotion given to Haydn
However, as the program pro
gressed the performers swung into
their best form.
The miscellaneous group held
much interest, particularly through
Mr Jaffe's arrangements. This
young man, second violinist of the
Quartet, displays a real flair for
this sort ot thing, and more ar
rangements from his facile pen are
anticipated. Beethoven's “'Coun
try Dance” was dene with sensi
tive feeling for the folk atmos
phere. The Debussy number was
given with verve, but it was the
Milhaud composition which proved
the most intriguing of the ar
rangements.
An
ultra-modern
writing, one might say, the muted
strings only served to bring cut its
tantalizing dissonances and haunt
ing hints of melody at their best.
It was repeated in response to the
insistent applause Milhaud, who
is prominent among the modern
writers of today, heads the Music
Department of Mills College in
Oakland, Calif.
It is always a matter of pleasufe
when the Quartet repeats the
Turina number, a work originally
written fcr feur lutes, and 'possess
ing true Spanish feeling Rich in
color, the Quartet plays the work
with its muted strings is particuwith singular beauty. The ending
larly effective.
The Brahms Quintet made a
thrilling close. It is a magnificent
work, with a thousand nuances of
tone color and of dynamics, teem
ing with life and of constant con
trast. The second and third move
ments are of almost incredible
beauty.
Mr. Wortrelch, making
his first public appearance in
Rockport, played extremely well,
the two viclas giving an added
richness and depth to the texture
of the writing.
In the audience were noted many
noted personages of the musical
world—Efrem Zimbalist, violinist,
director of The- Curtis Institute of
Music; Samuel Barber, Gian Carlo
Menotti, and H. H. Wetzler, com
posers: Zlatko Balckovic, violinist;
Carlos Salzedo and Marjorie Call
8alzedo. harpists; Mme Elisabeth
Schumann, soprano, and others.
The program for the concert of
Aug. 9 will be:
Quartet In
No.
Dances for
Janet
Quartet In

D major.
3,
Harp and
Putnam,
A minor,

Opus 18.
Beethoven
Quartet. Debussy
collaborating
opus 29,
Schubert

The innovation of a harpist as
a collaborating artist is an inter
esting one, and particularly so to
have this artist Miss iPutnam who
is one of the outstanding mem
bers of the Summer Harp Colony
of America, directed in Camden
by the world renowned harpists,
Carlos Salzedo and Marjorie Call
Salzedo. Miss Putnam who in
herited her exceptional musical
gift from her mother began the
study of the harp at the age of 13,
soon after studying with Alice
Chalifoux. that fine artist whom
Camden music lovers will long re
member for her contribution to
some of the most successful con
certs organized in that town
In 1938 Miss Putnam took a

Kents Hill Reunion
Pres. Dunn Will Be Inaugu
rated August 15 At the
Summer Session

I
i
|
I
l

The annual Summer reunion of
the Kents Hill Alumni will take
place Aug, 15 on the campus of
Kents Hill Junior College and Preparatory School, Kents Hill..
Prominent guests for the occasion
will be Gov. Sumner St wall,
President James iLukens MoConaughy of Wesleyan University,
and Doctor Harry V Gilson, State
Commissioner of Education, who
will assist at the inauguration of
the new president and headmas
ter. William Warren Dunn.
Kents Hill Associates will as
semble under the guidance of
President Olin Pettingill in Ricker
Hall at 1130 a. m. At 1230 p. in.
a buffet luncheon will be served in
the Newton Gymnasium.
The important feature of the
afternoon w:il be the inauguration
of President Dunn, who will re
ceive the charter from the oldest
living past president. Dr. W.lbur
Fiske Berry of Waterville. William
L. Pullen, president of the board
of trustees, will preside. The inau
gural address will be delivered by
President
MoCor.aughty.
The
latter part of the afternoon will
be given over to class reunions,
especially the five-year classes.
Ed. Searls of Mount Vernon, of
the class of 1892 i.s making special
plans for that class.
The o.ficers fcr the Summer re
union are Leon Berry of Water
ville, Mrs. Caroline Houston Dow
of Bcwdoinham, and Miss Hazel
Gibbs of Kents Hill.

cempetitrve examination at The
Curtis Institute of Music and was
awarded a scholarship to study
with Mr. Salzedo. Her stay at
Curtis has been marked by signifi
cant achievements. For the past
three seasons she has been affiliat
ed with the Barton Harp Quintet
founded and directed by Maryjane
Mayhew (Mrs. Barton>, also well
known through Oamden concerts.
Miss Putnam has toured a large
Rortion of the United' States, and
has been affiliated with three or
chestras as first harpist—the Cur
tis Symphony Orchestra under
Fritz Reiner; the Scranton (Pa.)
Symphony Orchestra under George
Sebastian;
and the
National
Youth Orchestra of Philadelphia
under Louis Vynor. The crowning
point of her career, however, is her
recent appointm°nt as head of the
Harp Department of the New
School of Music founded last
Spring in Philadelphia by Max Aronoff and his colleagues of the
Curtis String Quartet. The I>, btrssy “Dances ’ fcr harp and string
|7uartet will have Its first performanre in Camdcn-iRodkport, in the
i Aug. 9th program
! As stated be ore, arrangements
for tickets may be made in ad| vance by calling Orlando Cole (tel.
; Camden 2445). Tickets will also
; be on sale at the door which opens
a short time before the concert
hour of 8.15.—by Gladys S. Heistad.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
second floor. 16 School street. Odd
Fellows Blcck. City, for Furs. Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
M
Buy War Savings Bonds ant Stamps

HATS OFF—
TO THE NEW
FEATHER EDGE

PERMANENT
For hatless Sum
mer days, get a
brief and breezy
permanent that’s
flattering and easy
to flip into place.
Get a
edge!

feather-

OTHER PERMANENTS
$2.50-$4-$5

GILBERrS BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
55-T-tf

On Old Friends

WILL OBSERVE CENTENNIAL
f-

SERMONETTE

Ordained To Seek And Save
While cn his Third mission
ary jcurney, the Apcstle Paul
cime to Ephesus and there he
found certain disciples. He came
rather bluntly but pointedly to
the subject of their discipleship,
much as modern ministers test)
the soundness of religious faith
and doctrines’ of a candidate for
the ministry before ordaining
h.m.
“Have ye received the Holy
Ghost since ye believed?’’
P„ul must have been sur
prised for they answered, “We
h ,e r.ot so much as heard
whether there be any Holy
Ghost.”
“Unto what then were ye
baptized)?”
And they said, “Unto John’s
baptism.”
Then Paul said, "John verily
baptized with the baptism of
r, per rance, saying unto the
people that they should believe
on him which should believe on
him, that is on Christ Jesus.”
When they heard this, they
were baptized in the name of
the Lord Jesus. And when Paul
hid his hands upon them the
Holy Ghost came on them.
Note the directness of Paul's
approach. Is it not the same
straightforwardness used) cen
turies afterward by Rev. Isaac
Case in his missionary Journeys
in Maine? The foundation laid
here by Paul led to his stay
amcng them for two years and
teaching daily In the great
school of Tyrannus.
Too often church members
leave the baptismal waters and
throughout their length of days
ncver v:ve substantial evidence
that “they have so much as
heard whether there be any
Holy Ghost.”
—William A. Holman
The Sunday services at the First
Baptist Church will be in charge of
Rev. Alger W. Geary of Portland.
The morning wcrsh p will begin at
10.30. Church school will convene at
nocn and provides classes for all
ages. The Berean Society will unite
with the Christian Endeavor at 6
o’clock fcr an inspirational service
of special interest. The evening
service, preceded bv a ten minute
organ recital beginning at 7.05, will
ccen with an, uplifting song service
at 7.15. Rand Smith, guest soloist,
will sing morning and evening. The
Harpv Prayer and Praise meeting
will be held at 7.30 Tuesday night.
* • ♦ ♦

x

At the United Episcopal Parish
cf S. S. Peter, John and George,
Rev. E O Kenyon, rector, observ
ance will be made of the tenth Sun
day after Trnity: At St. Peter’s
Rockland. Matins at 830, Parish
Eucharist and sermon at 9 a. m.,
Devotions at 7.30. and Daily Mass
except Monday and Saturday, at
7.30. At St. John’s, Thomaston,
Parish Eucharist and sermon at
10 45. At St. George's, Long Cove,
Vespers and sermon at 4 p. m.
* * * *
Sunday at the Littlefield Me
morial Baptist Church, Charles
Ellis will be the guest speaker at
10.30. in the absence of Rev, C. A.
Marstaller, who is enjoying a vaca
tion. Special music wil include a
solo by Mrs Ruby Allen. Sunday
school fellows at 11.45 with classes
for all ages. Yeung People's meet
ing comes at 6 o'clock with Carroll
Wixson as leader. Mr. Ellis will de
liver the message at 7.15 and spe
cial music will include a trumpet
sclo by Ronald Lord, Jr. Mid-week
P’ayer and praise service Tuesday
night at 7.30.
• • • *
“Sp rit” is the subject of the les
son-sermon that will be read in all
Churches of Christ, Scientist, Aug.
9. The golden text is: "Where the
Foirit of the Lord is, there is lib
erty” (II Corinthians 3:17). Among
the citations from the Bible are the
following passages: “Grace and
peace be multiplied unto you
through the knowledge of God, and
of Jesus our Lord, For so an entrance shall be ministered unto you
abundantly into the everlasting
kingdom of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ’’ (II Peter 1:2, 11).
• * * •
Mid-Summer Communion service
w T be celfbrated In the Congre
gational Church Sunday morning.
“The World of the Spirit” will be
the subject of the table-talk by the
pastor. Rev. Roy A. Welker. New
members will be received at this
service.

New undsr-arm
Cream Deodorant
Stops Perspiration

. . .c the large5’
tXg deodorant

1.

Does not rot dresses or men’s
shirts. Does not irritate skin.

Rev. A. E. Luce will preach at the
Methodist Church Sunday at 10.45.
Mr. Luce was formerly District Su
perintendent of the District.

tits

At the Holman Memorial Chapel.
Ingraham Hill, this Sunday at 3
o’clock, Charles H. Ellis will *peak
cn the thejne “Thy Kingdom Come.”
Come and hear the unchanging gos
pel in a changing world.

Another Memory Man
Tells of Old Political Days,
and Advocates the
Divine Way
■The centennial birthday anniversary of the Tenant’s Harbor Baptist
Editor of The Courier-Gazette.—
Church will be observed in that church Aug. 12, afternoon and evening,
When the mail brought the July with appropriate ceremonies. The public is invited to attend.
28th issue of The Courier-Gazette
it was snatched by a member of
my family (which is often the case)
when Iree’s write-up was read and
brought forth the expression, “The
Memory Man has a fine article in
The Courier-Gazette.” Well, I read
AND THE
it over twice and it did seem to me
that he did outdo himself a bit,
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
saying it without any discredit to
all his other contributions. How
ever, his political experience and
his dissertation on human nature
voting her time to promoting this
Agricultural Notes
was a wide diversion from people
work.
Fawn
checkers
in
connection
with
and things, which has been his
Demonstrations are to be given
accustomed trend in his writings. the Agricultural Conservation Pro
When tree described his political gram for 1942 will start this month. in all communities. Neighborhood
leaders are being contacted and it
argument, it carried me away back
in my teens—when the old ballot [The checkers this year are: Knox is they who publicize and notify
system was in older. In those days County, Harold Allen, Hope; H. B. neighbors about the demonstrations.
it was a common thing to see men j Cunningham, Washington; Philip An effort is being made to urge
of opposite political faiths gather , Seekins, Thomaston; and Kendall everyone to conserve as much food
in the street and get so “hot” that Crff, Cushing; Lincoln County, as possible this year.
lt seemed as if they might come
Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton, presi
to blows. My father was a great Herbert Spear, North Nobleboro; dent of the Garden Clubs of Maine,
hand to argue, and a great reader, Francis Reed, Waldoboro; Norris attended the canning demonstration
mostly the literature that support [Waltz, Damariscotta; Arthur Pa- given by Mrs. Lester Shibles at
ed his own political views. Grow quett, North Edgecomb, and Mer West Rockport, July 27.
ing up under that influence I be ton Everson, Dresden. All conser
4-H Club Notes
came so prejudiced and thought vation materials must be applied by
The
Georges
’ Valley boys of War
surely there could be no good come Sept. 1, otherwise the men will be
ren will hold a club tour today at
from the opposition, and it took charged for it.
years of self-training to rid myself Donald Johnson, Jefferson, owner 6 30. At a meeting July 28, Earle
Moore, Jr. reported that he has an
of that mischievous fallacy.
of the Enright orchard, has a very oak tree started from acorns he
In those old times we boys de gcod crop cf apples this year. They I gathered
last Fall from the Campus
lighted to gather at the “Old Town are also quite free of scab. In most oak nt Ornnn
House,” now converted into a gar crcnards of the county the crop is
The Best Maids of Whitefield
age, and see the “fun,” as we small and a lot of scab.
brought
their articles made in the
thought it. Each party had its
own ballots printed and henchmen | The pasture plots at the farm of sewing project for the club agent
scattered around to distribute them Wallace Spear & Sen, North Noble to look over and give suggestions
to the voters as they came along, boro, where ladino clover was used, if needed for fair exhibits at a
some of them pretty wiggly from are looking very well and have pro meeting July 28. A picnic lunch
Intoxication. Often we would see duced a lot of feed this year. Parc was served before the meeting. Mrs.
a voter making for the ballot box of one plot was seeded on the George Hausen, former leader, was
followed by a henchman, who kept 1 frozen ground with good results. present.
The Hatchet Mountain boys of
watch until the ballot was cast. By They also have a fertilized plot
that we knew that voter had sold that has produced a lot of feed. Hope, their leader, William Hardy,
himself for a paltry sum or perhaps They feel, however, that the ladino and the county club agent, went on
clover is more satisfactory. They a club tour inspecting the projects
a quantity of liquor.
have
about two acres more that at a meeting, July 31. After the
Some funny
episodes often
tcur they enjoyed swimming and a
occured. One man, so dim of eye will be put into ladino clover.
het
deg roast at Megunticook Lake.
sight that he couldn’t read, de
With The Homes
,
Mrs. Henry Keller, leader of the
pended-on a certain man of his
Over 50 canning demonstrations
party for the right vote mistook a have been given to date in different Singing Sewing club of West Rock
man of the opposition for his party, communities of Knox and Lincoln port, gave the girls a quiz on re
who handed him a vote, which he counties since July 14 and by the quirements for the cooking and
deposited. When told what he had end of the campaign it is estimated housekeeping and sewing projects
done he exclalmed,“Can’t I get the that a total of 75 will have been at their twelfth meeting of the
year, July 28.
plaguey thing out no way?”
given.
The Jolly Highlanders had 100
But the die was cast and nothing
Mrs.
Helen
Dana
of
Thomaston,
percent
attendance at a canning
left to assuage his sad feelings.
Another cute trick played to my re and Mrs. Loana Shibles, cf Rock meeting conducted by the county
membrance was like this: A party port, have each completed one club agent, Anna Simpson, at the
worker on his way to the polling month of work to this canning pro home of their local leader, Mrs.
place saw a voter cutting bushes gram. Miss Anna Simpson, 4-H Lura Sawyer, Monday evening.
beside the road. Asking the bush- club agent is assisting with the Aug. 3. The girls learned how to
man if he was going to vote he demonstrations and the full time can string beans and cauliflower in
got the reply: “Yes, so and so gave home demonstration agent is de- the pressure cooker.
me $2 to vote his party ticket.” “I’ll
give you $2 if you won’t go,” said
Open House Day
the other, and the offer was ac
cepted. Near the close of the polls
the first purchaser found his hire
ling had not appeared, so he Ancient Wiscasset Will Re
hustled around to get a team to go
veal Its Treasures To the
after him. The second purchaser
Public August 12
offered to bet $2 that he wouldn’t
get him and lt was readily covered.
The annual Wiscasset Open
To the delight of the s. p. the man
GUARDIANS
couldn’t be found, as it evened up House Day will be held Aug. 12
his financial score.
from 10 a. m. to 6 p. m„ for the
OF OUR COAST
Is the world growing worse? Not
•benefit
of
the
Wiscasset
Public
Li

in that line at least. The good
Book says: “Say not thou, What is brary and the Village Improvement
' PORTLAND HEAD
the cause that the former days Society.
Time seems to travel away
were better than these? for thou About 20 of the finest houses will
dost not Inquire wisely concerning be open. They date from the last from us these fine days. The
this.”
first thing we know we ar$ behind,
Human nature is one of the un of the 18th through the first part a week has passed and it is time
changeable traits of life; divine na of the 19th centuries, at which
ture is another, the two composing time Wiscasset was a thriving sea to consider our dues to the paper.
Every week we take time to say,
the whole being, carrying on a con port and the most Important ship
"Hello everybody” just to be so
tinual enemity between them. We
all possess both in various degrees. ping center east of Portsmouth. ciable, keep the ball rolling and
Jesus was “tempted in all pointe Most of the houses were built by help Guardians of our Coast.
Not much has happened the past
as we are, and yet without sin”— sea captains and many of them
the only man bom of woman who are lived in today by their direct week. Very quiet here until Sun
yielded not to the tempter’s snare. descendants who have inherited day late afternoon when business
seemed to pick up and the crowd be
We meet others in the walks of their belongings.
The architectural features range gan to assemble for the picnc luuch.
life who seem to nearly measure up
to that standard, like Nathaniel, of from the Colonial settler cottage to Present were Miss Elizabeth Ster
whom Jesus -said, “Behold an Is the larger Georgian and early ling, Torrington Point, Peaks
raelite indeed in whom there is no American types to be found in our Island. Mr. and Mrs. Robert T.
guile.” On the other hand, there New England seaports. Circular Sterling Jr., daughter Ann Walk
are others who fail to exhibit in stairways, elaborately carved wood er, Mr and: Mrs. .W. C. Dow and
their conduct the fruits of Christian work both inside artd out, make a E. C. Stoddard of Portland, the
living. And there are still others splendid monurrient. to the pain keepers and their families.
whose conduct is between the two staking workmanship of the day.
Lieut. D. L. Durgin, Mrs. DurIn many of the old houses much gin, family and party visited the
extremes.
Well, we all have the will-power of the early rare china and glass station Saturday night.
to choose for ourselves, one of the are still in place. The houses have
Mrs. Hilt is telling The Black
best gifts from God to man!
It been well kept up, and most of Cat she had a difficult task on
costs more effort to climb for the them have very quiint and lovely her hands last Winter trying to
divine than for the human nature gardens. The arrangement of cut locate
the delectable goobers.
which is the “line of least re flowers in the houses is now fa However, she can get them now.
mous throughout the country.
sistance.”
Luncheon at noon and tea in the
It is easy to spend money but hard
The largest non-ferrous ore
to earn it It is easier to loll time afternoon will be served at a
smelting center in the world Is lo
away than to conserve it for good nominal price, making it easy for
cated within 50 miles of Salt Lake
use. To do right pays much better the guests to spend the day. The
City, Utah.
houses
to
be
opened
have
been
in the. end. Human nature wants
numbered
in
the
order
in
which
to appear something that it isn’t.
If it is rich, it wants to appear it is the most convenient to see
poor, and vice versa. Divine na them, eliminating as much walk

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS

ture conceals nothing. Although lt ing as possible.
may cost us more, may we all be
so wise and fortunate as to choose ator, nevertheless, dares
the Divine way!
Berlin and to attend an
W. R. Walter
reception at the British
Waldoboro, Aug. 3.
where he comes face to

Camden Theatre

No waiting tS dry. Can be
used tight after shaving.
3. Instantly stops perspiration
for 1 to 3 days. Prevents odor.
4. A pure, white, greaseless,
stainless vanishing cream.

Leslie Howard, the star of nu
merous film hits, returns to the
screen in one of his most exciting
roles as the hero in “Mister V.”
which will be at Camden Theatre
Sunday and Monday.

ican Institute of Laundering ..
harmless to fabrics.

The story highlights the adven
tures of 'Prof. Horatio Smith, a
teacher of archaeology at Cam
bridge, who, single-handed, stages
and engineers daring escapes of
anti-Nazis from inside Germany.
Wanted by the head of the Gestapo
at any price, thia mysterious iiber-

2.

5. Awarded Approval Seal Amer
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BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

to go »o
elaborate
Embassy,
face with

the Gestapo chief.
How he manages to keep his iden
tity secret and to accomplish Ms
dare-devil business provides “Mis
ter V” with scenes of continuous
suspense and breath-taking drama.
The climax of Che story unwinds
with terrific impact on the Swiss
border, when the hero at long last
is finally caught by the Gestapo
and once again outwits tfiem.

Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg peine ere making you
miserable, don’t just eompbin and do nothing
about them. Nature may be warning you that
your kidneys need attention.
Tbe kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking
SS4"
poisonous waste out of the

Wood. They help moat people paae about 3
pinUadAy. *

If the 15 miles of kidney tubas and filters
don’t work well, poisonous waste matter stays
in the blood. These poisons may starte
backaches, rheumatic pains, le< pains? low oi
pep and energy, getting up nights, swelling,
puffiness under the eyes, headaches and diannese. Frequent or scanty passages with smart
An experiment by the North Da- 1 ing and burning sometimes shows tberebaomw*
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.
kota college of agriculture revealed j
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
that a hen’s egg production was i Pills, used successfully by miliiona for over 40
They give happy relief and will help
reduced 50 percent by a 25 percent , yean.
the 15 milae of kidney tubes flush out poison-

cut in her feedj

I

gttf waste from the Bleed. Get Doan's Piila.

Work For Everyone

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

George Wardwell, Visiting Is Freeman Young’s Ambi
By Margaret Chase Smith
In Rockland, Makes Side
tion—Mistakes Made
Trip To Stockton
He Admits
Washington, Aug. 5—It is ex said .that because the manufacturer
Springs
pected that officers of the armed had a definite amount of materials
Rockland, Aug. 5.
George S. Wardwell. 85 yeeps old,
of East Weymouth, Mass., has re
cently been a caller on friends in
Stockton Springs. Mr. Wardwell
well upholds the traditions of his
family for longevity and ability.
He came to Stockton from Cas
tine with his family, a lad of 12,
and spent his youth and young
manhood, living near and working
in the Crooker Shipyard under his
father, who was master builder
there. At an early age he followed
in his father’s steps and became
a master builder as did his brother
John Wardwell, 90 of Rockland,
whom he is visiting at his home
there.
Like their father both of the
brothers have enviable records in
this mechanical art, for who can
look at the beautiful lines of one
of the Wardwell ships and call
their trade, less than artistry.
Master Builder George Wardwell
built vessels both in the Stockton
Springs yard and at Sandy Point
during the last war and has built
frcm Maine to Florida and back
again, having to his credit well
over a 100 crafts ranging from full
riggers, steamers and schooners, to
yachts, for he was with the fa
mous Lawley’s for a long period,
and in the designing of yachts he ■
excelled.
Among his old friends ia town
are Mrs. Everet S. Grant of New
Haven, who is at her Summer
place, and in her 89th year, Levi
S. Griffin, 87, and Mrs. Jennie
Morse Bragg, 86. Mrs. Herbert IL.
Hopkins, 86, with a score of more
well in their seventies.
—Stockton Springs correspon
dence in the Bangor News.
CLUB AGENT IN WALDO
Cora Josephine Blake has been
appointed club agent in Waldo
County.

She succeeds Raymond Delano, [
who has resigned to enter the
United States Army Air Force.
Miss Blake is a native of LaGrange
and was graduated from the Univer- I
sity of Maine in 1942, her major
subject being home economics, t
While in college she was active in
many student organizations, and
was a member of All Maine Women,
an honorary group.

NORTH WARREN
Herbert Grade of Westfield,
Mass., is visiting at the home of
his mother, Mrs. Clara Grade.
Aarfle Lipponen of South Port
land was recent overnight guest of
his father. Mrs. Mildred Lipponen
of that city recently suffered in
juries in a fall down stairs.

services Will soon be distributing allotted, he need pay no attention
postcards to individuals in the to priority ratings.
armed services, including women,
In the middle of all this, Maine
so that they may cast absentee bal
decided
it needed pressure cookers.
lots. These postcards must be sent
to the Secretaries of States of the The manufacturer said it had sold
I various States, who will send, in all the allotted number of cookers
'return, ballots and a form on which and advised them to get a priority
[the individual may make affidavit rating. If Maine got a priority
[ that he is a qualified voter of the rating, one of the cookers scheduled
'State of his residence.
j for somebody else could go to
I This applies only to continental Maine.
[United States because Congress, in • Here another factor entered. The
i passing the bill, could not see how manufacturer will not receive all
it would be possible to extend the the materials allotted by W.P.B,
‘system to persons outside this coun The manufacturer therefore will be
try. Not even Alaska is included. short 7.060 cockers and 7.00’) cus
Even if the Senate passes this bill tomers are not going to get cockers
as is expected, the time is espe although their orders had been
cially short for Maine voters be accepted.
so those who were living in (Rock cause we have our election in
The reason is that the priority
land who wanted work could find it, September. AU other States vote in customers came in and got some
are among those who were inter [November. Families of Maine sol of those intended for the original
ested in Rockland and its people. diers and sailors, nurses, W.A.A.C.’s purchasers and the material had
These same people are still working I and' Naval Auxiliaries, can help by run short. A priority order is not
I urging them to get their postcards the material, says the manufactur
for Rockland and its people.
Of course we have made mis in early, and to return the ballots er. He isn’t taking any more
orders for cookers.
takes; of course we will make mis promptly.
In the House, 134 Members voted
takes. We will try to be of every
He says that each of the 50 can
for the bill making it possible for ning centers in Maine wanted two
assistance to Rockland possible.
Rockland still needs more indus all those in the service of the coun cookers and one can sealer. He has
tries. We have ample room and a try on this continent to vote, and supplied them with one ccoker and
chance to grow. Rockland can be as [only 19 voted against it in a divi- one sealer each, and thinks he has
large as the citizens want it to be. Jsicn vote. I voted for it, feeling it done pretty well. The WEB does
Some day. the sun will emerge a privilege to do everything to have not lock on pressure cookers as very
from the dark, clouds that obscures • these defenders of the country essential, he says, though he thinks
the world with the horror of war, 1 participate in its government. they are. It's not very good for
and at that time, will it not be Maine and many other States have the housewife’s morale after she
helpful to each of us if we have 'absentee voting provisions, but this has been urged to plant Victory
j will make it easier, and the bill gardens and save food to get up
work for everyone of us.
Again may I repeat, we have 'makes registration unnecessary for to the canning stage and find no
made mistakes, but we have made the services.
equipment ava lable. Reports come
Trying to convert ourselves from in now that Maine women are, as
some gains for Rockland.
free enterprise into a war time usual, making the best of the
freeman S. Young.
regulated economy is a complicated situation and accomplishing excel[business.
Every mail brings to my lerit results with their canning
IF YOUR TANK BUNS DRY
'office letters about confusions, lags, projects.
But If It Should Happen Here’s 'conflicts, injustices. The only thing
a constituent wrote ask
to do is to try to iron each one out ingWhen
What You Should Do
If I could get news of a niece,
as soon as possible to see if the who
is the wife of an officer in the
system we have set up can be made Philippine
Attention, motorists.
Army, I searched the
to
work
smoothly
and
serve
the
The State Office of (Price Ad
War
Department
but found that
ministration hopes you won’t—get war effort.
there was no information about
The
pressure
cookers
for
the
can

stalled on the road anywhere be ning centers in Maine were a the personnel in the Philippine
cause your tank has run dry, but sample. When State officials wrote Army. The Government is trying
if that should) happen to you, me that Governor Sewall had allo to gefc the Japanese Government
here’s what you may do.
cated money for canning projects to agree to the appointment of a
Run, walk or get a lift to the over* the State, but that they were representative of the International
nearest gasoline station, present not getting the pressure cookers Red Cross at Manila. It such a
your ration book to the attendant they needed, I took the matter up plan succeeds, we hope that com
and tell him your problem. 'He with the manufacturer. His reply munications can be opened between
keeps your bock and sells you some tells a story that is quite common. cur people in the Philippines‘and
gas in a container. Then, when The War Production Board allotted their families here.
you drive back to his station, he this company a definite amount of
wild remove the appropriate num material to make pressure cookers.
ber of coupons and return the book The company made and sold all
OVER THE TOP
to you.
that allotment.
FOR VICTORY
The distance you have to walk
In the beginning the cookers were
to do this is not rationed. It is sent out in the order of applica
with
cnly a matter of how lucky you tions received. Then W.P.B. began
UNITED STATES WAR
to issue priority ratings and the
are.
Of course, if you have run out of manufacturer began to fill orders
BONDS-STAMPS
coupons as well as gas that’s some according to what priority the
applicant
had.
Still
later
W.P.B.
thing else again.
Editor rof The Courier-Gazette:—
More or less fault has been
found about those working in ci
vilian defense, so perhaps an explanaton should, be made.
It is easy to see the faults of
others and to crticise, but why criti
cise when the only thing one has
to do is offer to help in his own
way.
So far as I know, not one person
is receiving one penny for his serv
ices, and surely it’s not personal
financial gain that this is being
done.
■However, the same people who
helped get the sardine factories, the
new factory at the North End. the
Snow Shipyards and other things,

needed for War

“What’s it good for?
“Guns, tanks, and maybe
part of a plane”

In the attics and cellars of
homes, in garages, tool sheds,
and on farms, is a lot of Junk
which is doing no good where it
is, but which is needed at once to
help smash the Japs and Nazis.
Scrap iron and steel, for example. Old
radiators, lengths of pipe, refrigerators,
garbage pails, broken garden tools...
It may be rusty, old “scrap” to you,
but it is actually re/inet/ steel, with
most impurities removed—and can be
quickly melted with new metal in the
Form of pig iron to produce highest
quality steel for our war machines.
Even in peacetime our Nation relied
on scrap to provide about 50% of the
raw material for steel. Now production
of steel has gone up, up, UP, until
today America is turning out as much
steel as all the rest of the world com
bined.
But unless at least 6,000,000 addi
tional tons of scrap steel is uncovered

promptly, the full rate of production
cannot be attained or increased; the
necessary tanks, guns, and ships cannot
be produced.

JUNK MAKES
FIGHTING WEAPONS

The rubber situation is also critical. In
spite pf the recent rubber drive, there is
a continuing need for large quantities of
scrap rubber. Also for other waste mate
rials and metals like brass, copper, zinc,
lead, and tin.
America needs your active assistance
in rounding up these materials. The
Junk which you collect is bought by
industry from scrap dealers at estab
lished, government-controlled prices.
Willyou help?
First-—collect all your waste material
and pile it up.
Th^n—sell it to a Junk dealer, give it
to a charity, take it yourself to the
nearest collection point, or get in touch
with your Local Salvage Committee.

If you live on a farm, consult your
County War Board or your farm im
plement dealer.

Throw YOUR scrap into the fight!

This message approved by Conservation Division

WAR PRODUCTION

BOARD

This advertisement paid far by tiie American Industries Salvage Committee
(representing and with funds provided by groups of leading industrial concerns.)

One old radiator
will provide
scrap steel need
ed for seventeen
.30 calibre rifles.

One old lawn mower will
help make six 3-inch shells.

One useless old

„
tire will pro- V V V V
vide as much «w «
**
rubber as is
V X
used in 12 gas
\
One old shovel will help
make 4-band grenades.

MATERIALS NEEDED

Scrap iron and steel.
Other metals of all kinds.
Old rubber.

Rags, Manila rope, burlap bags.

Waste Cooking Fats — Strain

into a
lerge tin can and when you get a pound or
more, sell to your meat dealer.

NEEDED ONLY IN CERTAIN LOCALITIES:

LOCAL SALVAGE COMMITTEE
CLEVELAND L. SLEEPER, Chairman,

Tels. 72 and 957

Waste paper and tin cans, as announced locally.
HOT NEEDED at thia time>

Razor blades—glass.

